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Résumé

L’apprentissage inter-sujet intervient dans l’analyse des données enregistrées
chez des sujets humains, lorsque le sujet chez lequel on doit faire une prédiction
ne faisait pas partie de la base d’apprentissage. Le plus typique de ces problèmes
est l’aide au diagnostic, lorsque on demande à un outil informatique si un sujet,
inconnu jusque là, est sain ou malade. Dans cette thèse, nous défendons le point
de vue que le problème d’apprentissage inter-sujet doit être formalisé comme
un problème multi-source dans lequel chaque sujet de la base d’apprentissage
fournit une source de données enregistrées dans un espace d’entrée potentielle-
ment différent et qui sont des réalisations de distributions différentes. Le cadre
multi-source est ainsi une généralisation du problème d’adaptation de domaine,
dans lequel une seule source de données est disponible. Nous présentons en-
suite trois contributions motivées par des problèmes d’apprentissage inter-sujet
en neuroimagerie.

Le résultat de notre première contribution est une méthode qui permet de
produire des prédictions inter-sujet sur des données d’IRM fonctionnelle en util-
isant les patrons d’activation disponibles à des échelles spatiales relativement
fines disponibles dans une région d’intérêt du cortex. Du à la forte variabilité
fonctionnelle inter-sujet, les espaces d’entrée dans lesquels vivent ces patrons
sont différents au travers des sujets. Notre contribution consiste à construire un
espace commun pour tous les sujets en utilisant une représentation graphique
des patrons d’activation ainsi qu’un noyau de graphe qui projette implicitement
ces représentations dans un espace de hilbert à noyau reproduisant. Nous avons
démontré l’efficacité de cette approche grâce à l’amélioration de la performance
de classification dans un tâche de prédiction inter-sujet construite pour étudier
l’organisation fonctionnelle du cortex auditif.

La deuxième contribution présentée dans cette thèse est une nouvelle méth-
ode qui permet l’identification de différences de formes locales du cortex entre
plusieurs groupes d’observations. Les objets utilisés sont, une fois de plus, des
représentations graphiques, cette fois construites à partir des points correspon-
dant à des extrema de profondeur des sillons corticaux. L’utilisation d’un noyau
de graphe adapté à ces objets permet, dans l’ espace de hilbert à noyau repro-
duisant correspondant, de quantifier les différences entre groupes d’observations
par la performance d’un classifieur entraîné à reconnaître ces groupes. Une
méthode d’inférence spatial non paramétrique permet ensuite la détection, c’est
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à dire l’identification des zones du cortex qui présentent des différences significa-
tives. Nous validons cette méthode en démontrant qu’elle permet d’identifier, sur
une large population de sujets sains, des asymétries corticales ainsi que des dif-
férences inter-sexe.

La troisième contribution est une méthode d’adaptation de domaine pour le
cas multi-source. Notre méthode se base sur le kernel mean matching, une procé-
dure d’appariement de distributions qui adapte la distribution de l’ensemble
d’entrainement à celle de l’ensemble de test par une pondération des exemples
d’apprentissage. Nous décrivons une extension du kernel mean matching au cas
où l’ensemble d’apprentissage se compose de plusieurs sources de données. Nous
présentons des résultats préliminaires sur une tâche de classification inter-sujet
dans une expérience de magnéto-encéphalographie.

Mots clés : apprentissage multi-source, méthodes à noyau, classification, neu-
roimagerie.
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Abstract

Inter-subject learning is a family of learning problems encountered in the analy-
sis of data recorded in human subjects where we need to perform predictions on
data recorded from a subject that was not available at training time. The most
usual problem that uses inter-subject learning is to ask whether an unknown
individual is healthy or sick, i.e to design a computer-aided diagnosis tool. In
this thesis, we argue that such inter-subject learning questions should be ad-
dressed within the multi-source learning framework, and we formalize it as such
in the context of neuroimaging studies. Indeed, each subject is a different source
of data, with data samples that potentially live in different feature spaces and
that are drawn from different probability distributions. The multi-source setting
therefore constitutes an extenstion of the domain adaptation problem where a
single source of training data is available. We then introduce three original con-
tributions motivated by inter-subject learning questions in neuroimaging.

The result of our first contribution is a method that is able to perform reliable
inter-subject predictions from fMRI data using fine-scale spatial patterns defined
within a region of interest. Because of the strong inter-subject variability present
at such fine scale, the original feature spaces are different across subjects. Our
contribution consists in designing a common space for the patterns of all subjects
using graphical representations of the patterns together with a graph kernel that
implicitly projects the samples into a reproducing kernel hilbert space. We show
that this approach is effective through the increased accuracy achieved on an
inter-subject prediction task designed to study the functional organization of the
human auditory cortex.

Our second contribution is a new method that enables to detect local differ-
ences in cortical shape across groups of anatomical MRI scans. The objects used
to detect such differences are, yet again, graphical reprentations, this time de-
signed from the spatial organization of the sulcal pits – the deepest points of
cortical sulci. Using a graph kernel designed for these objects allows to project
them into a reproducing kernel hilbert space and to quantify the differences be-
tween groups through the performances of a classifier trained to recognize these
groups. A non-parametric spatial inference method is then proposed to perform
the detection of cortical zones where the differences are statistically significant.
We validate this method by showing that it detects cortical asymmetries and
gender differences using a large database of healthy subjects.
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The third contribution of this thesis is a multi-source domain adaptation tech-
nique. Our method builds upon the kernel mean matching, a distribution match-
ing procedure that estimates importance weights for the training samples so that
the weighted source distribution matches more closely the target distribution
than the unweighted one. We introduce an extension of the kernel mean match-
ing for the multi-source case, i.e when the training samples are drawn from sev-
eral sources of data. We present preliminary results of this framework on a inter-
subject prediction task used to analyse data from a magneto-encephalography
experiment.

Keywords : multi-source learning, kernel methods, classification, neuroimag-
ing.
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1 Neuroimaging: a primer

Contents
1.1 Neuroimaging acquisition techniques 11

1.1.1 Computed Axial Tomography 12
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1.4 Multivariate machine learning techniques 20

1.4.1 General setting: supervised learning 20

1.4.2 Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis of functional MRI data 21

1.4.3 Computer-aided diagnosis tools for aMRI 22

1.1 Neuroimaging acquisition techniques

Neuroimaging is a subfield of medical imaging which focuses on producing and
making use of images of the central nervous system (CNS). The objectives of
neuroimaging comprise the diagnosis of pathologies related to the CNS as well
as its monitoring and understanding through the interpretation of visual repre-
sentations of the structure and function of the brain and the spinal cord. Several
technologies are available to produce images of the CNS, each providing differ-
ent types of information. In this introductory section, we provide an overview of
the most common acquisition techniques used in neuroimaging. They comprise
standard technologies used in medical imaging as well as specific techniques that
have been developed to better characterize the soft tissues of the brain or their
functional properties.
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1.1.1 Computed Axial Tomography

Computed Tomography (CT scan) is one the the oldest techniques available, di-
rectly derived from traditional radiography. It uses a series of X-ray scans in
order to produce a three-dimensional image of the head through a computa-
tional reconstruction process that solves the inverse Radon transform. A CT scan
therefore estimates the amount of X-rays absorbed in a given location, which is
related to the tissue density. Even if this technique does not provide state-of-
the-art quality, it remains widely used in clinical setting because a scan can be
performed in less than a minute. The main indications of CT scan include the
preparation of surgeries and the diagnosis of brain injuries thanks to its ability
to accurately detect and localize tissue swelling and bleeding.

1.1.2 Positron emission tomography

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a technique that uses an array of sensors
to measure the emissions of positrons from a radioactive tracer that is injected
into the body prior to the scan. A computational reconstruction allows to image
the concentration of the tracer as a three dimensional volume, hence to detect
the locations where the chemical compound has accumulated. Depending on
the chosen tracer, PET scanning can therefore highlight different properties of
the body parts to be examined. When it comes to studying the CNS, the most
commonly used tracer is the Fludeoxyglucose (FDG); indeed, this radioactive
form of glucose makes it possible to directly study the metabolism of the brain,
i.e to quantitatively measure brain activity. As a functional imaging technique,
its advantages include the image quality offered and the short time necessary
for acquisition, but its main disadvantage lies in the fast speed of decay of the
radioactive compound concentration which limits the field of application of PET
to studying tasks that are accordingly short.

1.1.3 Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a technique that is based on the use of
a high and homogeneous magnetic field in the imaging device. The energy of
temporary pulses of radio waves sent by an emitting coil to the patient excite
the hydrogen atoms (protons) in the target tissue, which emit themselves radio
frequencies recorded during relaxation by a receiver coil. A modulation of the
main magnetic field by gradient coils on the emission side allows to encode the
position of the target tissue, which makes it possible to reconstruct an image.
Because the water content of different types of tissues varies, the recorded mag-
netic resonance signal produced by the water protons will also change, which
makes it possible to produce images with strong constrasts between different
tissues. MRI has the nice advantages of being non-invasive (i.e it is possible to
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do MRI without injecting any tracer) and avoiding exposition to X-rays. The de-
sign of pulse sequences, which define the successive changes on the operation of
the gradient coils, leads to different image properties. We will now describe the
main types of MR images used in neuroscience.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✳✶✿ ❆ ✸❉ ✈♦❧✉♠❡ ♦❢ ❛♥❛t♦♠✐❝❛❧ ▼❘■✱ r❡♣r❡s❡♥t❡❞ ❜② t❤r❡❡ s❧✐❝❡s ❝✉t t❤r♦✉❣❤
t❤r❡❡ ♦rt❤♦❣♦♥❛❧ ♣❧❛♥❡s✳ ❖♥❡ ❝❛♥ ❞✐r❡❝t❧② ♦❜s❡r✈❡ t❤❡ ❛♥❛t♦♠② ♦❢ t❤❡
❜r❛✐♥✳ ❚❤❡ ❝✐r❝✉♠✈♦❧✉t✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡ ❣r❡② ♠❛tt❡r ❛♣♣❡❛r ✐♥ ❣r❡②✱ ❛♥❞ t❤❡
✇❤✐t❡ ♠❛tt❡r✱ s✉rr♦✉♥❞❡❞ ❜② ❣r❡② ♠❛tt❡r✱ ✐♥ ✇❤✐t❡✳

Anatomical MRI (also called structural MRI) uses pulse sequences that pro-
duce images where the structures of the brain and spinal cord are highly con-
trasted. This is the tool of choice to study the morphology of the brain in a
quantitative manner, i.e to perform morphometry studies. The most usual pulse
sequences aim at measuring the difference in T1 relaxation time (spin-lattice re-
laxation time) between tissues, and in particular between the grey and white
matter. See Fig. 1.1 for an example.

Functional MRI (fMRI) measures the so-called Blood-Oxygen-Level Dependent

13



❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✳✷✿ ❆ ✸❉ ✈♦❧✉♠❡ ♦❢ ❢▼❘■ ❞❛t❛✳ ❆ ❢✉❧❧ ❢▼❘■ ❞❛t❛s❡t ✐s ❝♦♠♣♦s❡❞ ♦❢ ❛
t✐♠❡s❡r✐❡s ♦❢ s✉❝❤ ✈♦❧✉♠❡s✳

(BOLD) effect. A local increase in neural activity demands energy consump-
tion which requires oxygen; this oxygen demand is actually over-compensated,
which result in a increased concentration of oxy-hemoglobin compared to deoxy-
hemoglobin, which results in an increased MR signal measured with the T ∗

2 re-
laxation time contrast. Functional MRI therefore measures an indirect signature
of neural activity – the precise links between neural activity and the fMRI signal
remaining to be elucidated. Since its discovery in the 1990s, fMRI has become
widely used to study brain function, mostly because it provides very good spa-
tial resolution over the whole brain in a non-invasive manner, which made it
contribute significantely to the brain mapping field. See an example of an fMRI
volume on Fig. 1.2.

1.1.4 Electroencephalography and

magnetoencephalography

Electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) respectively
measure the electrical and magnetic field over a set of electrodes positioned on
or over the scalp. The signals recorded are induced by synchronized neuronal
electrical currents over large populations of neurons which share the same ori-
entation, thus creating local modulations of the electrical and magnetic fields,
large enough to be detected by scalp electrodes. While EEG is a very old tool
with origins dating from the XIX-th century, MEG is more recent since it was
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developed in the 1960s. Both EEG and MEG provide a very high temporal res-
olution (on the order of a few milliseconds), which make them very useful in
research settings, in particular to study the oscillatory behaviors of neuronal ac-
tivity. Moreover, EEG is a standard tool in clinical settings, where it can help
characterize epileptic seizures, diagnose psychiatric disorders or prognosticate
the evolution of comatose patients. Although some research results are encour-
aging for a future implantation of MEG in hospitals, it is not, as of today, an
approved tool for clinical applications.

1.2 Inference in neuroimaging

The main objectives of neuroimaging as a field of medical imaging can be cate-
gorized as follows:

• in clinical settings, the goal of neuroimaging is to help to decide whether
a patient carries a neurological or psychiatric disease, or to predict his/her
evolution with regard to such pathologies;

• in research settings, functional neuroimaging attempts to understand brain
function in its normal healthy state;

• in pharmacology, the effectiveness of a drug can be quantified by examining
its spread throughout the brain or its effect on the modulation of brain
processes thanks to neuroimaging;

• finally, another objective is to build databases to describe what is the normal
CNS.

Overall, reaching any of these four objectives requires to examine groups of
individuals and solve two main questions that consist in:

• finding commonalities across subjects within a population;

• finding differences between subjects belonging to different populations.

These two main questions can be addressed using univariate or multivariate
statistical tools in different ways that we describe in the following section. In
short, univariate methods examine a single voxela of the images at a time, before
applying the same analysis model repeatedly and independently at each pixel. In
contrast, multivariate methods consider groups of pixels – or even all the pixels
– in a single model.

aa voxel – a volume element – is the equivalent of a pixel in volumetric imaging
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1.3 Univariate techniques

1.3.1 The General Linear Model

The tool of choice for building univariate methods in neuroimaging is the so-
called General Linear Model (GLM). In neuroimaging, it is used as follows:

Y = Xβ + ǫ, (1.1)

where

• Y is a vector of length n which contains n data points recorded at a given
location, being a pixel, voxel or single electrode;

• X is the so-called design matrix, of size n × m, which is composed of m
regressors that each contains a variable that we believe should contribute
to explain Y ; it is to be specified by the experimenter;

• β is a weight vector of size m, the i-th value weighting the i-th regressor of
X; it is the vector that needs to be estimated;

• ǫ is the residual vector of size n, which contains everything in Y that cannot
be explained by X.

An example of application of the GLM is shown on Fig. 1.3. This model is
tagged as general because it comprises several classical statistical models such
as the simple linear regression, the multiple linear regression and the analysis
of variance (ANOVA). It has been massively used in neuroimaging, mostly be-
cause of the success of the SPM softwareb (see [Ashburner 2012] for a historical
perspective on SPM). SPM, which stands for Statistical Parametric Mapping had
first implemented the GLM for PET data, before making it available for fMRI and
aMRI. It falls into the realm of massively univariate methods. Indeed, because it
works on data from a single voxel, the model attempts to explain the behavior of
a single variable, hence the use of the univariate term. The massive term follows
the repeated use of the same model (i.e the same design matrix X) on the very
large number of voxels available in neuroimaging datasets.

In practice, the following steps are used to perform a GLM analysis:

• at each voxel v, fit the model in order to obtain an estimate of the β vector,
denoted β̂v;

• interrogate the model at each voxel v using contrasts: define the null hy-
pothesis cT β̂v = 0 for a contrast c (see below for details); perform hypoth-
esis testing using t or F tests;

bhttp://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
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• obtain a statistical parametric map that covers the brain with t or F values,
with their associated map of p-values;

• perform inference on this statistical map to detect where the null hypothesis
can be rejected, including corrections for the multiple comparison problem
(see below).

A contrast c is a vector or a matrix of weights that are applied to the parameters
β of the model. The most simple contrast is a vector c = [0 · · · 1 · · · 0], where only
the i-th weight is non zero and equal to one. In this case, cTβ = βi, and the null
hypothesis is simply βi = 0. When this null hypothesis is rejected, it means that
the i-th regressor of the design matrix X actually contributes to explaining the
data Y . For instance, it Y contains one data point per subject and Xi is the age
of each subject, the rejection of this null hypothesis gets interpreted as the fact
that age has a significant effect on explaining Y . In general, when c is a vector, the
null hypothesis is a linear combination of the different βi-s and the associated
statistical test is a Student t-test; when c is a matrix, thus testing for different
linear combinations of βi-s at the same time, the associated statistics if Fischer’s
F .

Another important point lies in the fact that the application of the same model
at all voxels implies performing a number of tests equal to the number of voxels,
which can be on the order of 105 to 106 depending on the modality. Even in the
scenario that the null hypothesis is true everywhere, this will produce a large
number of voxels that will pass the test defined by p < 0.05. We therefore need
to correct for this effect, which is called the multiple comparison problem. The
most simple technique for voxel-wise inference is the Bonferroni procedure to
control the family-wise error rate: the critical p-value is simply divided by the
number of tests, which increases the threshold on the statistic. But it is known to
lack power. A standard strategy consists in examining clusters of suprathreshold
voxels (for a given fixed threshold that can be informed by uncorrected pointwise
p-values), and performing statistical assessment on the clusters, which vastly re-
duced the number of tests. This can be done using the Random Field Theory
[Worsley et al. 1992] which parametrically linked point-wise statistics with the
expected size of suprathreshold clusters using smoothness assumptions on the
statistical map. Besides these parametric approaches, one can also resort to
non-parametric strategies for either voxel-wise or cluster-wise inference, for in-
stance using permutation-based approaches [Bullmore et al. 1999; Nichols et al.
2002a].

We will now describe the implementations of this General Linear Model to
address the two most common examples of the two types of questions that were
described in Section 1.2.
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1.3.2 Group analysis in fMRI

Functional MRI experiments consist in having the subject sequentially perform
several repetitions of one or several tasks while lying in the scanner, in a pre-
determined manner that defines the experimental paradigm. During the several
minutes of the experiment, fMRI volumes are acquired continuously, with typi-
cally one volume every 2 to 3 seconds, to form a 3D+time dataset. Most often,
the same experiment is performed on several subjects, and the objective of a
group analysis is to find significant effects, i.e locations for which we can re-
ject the null hypothesis for a contrast of interest, that are common across the
population. In this case, we use a two-level GLM.

The first level is the subject level. The fMRI data of each subject s is composed
of timeseries available for each voxel v of the brain, that we define as Y v,s(t).
Some parts of the brain will be activated by the experimental paradigm and the
BOLD response should then correlate with the paradigm, which we therefore
use to define the design matrix X. If the subject is asked to alternatively per-
forms several tasks – or several variants of the same task, the timeseries of each
task/variant will be included as a regressor in the design matrix and the GLM
will implement a multiple regression: Y v,s(t) = Xβv,s + ǫv,s is estimated at each
voxel v and for each subject s. The subject-level contrast maps cv,s = cT ˆβv,s are
then computed for a given contrast c (where c can for example implement the
null hypothesis that two of the tasks produce the same BOLD response). This
first level GLM is illustrated in details on Figs 1.3 and 1.4.

Then, a second level GLM is estimated at the group level, where the data Y v
g at

voxel v contains s data points which are the contrast values cv,s estimated on each
subject with the first level GLM c. The most simple question that can be asked
at the group level is to determine where in the brain the contrast values have
a non-null value over the population. This can be done by including a constant
regressor with a one value in the group-level design matrix Xg. The model that
we estimate at each voxel v is then Y v

g = Xgβ
v + ǫ, which in fact implements

a one-sample t-test. The resulting t map can then be processed by the spatial
inference described previously in order to deal with the multiple comparisons
problem. The clusters that will survive are locations where the contrast c is
significantely non-null over the population, thus answering our initial problem.

1.3.3 Voxel-based morphometry

When processing anatomical MR data, traditional morphometry consists in mea-
suring – often manually – the volume of a given brain structure and performing
statistical analysis to estimate the potential differences between subjects belong-
ing to different populations: a simple two-sample t-test can then be used to

cNote that this requires that the voxel numbered v designates the same brain location for all
subjects, which is achieved by a processed called spatial normalization
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assess the difference in volume between healthy controls and patients. For in-
stance, the volume of the hippocampus is known to be smaller in patients with
Alzheimer’s disease than in healthy subjects [Schott et al. 2003].

In order to detect morphological differences smaller than with region-based
approaches, the voxel-based morphometry framework (see [Ashburner 2009] for
a review) starts by estimating the density of gray matter Y v(s) at each voxel v of
the brain of each subject s, after spatial normalization. By defining the vector Y v

containing the density values at voxel v for all subjects , the GLM Y v = Xβv + ǫv

can be used to assess differences between populations. In order to do so, X
needs to encode the fact that our set of observations comprises two populations
(for instance, with one regressor that takes the 1 value for subjects belonging
to the first population and -1 for subjects of the other), and a contrast c should
be defined to test the null hypothesis that there are no differences between the
two populations. In this case, we will obtain a map of t values that will then
be processed as previously to determine in which locations of the brain the den-
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sity of gray matter does not verify the null hypothesis of no differences across
populations.

1.4 Multivariate machine learning techniques

1.4.1 General setting: supervised learning

The goal of supervised learning is to learn a function that expresses as explicitely
as possible the relationships between two spaces, an input space X and a target
space Y. When Y is a discrete set such as {1, . . . , C}, this problem is known as
classification; when Y is continuous, for instance when Y = R, it is known as
regression.

A pair (X, Y ) is a random variable of X ×Y that follows an unknown, but fixed,
joint probability distribution P. We dispose of a finite set D of size N , composed
of labeled examples {(xn, yn)}N

n=1 independently drawn from P and the objective
is to learn a function f : X → Y that allows to make accurate predictions of the
y value associated with an example x.

In order to quantify the quality of the predictions, we use a loss function

ℓ : Y × Y → [0, 1] to compute the discrepancy between the true label y and
the predicted label f(x). Given such function, learning the optimal prediction
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function f consists in minimizing the true risk

R(f) = E(x,y)~P (ℓ(f(x), y)).

In practice, given the labeled dataset D, we will attempt to minimize the em-

pirical risk

RS(f) =
1

N

N
∑

n=1

(ℓ(f(xn), yn))

to find a function f within a restricted class of functions F.

1.4.2 Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis of functional MRI data

Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis (MVPA) is a recently introduced analysis technique
for fMRI data, which is based on supervised learning. Let us consider an fMRI
experiment where several tasks were performed (each task being labeled with
a discrete value of Y ), a classifier is learned from a set of labeled examples
{(xn, yn)}n=N

n=1 , where the examples xn are elements of Rd representing a pattern

of activation recorded over a set of d voxels, usually located within a given region
of the brain. Besides the original MVPA name that was introduced with the
release of the Princeton MVPA Toolbox [Polyn et al. 2005], this framework also
takes different appellations: i) because the role of the paradigm (X in the GLM
and Y for MVPA) and the data (Y in the GLM and X with MVPA) are inverted,
it is sometimes refered to as reverse inference; ii) because the classifier attempts
to guess what the subject was doing (which task y ∈ {1, . . . , C} he/she was
performing) from a brain recording xn, it is also called brain decoding analysis.

The basic type of inference performed with this model is then of the following
type: if the classifier learned in such manner is able to provide predictions with
an accuracy significantely above chance level, it means that the set of d voxels
used to construct the input patterns carries information about the way the brain
differentially performs the tasks {1, . . . , C}. Provided with a group of subjects
that performed the same experiment, this is often assessed in several steps.

• Perform cross-validation to assess the model accuracy individually on each
subject. This consists in splitting a fully labeled dataset in a number of
subsets, and repeat the following operations on each subset: i) data from
this subset form the test set; ii) data from all other subsets form the training

set; iii) learn the classifier on data from the training set; iv) compute its
empirical accuracy on the test set.

• Use a statistical model to assess the null hypothesis of no differences be-
tween tasks, for each subject. A well suited method for this is to used
permutation-based non parametric statistics [Nichols et al. 2002b]. Under
this null hypothesis, the labels of the examples carry no information and
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we could shuffle them without any effect on the classification accuracy. We
can therefore estimate the distribution of the classification accuracy under
this null hypothesis by performing a – large – number of cross-validations
using each time a different set of randomly permuted labels. This enables
to compute the p-value that the classification accuracy obtained with the
true labels actually follows this null distribution, and to reject the null hy-
pothesis if it is too weak (typically if p < 0.05).

• The group level analysis then looks at the consistency of within-subject
results across the population.

In the univariate GLM framework, this question of whether the brain activa-
tion is different across tasks would have been asked independently at each voxel
using a contrast on the β estimates. Because with MVPA, the same question is
asked using a set of d voxels – with d > 1, it is often thought that the multivari-
ate nature of MVPA provides additional statistical power compared to the GLM.
However, the interpretation of MVPA results may reveal to be more challenging
than with the GLM because it is not straightforward to know which of the d vox-
els are directly involved in the processing of each of the tasks. MVPA therefore
does not offer the direct possibility to perform brain mapping, in the sense that
it does not provide a statistical map of the whole brain that makes it possible to
visualize results in a glimpse, a process that neuroscientist are used to since the
GLM has become a de facto standard.

In order to overcome this limitation, it suffices to implement a sliding window
strategy: the MVPA analysis and inference described above are performed in a
small contiguous region centered around a given point of the brain, and repeated
many times by changing the center point so that it browses the full brain. This
is the so-called searchlight strategy , which has received a lot of attention since
its introduction by [Kriegeskorte et al. 2006], because it can be thought as of-
fering the best of both worlds: the easy mapping capability of the GLM and the
statistical power of MVPA.

1.4.3 Computer-aided diagnosis tools for aMRI

The most classical question that can be addressed in a machine learning setting
using anatomical MRI is to design a computerized tool to help clinicians refine
their diagosis, i.e to develop a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) tool. This prob-
lem is naturally addressed as a supervised learning question and requires to go
through the following steps.

• Build a database gathering a large number of labeled T1 MR images belong-
ing to two populations: i) healthy control subjects and ii) diseased patients
suffering from a given neurological disorder.
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• Extract a set of relevant characteristics from the images that can be used to
differentiate the patients from the healthy subjects

• Learn a classifier using the labeled database as the training dataset and the
extracted feature set.

Then, the clinician can use this classifier on a previously unseen incoming
patient to help with the diagnosis process. Note that each of the three aforemen-
tionned steps is critical when it comes to providing a tool that will be accurate,
hence useful to the clinicians.

• The database construction needs some special care in order to be useful
for the considered diagnosis task. First, the sample size needs to be large
enough to represent both populations and their statistical distributions.
Second, the acquisition scheme should be standardized as much as pos-
sible. Ideally, all images should be acquired with the same device, because
the effect of the scanning device can be far larger than the effect of the
disease itself (as we have shown in [Auzias, Breuil, et al. 2014]). However,
single-scanner studies are often limited in terms of sample size; in the case
of multi-site studies (i.e when the database is composed of images acquired
at different scanning site), special care should be taken to ensure that the
same pulse sequence is used, as done for example in the Alzheimer’s Dis-
ease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI, see [Mueller et al. 2005]).

• The feature extraction, which often relies on automatic image processing
tools, should be thoroughly validated. Indeed, it can be an important source
of noise if the automatic algorithms fail or yield erroneous measurements.
In this case, a manual intervention can be benefitial (as it was performed
in our study of sulcal anatomy in autism: [Auzias, Viellard, et al. 2014]),
but it remains costly in time and not tractable for very large sample sizes.

• Although the classification method seems to have less importance for a
given feature set [Sabuncu, Konukoglu, et al. 2015], it remains that the use
of complex, potentiall more inforative, feature sets can ask for the design
of a dedicated classifier, as for instance with structured objects.

To conclude, the most prominent applications of CAD tools comprise the study
of white matter lesions in multiple sclerosis [Bilello et al. 2013], as well as the
early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease, for which it has been shown that such tool
can perform reliable predictions before a standard clinical diagnosis is possible
[Frisoni et al. 2010].
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2 Inter-subject learning as a
multi-source problem
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When dealing with both of the problems described above (finding invariants
across a population of subjects, or finding differences across several groups of
subjects), and regardless of the type of neuroimaging modalities studied, we
face a major challenge in the inter-subject variability. Our proposal in this thesis
is to use the machine learning setting known as multi-source learning in order to
handle this variability, by stating that each subject is a different source of data.

In this chapter, we first describe the standard multi-source setting (Section 2.1).
We then frame the problem of learning with data from multiple subjects in neu-
roimaging as a multi-source learning question (Section 2.2).

2.1 Multi-source learning

2.1.1 Multi-source setting

Let us first define the multi-source setting encountered in learning problems.
Such problem arises when one has data available that come from different sources,
the word source being here employed in its most ordinary signification. Most of-
ten, it is the process that generated the data that differs across sources. A typical
example occurs in image categorization, where one might have different types
of images available, for instance drawings and photographs. It is intuitive that
all the drawings share some common characteristics that are different from the
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photographs and that both types of images are informative for the common task
of image categorization. Those can therefore be modeled as different sources of
data. In a more technical sense, this means that the data points – here the images
– are drawn from different distributions, and potentially live in different feature
spaces. The goal of multi-source learning is to agglomerate the information pro-
vided by each source for the task to be solved in order to be able to generalize
to yet another source of data that was not available during training, for instance
paintings in our image categorization example.

We can then formalize the definition of a multi-source dataset by first denoting
S = {1, · · · , S} the set of sources. Then, for each source s ∈ S, we have some
data available {xs

n}n=Ns

n=1 , where xs
n are elements of a feature space X s and N s

is the number of examples for this s-th source. These examples are associated
with a variable ys

n ∈ R, thus forming labeled examples (xs
n, y

s
n). We define Ds =

{(xs
n, y

s
n)}n=Ns

n=1 the training data for source s.
The goal of multi-source learning is to estimate a function that is able to per-

form accurate prediction of the value of the variable yt from an observation xt

drawn in a space X t with a different distribution than the S sources previously
described, i.e a function that can generalize to a target domain Dt.

In most cases, one suppose that all the spaces are X 1, · · · ,X S,X t are identi-
cal, and the problem is then known as multi-source domain adaptation. If the
input spaces are actually different, one usually attempts to find a set of trans-
formations {Ri : X i → X }i∈{1,··· ,S,t} that bring all observations into a common
representation space X . We are then brought back to a multi-source domain
adaptation question.

2.1.2 Link with multi-view and multi-task learning

In multi-view learning, the training dataset D = {(xn, yn)}n=N
n=1 is characterized by

the fact that each example xn is composed of several views, i.e xn = (x1
n, · · · , xS

n),
where each of the xs

n lives in a different feature space X s. A survey on multi-view
learning can be found in [S. Sun 2013]. In some cases, not all views are available
for all examples. We then talk about missing views. A multi-source problem can
then be framed as a multi-view question where for all the examples, only one
view is available and all the other ones are missing. The goal is then to be able
to learn a predictor for examples described by yet another view. In practice, this
model is too complex and it has not been implemented in the literature.

In multi-task learning, the dataset available at training time is D = {(xn, yn)}n=N
n=1 ,

and this time, it is the output variable that does not take the usual form of a single
scalar: in fact, each yn is a multi-dimensional vector {y1

n, · · · , yS
n}, each coding

for a given task. A multi-source learning question can be modeled as a multi-task
problem for which only one task variable yt

n is available for each of the samples
xn: the s-th source is then composed of the samples for which the s-th y value is
available. The different tasks are then the same, but because the distribution of
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each data source is different, the conditional distributions, of x given ys will also
be different, which makes the multi-task model relevant. We will see later in the
literature review that this model has been used in several methods.

2.2 A multi-source setting for inter-subject

prediction

Here, we describe in details a generic model that frames the different inference
problems encountered in neuroimaging within a common machine learning set-
ting. In short, when dealing with data from multiple subjects, we argue that
each subject provides a source of data, and that the different inter-subject learn-
ing questions – described in Section 1.2, which all aim at performing predictions
on data from new subjects, can be embedded within a multi-source learning
setting

2.2.1 Dataset and probabilistic model

First, we denote S = {1, · · · , S} the set of subjects, where S is the number of
subjects available at training time;

Then, for each subject s ∈ S

• a variable zs ∈ R is available that characterizes subject s; for instance, if
several populations of subjects are present in S – for instance some patients
that we would like to differentiate from healthy subjects, we might encode
this information into the zs variable by giving it a specific categorical value
for each population, i.e zs ∈ G

.
= {1, . . . , G}

• we have some data samples at hand {xs
n}n=Ns

n=1 , where xs
n are elements of a

feature space X s and N s is the number of examples available for subject s

• these examples might be associated with a variable ys
n ∈ R, thus forming a

labeled example (xs
n, y

s
n);

• we note Ds = {zs, (xs
n, y

s
n)}n=Ns

n=1 the training data for subject s.

The full training set is then defined as

D
.
= ∪S

s=1 Ds.

In addition to the training data, there exist a dataset Dt of the same nature for
a test subject t not in S

Dt = {zt, (xt
n, y

t
n)}n=Nt

n=1 ,

except the labels zt and {yt
n}n=Nt

n=1 are not observed.
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We then define a hierarchical probabilistic setting that may be associated with
the generation of this data. There is an unknown and fixed distribution L that
governs the distribution of subjects within the global population. Each realisa-
tion of the law is a subject s, i.e a set Ds = {zs, (xs

n, y
s
n)}n=Ns

n=1 . The pairs (xs
n, y

s
n)

are themselves realisations of a law Ls, which is different for each subject. Also
note that the conditional law L|z describes the distribution of the subjects of the
population within several sub-groups, if these sub-groups are labeled by the z
variable. This model is illustrated on Fig. 2.1.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✷✳✶✿ ■❧❧✉str❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❣❡♥❡r❛t✐✈❡ ♠✉❧t✐✲s♦✉r❝❡ ♠♦❞❡❧ ❢♦r ♥❡✉r♦✐♠❛❣✐♥❣
❞❛t❛s❡ts✳ ❚❤❡ s✉❜❥❡❝ts ❛r❡ r❛♥❞♦♠ r❡❛❧✐③❛t✐♦♥s ♦❢ ❛ ✜①❡❞ ❧❛✇✳ ❚❤❡
❞❛t❛ ♣♦✐♥ts ❛r❡ r❛♥❞♦♠ r❡❛❧✐③❛t✐♦♥s ♦❢ s✉❜❥❡❝t✲s♣❡❝✐✜❝ ❧❛✇s✳

Within this framework, an inter-subject prediction problem can be formalized
as a multi-source learning question for which each subject provides a source of
data and we aim at performing predictions on data from a source, i.e a subject,
not available during training. It is essential to understand that the multi-source

nature of the probelm stems from i) s being an independent random variable
of law L , ii) the data from subject s living an input space X s and being drawn
from a distribution Ls which can be different for each subject.

2.2.2 Addressed problems

With such a setting, we can address two problems that each belongs to the two
main categories of group analyses performed in neuroimaging (see Section 1.2).
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2.2.2.1 Inter-subject decoding

The first problem consists in finding commonalities across subjects within a given
population by performing multivoxel pattern analysis in a functional neuroimag-
ing experiment: we want to be able to guess the value of the variable y (for
instance the task that was performed by the subject) from its brain activation
pattern, typically measured with fMRI, MEG or EEG. To find what is common
across subjects using such decoding approach, the most common approach con-
sists in independently performing decoding within each subject’s dataset, and, in
a later stage, examining the commonalities of the decoding performances across
subjects (see Section 1.4.2). However, we claim that it is more informative to
perform a single-stage analysis through inter-subject decoding, i.e performing pre-
dictions on a pattern recorded in a subject that was not part of the training
dataset. Indeed, obtaining good inter-subject decoding performances implies that
the patterns are both informative – for the considered learning task – and re-
producible across subjects. This then shows that some subject-invariant neural
coding principles have been identified, at least at the spatial scale provided by
the acquisition device.

This inter-subject decoding problem can be defined as an instance of our multi-

source setting. Before going into the details, note that we here assume that the
population from which the subjects are drawn is homogeneous, i.e that we do
not have any knowledge about the potential existence of different groups within
this population. As a consequence, zs takes a constant value for all available
subjects s. We can therefore drop the zs variable in this section.

We assume we have at hand several examples for each subject (i.e ∀s,N s > 1,
and hopefully N s ≫ 1) and all the examples xs

n of the training subjects are
labeled with a categorical variable, i.e ys

n ∈ C
.
= {1, . . . , C}, where C is the

number of classes. Our training set is therefore

D
.
= ∪S

s=1{(xs
n, y

s
n)}n=Ns

n=1

and the goal of inter-subject decoding is to be able to perform predictions on
the test dataset Dt = {xt

n}n=Nt

n=1 . This can be formulated as

1. computing the targets {yt
n}n=Nt

n=1 associated with the data from Dt;

2. and/or learning from D a predictor f : X t → C with risk

R(f)
.
= P(x,y)∼Lt(f(x) 6= y)

as small as possible.

From a machine learning point of view, the former problem is a problem of
transductive learning, where the only concern is to compute the targets associ-
ated with the test data, without any consideration for the issue of predicting
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the labels of new data coming from subject s. The latter problem is a supervised
inductive learning problem, where the objective is to have at hand a predictor ca-
pable of reliably computing the targets associated to any data from any subject
s, even if unseen at training time.

We will propose two solutions for this inter-subject decoding problem: an induction-
based framework based on structural representations in Chapter 4 and a trans-
ductive domain adaptation approach in Chapter 6.

2.2.2.2 Group prediction

The second problem we can address consists in guessing within which popula-
tion an unseen subject belongs to, i.e predicting the value of zt for the test subject
t. A typical example of such problem is solved when designing computer-aided

diagnostic tools, which attempt to use imaging data to predict whether a patient
is healthy or sick (in this simple case, healthy and sick define two populations
of our set of subjects, and therefore correspond to two different values of z).
In neuroimaging, this question is usually addressed using one observation per
subject, most often anatomical MRI or PET, which means that ∀s,N s = 1. In this
case we drop the n index and denote xs the observation for subject s; further-
more, this observation is of the same type for all subjects, i.e there is no y label
further associated with x. Therefore, the training dataset is simply

D
.
= {(xs, zs)s=S

s=1 }.

Our goal with performing group prediction, is to learn a predictor g of the class
z ∈ {1, . . . , G} from the image xt of a test subject, i.e f : X t → C with risk

R(g)
.
= P(x,z))∼L (f(x) 6= z)

as small as possible.
In Chapter 5, we will propose a framework that uses such group prediction

task in order to detect local differences in cortical morphology between two
populations of subjects.

Note that having only one observation per subject s prevents us from estimat-
ing the distribution Ls. Data that could allow the use of probabilistic methods
on anatomical MRI has only started to be acquired and made available very re-
cently, as in [Maclaren et al. 2014] where each subject has been scanned a large
number of times (N s = 40).
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Performing inter-subject predictions is a transfer learning problem [Pan and Q.
Yang 2010] where one attempts to transfer the information conveyed by the ex-
amples of each source of data available at training time (i.e each training subject)
to the data of the target subject. One can consider two main cases in order to
tackle this question. First, if the input spaces X s are not identical across subjects,
a necessary step consists in constructing representations to bring the observations
of all sources into a common space. Second, if all the input spaces are identical,
the major problem lies in handling the fact that the distributions Ls are likely
to be different across sources, i.e from a given subject to another, which defines
a domain adaptation problem. We will now examine the different approaches
that exist in the litterature to deal with the construction of invariant represen-
tations (in Section 3.1), to perform adaptation, from one domain to another
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(in Section 3.2) and using multiple input sources (in Section 3.3). Finally, we
will examine a few other approaches that can deal with inter-subject variability
(Section 3.4).

3.1 Constructing invariant representations

In this section, we review the various types of approaches aimed at dealing with
the fact that the original feature spaces might not be identical across sources, and
sometimes across examples. These methods attempt to construct representations
of the original examples, in the sense defined in [Marr 1982]: a representation is

a formal system for making explicit certain entities or types of information and that

can be operated on by an algorithm in order to perform a certain task. Powerful
representations are such that they are invariant with respect to the effect induced
by some sources of variability. In the case where the examples are images, which
is our focus in this thesis, the acquisition protocol is very often not very well
controlled which causes the images not to have the same size and makes the raw
pixel space unusable as a feature space. For natural images, other typical sources
of variability include differences in point of view or in illumination.

We distinguish three types of approaches that attempt to deal with this vari-
ability:

• feature engineering, which looks for characteristics of the examples that
are themselves invariant with respect to some transformations and then
constructs a vector-like feature set from these characteristics;

• structural representation design, which aims at encoding the samples into
structured objects such as strings, trees or graphs;

• representation learning, which uses machine learning methods to obtain
such invariant representations.

.
The feature engineering approach falls into the so-called statistical pattern recog-

nition framework, while the design of structural representations is the base point
of structural pattern recognition. These two subfields have a longlasting history of
opposition and attempts at reconciliation and unification [Goldfarb et al. 2004],
while the representation learning field is a newly emerging area of machine learn-

ing which attracts a lot of attention these days, notably thanks to its successes in
classical tasks such as image classification [Ciresan et al. 2012]. Each of these
encompasses a large array of methods. Our aim here is not to exhaustively re-
view them but to give typical examples of such methods applied to imaging data,
that are somehow relevant to the problems we are going to address in this thesis
with neuroimaging data.
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3.1.1 Feature engineering

When dealing with examples which are images that do not have the same size,
one has to construct a feature set that can be compared across examples in
order to perform a learning task such as categorization, i.e classification into
a pre-determined number of categories. One method can be to first locate
salient points from the image, such as the Scale Invariant Feature Transforma-
tion (SIFT), described in [Lowe 1999], which are the extrema of a pyramid con-
structed from differences of Gaussian bandpass filtered versions of the original
image. Once the points of interest have been extracted with their surrounding
image descriptor (which are invariant in scale and illumination changes as well
as local distortions), they can be used in a bag-of-words framework: one can
construct a vocabulary from a training dataset by unsupervised clustering of the
SIFT descriptors extracted from the entire set of training images, each cluster
then defines a word. The SIFT descriptors extracted from an unseen image are
each assigned to one of the words of the vocabulary, and the image is repre-
sented by a set of features that are each defined as the frequency of occurrence
of each word of the vocabulary in the image. Note that the localization infor-
mation within the image is totally lost with this method, which has nonetheles
proved to be very effective [Lowe 1999]. A large number of variants on the
descriptors themselves and on the feature set construction have been proposed
based on these ideas [Tuytelaars et al. 2007].

Other image transformations have been developed in order to construct invari-
ant representations. One such transformation is the scattering transform [Bruna
et al. 2013], which is constructed by using convolutional networks on top of
a wavelet transform, thus producing translation-invariant representations. It is
to be noted that the first layer provides SIFT-like features, while the following
ones provide additional invariant descriptors. When used with a generative PCA
model and a SVM classifier, these scattering representations yield state-of-the-art
classification results on standard datasets [Bruna et al. 2013].

3.1.2 Structured representations

One of the major limitations of the feature engineering approaches described
above is that they totally ignore the spatial structure, i.e the relative locations,
of the extracted features within the images. A common way to take the spatial
organization of images into account goes through the design of objects such as
strings, trees or graphs, which all provide structured representations. In order to
design such objects, one has to define their vertices, their edges, and optionnally
attributes that can carry aditional information about the vertices and edges.

When dealing with images, one can define the vertices of a structured repre-
sentation as two main types of objects extracted in a image: points or regions.
We have explored in the previous paragraph the usual ways of extracting points
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of interest; when designing graphs from such points of interest, an extra step
consists in filtering those points to keep the ones that will be reproducible across
examples, as in [Kisku et al. 2007]. The definition of regions inside an image is
known as the segmentation problem in image processing; it consists in finding
regions which satisfy some criterion. This criterion can be low-level, for instance
the most basic one being that each region present a homogeneous intensity level.
It can also be of higher level, in order to obtain regions which are more mean-
ingful for the task at hand, such as semantic constraint for an object recognition
task [Arbeláez et al. 2012]. Then, one need to define the edges. Here again,
this can be done through very low-level criteria (such as the spatial adjacency
of regions or the proximity of points), and go to higher level information (us-
ing semantic, such as part-based models which define the relationships between
regions and sub-regions [Felzenszwalb et al. 2010] [B. Yao et al. 2010]). Fi-
nally, adding attributes on the edges and/or vertices might be useful to define
structured representations that are more representative of the initial images, and
might therefore be more informative for the considered problem [Sanromà et al.
2010].

We will design and use such structured representation to handle inter-subject
variability in two different problems, as described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

3.1.3 Representation learning

The emerging field of representation learning develops machine learning meth-
ods to produce representations of the input data containing information that will
hopefully be more easily usable when attempting to solve a task later on. The
goal is therefore identical as in the feature engineering and structured representa-

tion design approaches presented above, i.e to achieve invariant representations
with respect to the sources of variability in the input data, but the methodology
is different in the sense that we hope that an algorithm can learn such repre-
sentation by itself, instead of using a priori knowledge to engineer appropriate
representations as in both the other approaches.

Since the breakthrough paper of [Hinton et al. 2006], representation learning
methods have allowed to beat state-of-the-art performances in numerous clas-
sical learning problems such as natural language processing [Dahl et al. 2012],
speech recognition [Mikolov et al. 2011], image classification [Ciresan et al.
2012] and object recognition [Krizhevsky et al. 2012]. A lot of the work has fo-
cused on deep architecture of neural networks, deep meaning that a large num-
ber of layers are included in the network. One can still make use of a priori
knowledge by enforcing some properties in the network, such as the expected
smoothness of the representation, the sparsity of the information in the hidden
layers, the hierarchy of organization of the layers and their respective sizes (for
instance by using knowledge on the brain processing system that performs the
equivalent task), the type of invariance that is looked after etc.
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More recently, working with the assumption that going from one domain to an-
other is a source of variability that could be handled in a representation learning

framework, these deep learning methods have also been used on transfer learning

problems. They have, yet again, been successfull [Bengio 2012], in particular to
multi-source and multi-view learning questions [Ngiam et al. 2011; Zhuang et
al. 2014].

It should be noted that the first applications of deep learning to neuroimaging
problems have recently been published, with for instance a study dedicated to
inter-subject decoding of fMRI data [Koyamada et al. 2015].

3.2 Domain adaptation

In this section, we review the various types of approaches available for the clas-
sical domain adaptation case where the training examples are all realisations of a
single source domain, and the test examples are realisations of another domain.
This problem, called domain adaptation, is a branch of transfer learning that tries
to transfer the knowledge available in the source domain to apply it to the target
domain, namely by adapting the joint probability Ps(x, y) of the source domain
to the one of the target domain Pt(x, y). We will not attempt to fully review the
domain adaptation literature here because it is far too large, but we will sum-
marize the most prominent approaches that are used. The interested reader can
turn him/herself to several technical reports that review the literature: [Margo-
lis 2011] for a general review, [Li 2012] for applications in the fields of natural
language processing and [Beijbom 2012] for computer vision-related questions;
we mention these two fields – natural language processing and computer vision
– because they provide questions that have driven a lot of work in domain adap-

tation and led to the design of numerous new methods.

3.2.1 Looking for shared representations

The first type of techniques we describe here aim at finding representations for
which the distributions in the source and target domains are similar, or at least
more similar than in the native feature space. We start by mentioning the quasi-
standard practice that consists in normalizing each feature so that it has zero
mean and unit variance on the training set; this heuristic contributes to making
the source and target distributions more similar to each other. In practice, it does
help a lot, and frustratingly, it is often hard to beat even when comparing its
benefits to methods that are far more sophisticated and theoretically grounded.
Another class of methods start with the rather intuitive idea that the divergence
between the source and target distributions might be caused by the existence of
some domain-specific features within the common feature set; a solution for this
consists in selecting features that behave the same across domains, i.e that allows
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minimizing a divergence statistic between distributions, as implemented using a
soft-weighting procedure and conditional random fields in [Satpal et al. 2007]
or in the CODA (Co-Training for Domain Adaptation) algorithm [M. Chen et al.
2011]. Finally, other methods look for transformations of the data to achieve the
same goal, for instance using mappings to a RKHS that minimize the Maximum
Mean Discrepancy (MMD) between distributions [Pan, Tsang, et al. 2011].

3.2.2 Instance weighting

Given the fact that the source and target distributions are different, another in-
tuition leads to reweighting the source distribution, via an importance weight

function in order to make the reweighted source distribution as close as possible
to the target distribution. When placed in the classical risk minimization frame-
work, given a loss function ℓ and a vector of parameters θ, this idea becomes:

R(Pt, θ, ℓ(., ., θ)) = E(x,y)~Pt
(ℓ(x, y, θ))

= E(x,y)~Pt
(
Ps(x, y)

Ps(x, y)
ℓ(x, y, θ))

= E(x,y)~Ps
(Ps(x, y)

Pt(x, y)

Ps(x, y)
ℓ(x, y, θ))

= E(x,y)~Ps
(Ps(x, y)β(x, y)ℓ(x, y, θ))

= R(Pt, θ, β(., .)ℓ(., ., θ)) (3.1)

Empirically, this leads to weighting each instance of the source domain using the
following weight:

β(x, y) =
Pt(x, y)

Ps(x, y)
.

A typical assumption used when trying to solve this problem is the so-called
covariate shift [Shimodaira 2000], which states that the conditional probabilities
are identical in the source and target domains, i.e Pt(y | x) = Ps(y | x) and that
only the marginal distributions differ. This leads to

β(x, y) =
Pt(x, y)

Ps(x, y)

=
Pt(y | x)Pt(x)

Ps(y | x)Ps(x)

=
P (y | x)Pt(x)

P (y | x)Ps(x)

=
Pt(x)

Ps(x)
(3.2)
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This result, which is clearly appealing by its simplicity, nevertheless raises the
challenge of estimating these weights from the data since in most cases, the
marginal distributions are unknown. A large number of methods have been
proposed to solve this problem, as for instance by directly using density estima-
tion techniques ([Sugiyama et al. 2005]) or by solving an annex classification
problem to determine whether an instance belongs to the source or the target
domain, which provides an estimate of the marginal distributions ([Zadrozny
2004]). In order to avoid having to estimate the marginal distributions, one can
also use techniques that allow to directly estimate their ratio, like the Kernel
Mean Matching (KMM) [Gretton et al. 2009].

In Chapter 6, we will describe in detail the Kernel Mean Matching approach
and propose a KMM extension for the multi-source problem.

3.2.3 Iterative approaches

If some labeled instances from the target domain are available at training time,
methods from the semi-supervised learning literature ([Chapelle et al. 2006]) can
be directly used to perform domain adaptation. When it is not the case, another
family of methods consists in guessing the labels of some target samples, and
then include them to either train another model or use semi-supervised methods;
this process can be iterated to progressively estimate a better classifier. Amongst
these self-labelling methods, we can for instance mention the work by [Dai et al.
2007] which is based on the Expectation Maximisation (EM) principle, and the
DASVM algorithm which trains an SVM classifier at each iteration and selects
which instance to keep for the next iteration [Bruzzone et al. 2010].

Another approach is based on a mixture model of the probability distributions,
that allows to label the available samples as belonging to the source domain, the
target domain or being share between domains. The parameters of the mixture
model are estimated iteratively with the Conditional EM algorithm [Daumé III
et al. 2006].

3.3 Multi-source-specific methods

When samples from more than one source domain are available at training time,
the most straightforward strategy is to pool them all together and to consider
the resulting set of data as a regular training dataset, ignoring the differences
between training sources. This calls for two remarks. First, this model is clearly
sub-optimal and one hopes to be able to use the different sources in a more clever
way that can efficiently combine their respective contribution; this is the essence
of multi-source learning. Secondly, combining the different sources in a simplistic
way can lead to worsening the performances of the model, as compared to using
only a single source for training (as empirically seen in [Schweikert et al. 2009]
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for instance). This phenomenon is referred to as negative transfer in the transfer

learning literature.
Categorizing multi-source learning methods is a difficult task because, as de-

fined in 2.1, it is tightly linked with several other machine learning sub-fields that
include domain adaptation, but also multi-task, multi-view and semi-supervised

learning, and ensemble methods. Multi-source methods indeed feed themselves
from these other domains of research, sometimes borrowing elements from sev-
eral of them. In what follows, we present a taxonomy of multi-source methods
in a somehow artificial manner; it is therefore not fully accurate because a given
method often use elements from several other classes of methods presented in
other paragraphs.

Before describing the array of multi-source methods, we first mention the rare
theoretical studies available for the multi-source learning problem. Assuming
they have a distance matrix between the sources, [Crammer et al. 2008] com-
putes a general bound on the expected loss of the multi-source model by us-
ing the nearest k sources from the target domain, thus using a source selec-
tion scheme. [Mansour et al. 2009] studied the question of combining single-
source models and demonstrated that a distribution-weighted combination rule
can guarantee a bound on the loss while the standard convex combination rule
does not offer such guarantee and therefore can yield negative transfer. Finally,
[Ben-David et al. 2010] introduces a distance metric between domains, which
makes it possible to compute two learning bounds for the empirical risk mini-
mization in the target domain.

3.3.1 Multi-source domain adaptation

Multi-source learning can be viewed as a generalization of the domain adaptation

problem: one simply has several, instead of one, source domains that we need to
adapt to the target domain. A review of multi-source domain adaptation method
has been recently published in [S. Sun et al. 2015].

Most of the existing methods attempt to either select some sources or weight
the contribution of each source domain. This is the case in [Chattopadhyay
et al. 2012] which attempts to match the conditional probability distributions
across domains through a regularized weighting procedure and define the de-
cision function in the target space accordingly; note that it requires having a
small number of labeled samples in the target domain. The method introduced
in [Q. Sun et al. 2011] combines the previous one with a standard domain adap-
tation instance-weighting scheme; this instance weighting is used as a first step
to match the marginal distributions from each of the source domain to the target
one, and a second step conceptually similar to the method of [Chattopadhyay
et al. 2012] attempts to match the conditional probability distributions.

Another way to combine the contributions of the different source domains is
to use a two-stage procedure: first, one can use the labeled instances of each of
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the source domains to train a single-source model, and then one can combine
these models to be adapted to the target domain. The early work of [Fromont
et al. 2004] actually follows this principle. The more recent Domain Adaptation
Machine described in [Duan et al. 2009] also uses auxiliary classifiers (trained
on a single source) before a data-dependent regularizer enforces that the target
classifier acts similarly as the pre-computed auxiliary classifiers from relevant
sources.

The method introduced by [Tan et al. 2014] focuses on the cases where the
different sources might also include different views. The different views from
different sources are iteratively combined by a co-training step, a target instance
selection step and a reweighting of the source instances that allows learning a
full model.

3.3.2 Boosting-based methods

Several groups have investigated the use of ensemble methods for multi-source

learning, and in particular boosting. Adaboost is an iterative boosting algorithm
that selects a weak classifier at each iteration and adds it to the ensemble of clas-
sifiers, while down-weighting the samples that have been correctly classified so
that the focus is placed at the next iteration on the samples for which the predic-
tion was not accurate. [Y. Yao et al. 2010] introduces two boosting algorithms
that attempt to leverage the knowledge from the multiple available sources at
training time. The first one consists in selecting at each iteration the weak clas-
sifier from the source that is the closest to the target domain. The second one
operates in two stages: in the first one, single-source classifiers are estimated
while in the second one, they are used as the weak classifiers in order to boost
the target classifier to be estimated. [Huang et al. 2012] define a concept of view

as a combination of one or several of the training sources; at each iteration, their
boosting algorithm selects the best view by computing a distance to the target do-
main. [Shi et al. 2012] attempts to work in a more general framework, depicted
as heterogeneous learning in which the feature spaces of each of the sources do
not have to be shared, which places this work in the multi-view setting; it builds
a boosting ensemble by looking to maximize the decision consensus across the
instances that are shared across several sources.

3.3.3 Multi-task models

Another way to frame the multi-source learning problem is to associate a specific
task to each source, or combination of sources, and to use a multi-task framework
considering that these different tasks are somehow related. [Lin et al. 2013] con-
siders the image auto-annotation problem using annotated images from multiple
sources as training samples; once again, it builds upon single-source models to
construct a multi-task model with inter-sources structural regularization and an
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additional set of constraints that the parameters need to verify across sources. In
neuroimaging applications, two studies have implemented multi-task models to
tackle multi-source problems. The first one ([Yuan et al. 2012]) studies the group
discrimination task described in ?? using multi-modal (i.e multi-view) data;
a task is defined for each combination of available modalities; the multi-task
model makes it possible to handle observations with missing views, i.e subjects
for which not all modalities are available thanks to the design of a shared feature
set estimated using a sparse learning technique. The second study ([Marquand
et al. 2014]) addresses the inter-subject decoding problem from functional imag-
ing; a task is assigned for each subject available in the training set and a Bayesian
multi-task framework is proposed to build a classifier on the test subject.

3.3.4 Other approaches

We can also mention some other approaches that fall in the realm of multi-source

learning. The work in [Fang et al. 2015] is based yet again on the training of
single-source classifiers; the concatenation of the predictions of each of these
classifiers form a multi-label vector for the training examples and the proposed
method consists in finding a shared subspace of labels that allows defining a
classifier in the target domain. [Zhao et al. 2008] introduces a multi-source fea-
ture selection scheme that examines the covariance structure of the data across
sources to define a subset of informative features. Finally [Geras et al. 2013]
examines the use of the structure of the sources in a cross-validation procedure,
and proposes new variance estimators that have better theoretical ground in the
multi-source setting and that yield more accurate confidence intervals to perform
model selection.

3.4 Other approaches for inter-subject learning

3.4.1 Hyperalignment

Another approach that has been recently introduced in an attempt to improve
inter-subject predictions in fMRI experiments is the so-called hyperalignment [Haxby,
Guntupalli, et al. 2011]. It consists in using a calibration experiment performed
by all the subjects in order to compute a transformation of the subject’s func-
tional space into a space that is common to all subjects. This common space can
be seen as a template, i.e a functionally averaged subject which will then serve
as a target. In practice, the authors advocate the use of passive movie viewing
in order to provide a maximum amount of information to the algorithm that
estimates the transformation to the common space. Once this common space
has been built, it can be used to perform inter-subject predictions for a second
experiment performed by each subject during the same acquisition session.
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In other words, the hyperalignment can be seen as a semi-supervised represen-
tation learning approach. Indeed, all the subjects perform a calibration exper-
iment for which the values of the output variable y is available to the learning
algorithm. And the estimation of the common space is in fact a way to find
representations that is invariant across subjects. In the original paper [Haxby,
Guntupalli, et al. 2011], the transformation from one subject s1 to another sub-
ject s2 is estimated by solving the following problem:

C(s1, s2) = arg min
C orthogonal

‖Xs1C −Xs2‖2 (3.3)

A more general kernelized version of the hyperalignment has been presented
in [Lorbert et al. 2012]. Another improvement has been introduced by [Rusta-
mov et al. 2013]: instead of looking for an orthogonal transformation matrix C,
which can introduce unrealistic distortions between subjects, the authors pro-
posed to add a regularization term that minimizes the metric distortion across
subjects. Their method yields transformations that are more biologically plausi-
ble while improving the performances in an inter-subject decoding task.

3.4.2 Spatial regularization

The inter-subject variability can be modeled as a spatial variability across sub-
jects, i.e an inaccurate match of cortical locations across subjects. The spatial
smoothing used commonly in group-level univariate analyses is a way to over-
come such variations, but such filtering alters the potentially informative content
available at fine spatial scales. A more sophisticated way to tackle this problem
is to add a spatially informed regularization term to standard classification or
regression methods, on top of more standard regularization techniques which
are necessary to cope with the high dimensionality of the data. This has been
successfully implemented with various approaches and we here briefly describe
a few of these studies.

[Michel, Gramfort, Varoquaux, Eger, and Thirion 2011] used a Total Varia-
tion regularization term on top of a regression to perform inter-subject predic-
tions with functional MRI experiment. Using Total Variation, which is in fact the
ℓ1 norm of the image gradient, promotes piecewise constant weight maps, and
thus well localized brain regions that contributes to the regression. [Grosenick
et al. 2013] developed some implementations of the GraphNet – the graph-
constrained version of Elastic Net in order to use the spatial structure of the
images. This allowed for the combination of a sparsity-inducing regularization
and a spatially structuring regularization, which therefore yield interpretable
maps in fMRI experiments. Finally, this time working with anatomical MRI data,
[Cuingnet et al. 2013] introduced a spatial regularization term into the SVM,
using the graph Laplacian, which allowed to obtain state-of-the-art classification
performances.
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4 Graph-based Support Vector
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Context

In the first contribution of this thesis, we propose a framework that enables
to perform inter-subject predictions from fMRI data by examining the fine-scale
patterns of activation within a localized region of interest of the cortex. The
input spaces X s of each subject s are not assumed to be identical because of the
large variability that exist across subjects at such fine spatial scale. The multi-

source contribution thus lies in constructing a common space to all subjects by
using graphical representations of the input patterns and a graph kernel that
implicitely performs the embedding into a reproducing kernel hilbert space. We
demonstrate that this framework allows to significantely improve the accuracy
obtained in an inter-subject decoding fMRI task aimed at studying the tonotopic
organization of the auditory cortex.

Note that this work is the main methodological outcome of the GRABBR (GRAph-
Based Brain Reading) project, for which I was the Principal Investigator. This
project was funded by the CNRS interdisciplinary program dedicated to compu-
tational neuroscience (Neuro-IC) in 2010-2011. The contributors to this project
were Daniele Schön (construction of the experimental paradigm and data acqui-
sition), Guillaume Auzias (anatomical data processing), Bertrand Thirion (gen-
eral methodological advice) and Liva Ralaivola (kernel design and more). The
fMRI data was acquired at the Centre d’IRM fonctionnelle de Marseille, where
Muriel Roth set up a pulse sequence allowing to acquire high resolution fMRI
data.

This work was published in the following conference and journal articles:

S. Takerkart, G. Auzias, B. Thirion, D. Schön, et al. “Graph-Based Inter-subject
Classification of Local fMRI Patterns”. In: Machine Learning in Medical Imag-

ing. Ed. by F. Wang et al. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2012,
pp. 184–192

S. Takerkart, G. Auzias, B. Thirion, and L. Ralaivola. “Graph-based inter-
subject pattern analysis of fMRI data”. In: [2014]

This chapter is therefore mostly composed of the content of the published
journal paper, but it includes a few additional figures. We have also added some
extra results in the appendices.
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4.1 Introduction

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a modality that has proved ex-
tremely useful for understanding brain function as it offers the possibility to map
cognitive processes to brain activation patterns. Traditional univariate analysis
methods of fMRI data process each voxel separately to perform forward infer-

ence [Friston 2007], that is, identify those voxels that show an activation profile
significantly associated with a given task. With the recently proposed application
of multivariate pattern recognition methods to fMRI data, one can also make re-

verse inference, that is, predict a behavioral variable directly from the imaging
data, as in the pioneering work described in [Haxby, Gobbini, et al. 2001]. This
new approach, often referred to as multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA), brain

decoding or mind reading, has received an increasing amount of attention over
the last few years. The vast majority of papers published so far (see reviews
[Norman et al. 2006; Haynes et al. 2006; Mahmoudi et al. 2012]) study the
organization of cortical representations, a problem particularly suited for MVPA
since such representations arise from neural activity distributed across networks
that can cover a large number of fMRI voxels. Another problem that can be
addressed through MVPA techniques is to examine the consistency of patterns
across tasks by testing whether patterns observed in a given task may arise in
different tasks, as in [Meyer et al. 2010; Knops et al. 2009]. Finally, one can
also use MVPA to characterize patient groups from fMRI data, in order to iden-
tify putative fMRI biomarkers that could be used in diagnosis tools [Coutanche
et al. 2011; L. Zhang et al. 2005; Honorio et al. 2012]. All these applications
ask for constructing group-invariant characterizations. Most studies published
until today address this question with a two-level inference, performing MVPA
within subject, and testing the consistency of within-subject classification scores
across individuals. However, this limits the interpretability of the results because
within-subject MVPA often relies on sub-voxel idiosyncratic information [Kami-
tani et al. 2005]. It is therefore of the highest interest to address this question
more directly by performing inter-subject MVPA, i.e. by looking for features that
are common across subjects and learning a decision rule on data recorded in a
set of subjects to use it on data from different subjects.
Challenge. The potentially large inter-individual variability represents a major
challenge to construct group-invariant representations that will allow for suc-
cessfull inter-subject MVPA. Only few studies have directly addressed this ques-
tion. Most rely on full brain analysis, using large-scale features that are stable
across subjects after spatial normalization [Friston 2007]. While a recent study
proposes to use a multi-task framework to handle large scale inter-subject vari-
ability [Marquand et al. 2014], all the others focus on the feature construction
/ selection: several papers use univariate feature selection with different cri-
teria (relative entropy in [Poldrack et al. 2009], most active or discriminative
voxels in [Shinkareva, Mason, et al. 2008] and [Cabral et al. 2012]); others
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summarize the signal present in a set of regions by their mean, using, e.g., cubic
regions [Davatzikos et al. 2005], anatomically defined regions [Mitchell et al.
2004] and [Wang et al. 2004], or functionally defined parcels [Mitchell et al.
2004]; [Mourão-Miranda et al. 2005] uses principal component analysis; finally
[Ryali et al. 2010] and [Grosenick et al. 2013] use sparse learning methods
that automatically select features. When examining patterns at a finer spatial
scale, inter-individual variability is yet larger and performing such inter-subject
predictions becomes even more challenging. At such scale, the alignement be-
tween cortical folding and the underlying functional organization vary between
subjects [Essen et al. 2007; Sabuncu, Singer, et al. 2010], in a way that the po-
tentially poor voxel-to-voxel correspondance provided by spatial normalization
procedures limits the generalization power of classifiers that use voxel values
as features [Clithero et al. 2011]. To our knowledge, only two studies describe
methods specifically designed for inter-subject classification without the need
for spatial normalization. The first one [Haxby, Guntupalli, et al. 2011] uses
Procrustes transformations to maximally align, in a high-dimensional space, the
spatio-temporal patterns recorded during a specific training experiment. The
second one [Abdi et al. 2012] is a discriminant analysis that projects the data
(through a generalized PCA) onto multiple-subjects factorial maps designed to
maximize class separation. Both these techniques do not enforce the preserva-
tion of the spatial organization of the input patterns to construct their latent
space.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✹✳✶✿ ❖✉r ❝♦♥tr✐❜✉t✐♦♥s✿ ✐✮ ❛ttr✐❜✉t❡❞ ❣r❛♣❤s ❛r❡ ❧❡❛r♥t ✐♥ ❛♥ ✉♥s✉♣❡r✈✐s❡❞
♠❛♥♥❡r t♦ r❡♣r❡s❡♥t ❧♦❝❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ♣❛tt❡r♥s ♦❜s❡r✈❡❞ ✐♥ ✉♥r❡❣✐st❡r❡❞
s✉❜❥❡❝ts❀ ✐✐✮ ❣r❛♣❤s s✐♠✐❧❛r✐t✐❡s ❛r❡ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t❡❞ ❜② ❛ ❝✉st♦♠✲❞❡s✐❣♥❡❞ ❦❡r✲
♥❡❧✱ ❛❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ t♦ s♦❧✈❡ ✈❛r✐♦✉s ♣r♦❜❧❡♠s ✭❝❧❛ss✐✜❝❛t✐♦♥✱ r❡❣r❡ss✐♦♥✱ ❝❧✉s✲
t❡r✐♥❣✮✳

Structured learning. In order to tackle the challenge posed by inter-subject
variability, structural analysis schemes have proved efficient for forward infer-
ence group studies in neuroimaging, as described in [Coulon et al. 2000; Thirion,
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Pinel, Tucholka, et al. 2007]. However, no such structural approach has been de-
veloped to perform reverse inference. Our goal here is to develop a learning
framework that specifically aims at predicting a behavioral variable from imag-
ing data while overcoming inter-subject variability by exploiting the structural
properties of the input patterns. Such a framework should address three prob-
lems:

• What are the structures of interest? In neuroimaging, two main classes of
elementary objects are used in such approaches: points (local maxima of
activation [Thirion, Pinel, and Poline 2005]) or regions (clusters of activa-
tion [Coulon et al. 2000], parcels [Flandin et al. 2002]). These functional
features can be represented into a graph to encode their relationships, as
it is now classically done with connectivity-based models of functional or
anatomical networks.

• How is the inter-individual variability conveyed? Regardless of the chosen
feature type, models of inter-individual functional variability let their lo-
cation [Thirion, Pinel, Tucholka, et al. 2007] and intensity [Lashkari et al.
2012] vary across subjects.

• What learning method to use? Learning from structured data can be done
with a wide variety of methods, among which, neural/deep belief networks
[Frasconi et al. 1997], probabilistic/graphical models (such as Markov fields
[Coulon et al. 2000], hierarchical Dirichlet processes [Lashkari et al. 2012]
or Conditional random fields [Lafferty et al. 2001]), or large margin kernel-
based methods with appropriately engineered kernels (see [Mahé, Ralaivola,
et al. 2006; Ralaivola, Swamidass, et al. 2005]).

Contributions. In the present paper, we introduce a Graph-based Support Vec-
tor Classification (G-SVC) framework that respectively addresses the previous
questions by i) using unsupervised learning to construct attributed graphs that
represent fMRI patterns of activation; the nodes are patches of activation given
by a parcellation algorithm; the graph edges carry the spatial relationships be-
tween nodes and their relevant characteristics (location and activation) are en-
coded as attributes of the graph nodes; ii) assuming that both attributes of the
nodes can vary across subjects, i.e. that the inter-individual variability can be
characterized along these two dimensions; iii) designing a graph similarity mea-
sure (a graph kernel) that is robust to inter-individual variability, and that makes
it possible to perform supervised learning directly in graph space, for instance
by using support vector classification. These contributions are summarized in
Fig. 4.1.

While the use of graphical representations of fMRI data has seen a tremen-
dous boost in the last decade with the fast development of connectivity analyses
(see for instance [Sporns et al. 2005; Richiardi et al. 2013]), graph kernels have
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only recently been introduced in the neuroimaging field. The few studies that
make use of graph kernels to solve neuroimaging learning problems address dif-
ferent sorts of questions (subject classification based on resting-state functional
connectivity [Jie et al. 2014] or task-based fMRI [Gkirtzou et al. 2013], charac-
terization of the mental state of the subject from its connectivity [Mokhtari et
al. 2013] or activation [Vega-Pons and Avesani 2013; Vega-Pons, Avesani, et al.
2014] patterns), showing their potential versatility.

Our framework falls in the latter category. It is specifically aimed at overcom-
ing the fine scale functional variability observed in a given region of interest for
a task-based fMRI experiment, which is a key issue in understanding local neu-
ral representations [Shinkareva, Malave, et al. 2012; Haxby, Guntupalli, et al.
2011]. In such case where using spatial normalization is the bottleneck, our
framework allows to explicitely take into account the different sources of inter-
individual variability without requiring perfect cross-subject matching of brain
anatomy, hereby alleviating the dependecy of the method to the registration
accuracy. Furthermore, it can easily be tuned to address numerous problems
provided one may have at hand a meaningful parcellation for the question of
interest, as for instance in full brain resting state studies (see a review in [Blu-
mensath et al. 2013]) or diffusion weighted-based segmentation of grey matter
regions (as for instance in [Behrens et al. 2003]).

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Graph-based Support Vector Classification (G-SVC)

The defining task that is usually addressed in inter-subject MVPA might be stated
as the learning of a classifying function f able to reliably predict a categorical
experimental variable y from fMRI data X recorded in a given set of subjects. In
order to gain invariance with respect to the inter-subject variability and be able
to generalize to data from new subjects, we use a graphical representation X
of the input data (described below). Effective methods have recently emerged
to learn from such structured data ([Frasconi et al. 1997; Coulon et al. 2000;
Lashkari et al. 2012; Lafferty et al. 2001; Mahé, Ralaivola, et al. 2006; Ralaivola,
Swamidass, et al. 2005], and among those, similarity-based learning approaches
(nearest-neighbors methods, kernel machines, relevance vector machines, . . . )
have received much attention. We focus here on support vector classifiers [Cortes
et al. 1995], or SVC, because of their well-foundedness and their effectiveness in
various application domains, including neuroimaging. Without entering into too
much detail, the most prominent way to perform binary support vector classifi-
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φ
input space X feature space H

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✹✳✷✿ ❚❤❡ ❦❡r♥❡❧ tr✐❝❦✿ t❤❡ ✉s❡ ♦❢ ❛ ♣♦s✐t✐✈❡ ❦❡r♥❡❧ K ✐♠♣❧✐❝✐t❡❧② ♠❛♣s ❞❛t❛
❢r♦♠ s♦♠❡ ✐♥♣✉t s♣❛❝❡ X ✐♥t♦ ❛ ❍✐❧❜❡rt s♣❛❝❡ H ✖t❤❛♥❦s t♦ t❤❡ ❝❛♥♦♥✲
✐❝❛❧ ♠❛♣♣✐♥❣ φ : X 7→ φ(X) = K(X, ➲ )✖ ✇❤❡r❡ ❧✐♥❡❛r s❡♣❛r❛t✐♦♥ ✐s
♣♦ss✐❜❧❡✳

cation works by solving the following quadratic problem:

min
α∈Rn

1

2

∑

ij

αiαjyiyjK(Xi, Xj) −
∑

i

αi

s.t.
∑

i

αiyi = 0 and 0 ≤ αi ≤ C, ∀i
(4.1)

The solution (α∗, b∗) of this problem (where b∗ is given by the optimality con-
ditions of the problem) defines a classifier f given by:

f(X) = sign

(

∑

i

yiα
∗
iK(Xi, X) + b∗

)

, (4.2)

where {(Xi, yi)}
N
i=1 is the training data of labeled pairs (Xi, yi), made of pattern

Xi and associated (binary) target yi, C > 0 is a user-defined (soft-margin) pa-
rameter and K is a positive kernel function. The kernel function implicitly allows
one to map the training patterns Xi’s into a relevant Hilbert space (an idea,
known as the ’kernel trick’, that dates back to [Aizerman et al. 1964]) where
large-margin linear classification is possible (see Fig. 4.2). Choosing/designing
an appropriate kernel for the data at hand, is therefore the crux of using support
vector classification for real-world applications, knowing that dealing with struc-
tured inputs merely requires the design of a sound kernel. Note that we limited
ourselves in describing the binary case, but well known composition methods
such as the one-vs-all or one-vs-one strategies make it possible to directly build
multiclass predictors from the binary method.

In what follows, we describe how we build a graphical representation of func-
tional patterns (section 4.2.2) and a graph kernel (section 4.2.3). With these
tools, one can define numerous classifiers to perform inter-subject fMRI predic-
tion (illustrated on Fig. 4.3); here, without loss of generality, we instantiate
the support vector classification framework. Therefore, our graph construction
scheme and graph kernel fully define our Graph-based Support Vector Classifier
(G-SVC) framework.
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We assume that for the considered task-based fMRI experiment, we have at
our disposal for each subject: i) a pre-defined contiguous region of interest (ROI)
R, ii) the function φ describing the Bold activation at each experimental trial
(each trial providing a different observation), and iii) a coordinate system ω (in
practice, we use a 2d cortex-based set of coordinates, which is more meaningful
than working in the 3d volume [Van Essen, Drury, et al. 1998]). Furthermore,
we assume that the functional organization of R with respect to our experiment
is consistent across subjects.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✹✳✸✿ ■♥t❡r✲s✉❜❥❡❝t ❣r❛♣❤✲❜❛s❡❞ ❧❡❛r♥✐♥❣✳ ❊q✉✐♣♣❡❞ ✇✐t❤ ❛ ❣r❛♣❤ ❝♦♥str✉❝t✐♦♥
s❝❤❡♠❡ ❛♥❞ ❛ ❣r❛♣❤ s✐♠✐❧❛r✐t② ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ s✉❝❤ ❛s t❤♦s❡ ❞❡s✐❣♥❡❞ ✐♥ t❤✐s
♣❛♣❡r✱ ♦♥❡ ❝❛♥ ❞❡✜♥❡ ♥✉♠❡r♦✉s ❝❧❛ss✐✜❡rs✳ ❚❤❡ ❞❡❝✐s✐♦♥ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ f
✐s ❧❡❛r♥t ♦♥ ❛ tr❛✐♥✐♥❣ s❡t ❝♦♠♣♦s❡❞ ♦❢ ❧❛❜❡❧❡❞ ❣r❛♣❤s (Xi, yi)✱ ✇✐t❤
yi ∈ {1 . . .❈} ❢r♦♠ ❛ s❡t ♦❢ s✉❜❥❡❝ts✱ ❛♥❞ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ✉s❡❞ ♦♥ ❣r❛♣❤s ❢r♦♠
❛♥♦t❤❡r s✉❜❥❡❝t✱ ♣♦t❡♥t✐❛❧❧② ✇✐t❤ ❛ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ♥♦❞❡s✳ ❲❡
❤❡r❡ ✉s❡ s✉♣♣♦rt ✈❡❝t♦r ♠❛❝❤✐♥❡s t♦ ❞❡♠♦♥str❛t❡ t❤❡ s♦✉♥❞♥❡ss ♦❢ t❤✐s
❛♣♣r♦❛❝❤ ✇❤❡♥ ❞❡❛❧✐♥❣ ✇✐t❤ ✐♥t❡r✲s✉❜❥❡❝t ✈❛r✐❛❜✐❧✐t② ♦❢ ❢▼❘■ ❛❝t✐✈❛t✐♦♥
♣❛tt❡r♥s✳

Note that the way we use support vector classification in what follows departs
a little bit from what is suggested by the theory that supports the use of SVM.
Indeed, the classical framework assumes the training set {(Xi, yi)}

N
i=1 be made

of identically and independently distributed random pairs, whereas the pairs we
are going to work with may be dependent as different training pairs (Xi, yi) could
relate to the same subject. Carefully characterizing and taking into account these
dependencies is an important challenge posed by many inter-subject prediction
problem (see [Takerkart and Ralaivola 2014]) that goes beyond the scope of
the present paper. Ideas taken from [Janson 2004; Ralaivola, Szafranski, et al.
2010], may lay the theoretical ground to build relevant and original approaches
and constitute the main axis of our future researches. In any case, our use of
SVM is frequently encountered in the literature, in e.g. information retrieval
problems [Cao et al. 2006; Joachims 2002; Liu 2009], where no particular care
of such dependencies exist and still very good classification results are achieved.

4.2.2 Graphical representation of fMRI patterns

Here, we detail the unsupervised representation learning scheme that we use to
derive graphical representations from fMRI activation patterns.
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4.2.2.1 Parcellation of the ROI

Assuming that the ROI R admits an underlying subdivision into a set of smaller
and functionally meaningful sub-regions, the first step to construct our graphical
representation consists in estimating a partition of R into a set of sub-regions
or parcels [Flandin et al. 2002]. Specifically, a parcellation P of R, is a set
P = {Pi}

q
i=1 of q parcels so that the parcels verify: ∪q

i=1Pi = R and Pi ∩ Pj = ∅
whenever i 6= j.

We use Ward’s hierarchical clustering algorithm to learn the parcellation in an
unsupervised manner. The algorithm starts with one parcel at each point v ∈ R,
and iteratively merges two parcels into one so that the variance across all parcels
is minimal, with the added constraint that two parcels can be merged only if they
are spatially adjacent [Michel, Gramfort, Varoquaux, Eger, Keribin, et al. 2012].
The input vector that we used is {φ(v), ω(v)}v∈R; it combines the anatomical
information provided by the coordinate system ω, and the full functional infor-
mation available for a given subject (i.e. the activation maps recorded at each
trial for all experimental conditions). Incorporating the anatomical information
on top of the functional features acts as a spatial regularization process in the
search for functionally meaningful units, which makes the parcellation more ro-
bust to the low contrast-to-noise ratio of the functional data usually encountered
when using MVPA. The resulting parcels constitute the elementary functional
features that are the base elements of our approach.

4.2.2.2 Graph nodes and edges

We use P as the set of nodes of our graphical representation, i.e. each parcel
defines an elementary functional feature of the pattern that is represented by a
node of the graph. The set of edges is represented by a binary adjacency matrix
A = (aij) ∈ R

q×q, where aij = 1 if parcels Pi and Pj are connected, and aij = 0
otherwise. In this work, since we assume that the topological properties of the
patterns are stable across subjects, we use spatial adjacency as the criterion to
decide whether two nodes are connected (i.e. aij = 1 if ∃vi ∈ Pi,∃vj ∈ Pj so
that vi and vj are neighbors). This defines a region adjacency graph [Pavlidis
1977] where the structure of the graph encodes the spatial organization of the
parcels. Note that our method is also fully valid if one had used other criteria
(for instance functional connectivity) to define the edges of the graph.

4.2.2.3 Activation attributes

In a parcel Pi and for a given observation (i.e. experimental trial), the activation
values {φ(v)}v∈Vi

are summarized by their mean inside the parcel, that we note
Φ(Pi). We note Φ the vector Φ = [Φ(P1) · · · Φ(Pq)] of activation attributes. Note
that, more generally, we may summarize the activation values measured in Pi
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using a feature vector Φ(Pi); this vector could include the mean, the variance,
the skewness, . . . , or any other summary statistics.

4.2.2.4 Geometric attributes

The geometric information of parcel Pi is summarized by a feature vector Ω(Pi),
computed from the locations {ω(v)}v∈Vi

. In this study, we use the coordinates
of the center of mass of the ROI, computed within the coordinate system ω. We
note Ω the matrix of geometric features Ω = [Ω(P1) · · · Ω(Pq)]. As before, richer
geometric information, accounting for instance for the shape of the parcel, may
be considered.

4.2.2.5 Full graphical model

Using these definitions, we have defined an attributed relational graph [Eshera
et al. 1986] G = (P ,A,Φ,Ω) and described how to learn such graphical rep-
resentations in an unsupervised manner. These graphs fully represent the func-
tional patterns recorded within the ROI R and carry activation, geometric and
structural information, as illustrated in Fig.4.4.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✹✳✹✿ ❈♦♥str✉❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ♦✉r ❣r❛♣❤✐❝❛❧ r❡♣r❡s❡♥t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ♣❛tt❡r♥s✳
❙t❛rt✐♥❣ ❢r♦♠ ❛ ❧♦❝❛❧ ❝♦♦r❞✐♥❛t❡ s②st❡♠ ω ✭✐❧❧✉str❛t❡❞ ✐♥ a ❛s ❛ ❣r✐❞
♦♥ t❤❡ ❧♦❝❛❧ ❝♦rt✐❝❛❧ ♠❡s❤✮ ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ❛❝t✐✈❛t✐♦♥ ♠❛♣s φ ✭❞✐s✲
♣❧❛②❡❞ ✐♥ b ❛s ♦✈❡r❧❛②s ♦♥ t❤❡ ✢❛tt❡♥❡❞ ♠❡s❤✮✱ ✇❡ ♣r♦❞✉❝❡ ❛ ♣❛r❝❡❧❧❛t✐♦♥
P ✭s❤♦✇♥ ✐♥ c✮ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❣✐✈❡s t❤❡ ❣r❛♣❤ str✉❝t✉r❡ d ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ❧♦❝❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢
t❤❡ ♥♦❞❡s✳ ❚❤❡ ❛❝t✐✈❛t✐♦♥ ✈❛❧✉❡s ♦❢ ❡❛❝❤ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ✐♥st❛♥❝❡ ❛r❡ t❤❡♥
♠❛♣♣❡❞ ♦♥t♦ t❤❡ ♥♦❞❡s t♦ ♣r♦❞✉❝❡ t❤❡ ❛ttr✐❜✉t❡❞ r❡❧❛t✐♦♥❛❧ ❣r❛♣❤s
s❤♦✇♥ ✐♥ e✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❝❛rr② ❛❧❧ t❤❡ ♥❡❝❡ss❛r② ✐♥❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥ t❤r♦✉❣❤ ✐ts str✉❝✲
t✉r❛❧✱ ❣❡♦♠❡tr✐❝ ❛♥❞ ❛❝t✐✈❛t✐♦♥ ❢❡❛t✉r❡s✳
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4.2.3 Graph similarity

Among the various frameworks that exist to learn from structured data, what
makes similarity-based methods popular is that the difficulty of the learning pro-
cess is transferred to that of defining a similarity function on the space of struc-
tured objects at hand. It turns out that a plethora of graph similarity functions
exist, defined with respect to the number of edit operations needed to transform
one graph to another [Bunke 1997], the number of common subgraphs of cer-
tain type (walks [Gärtner et al. 2003], trees [Mahé and Vert 2009], graphlets
[Przulj et al. 2004]), or the similarity between vector representations of graphs
(see for instance [Riesen et al. 2009]).

Here, we decide to use a positive kernel as a similarity measure between
graphs: this makes it possible to envision the use of kernel-based machine learn-
ing algorithms (such as the support vector classifiers described above), which have
proved efficient in this context [Mahmoudi et al. 2012] and offer solid theoretical
guarantees. When choosing or designing a graph kernel for a given application,
one need to find a good compromise between expressivity (i.e. the ability of the
kernel to capture the features of interest in the available graphs) and computa-
tional efficiency [Ramon et al. 2003]. The recently developed Weisfeiler-Lehman
graph kernel [Shervashidze et al. 2011] offers such properties (which has made
it the kernel of choice for several recent neuroimaging applications [Vega-Pons
and Avesani 2013; Vega-Pons, Avesani, et al. 2014; Gkirtzou et al. 2013]) but its
applicability is limited to labeled graphs. Since the key features of our graphical
representations are carried by the real-valued attributes of the nodes, we want to
avoid having to quantify the values of these attributes into discrete labels, which
would imply loosing both some precision and the also the structure provided by
real-valued attributes. We therefore decided to construct a dedicated kernel. In
order for our kernel to provide a good balance between the two aforementioned
criterion, we followed two directions: on the one hand, our design builds upon
the work of [Gärtner et al. 2003] which layed the ground for the construction of
efficient walk-based kernels computable in polynomial time; on the other hand,
the expressivity of our kernel is based on an intuitive design scheme which aims
at exploiting each type of graph features available in our representation, and in
particular its real-valued node attributes. Below, we describe our design step by
step as an instantiation of the generic family of R-convolution kernels [Haussler
1999], which are defined as:

K(G,H) =
∑

g⊆G,h⊆H

τ
∏

t=1

kt(g, h), (4.3)

where G and H are two graphs, τ ∈ N
∗ is the number of base kernels kt, which

act on subgraphs g and h (for simplicity reasons, we here use walks of length
one; note that the definitions below are directly extendable to other types of
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subgraphs).
Given the nature of our graphical representation, we define τ = 3 elementary

kernels ks, kg and ka, respectively acting on structural, geometric and activation
information, and thus covering all characteristics of the graphs.

For two graphs G = (PG,AG,ΦG,ΩG) and H = (PH ,AH ,ΦH ,ΩH), we note
gij and hkl two pairs of nodes (i.e. walks of length one) in G and H, respectively;
let qG and qH be the number of nodes in G and H, respectively — note that qG

and qH may be different.

4.2.3.1 Structural kernel

Because the structure of our graphical representations encodes the spatial adja-
cency of the parcels and because we assume that the spatial organization of the
functional patterns is consistent across subjects, we include a first base kernel ks

which aims at valuing the structural similarity of G and H. We simply adopt the
linear kernel on binary entries aG

ij and aH
kl of the adjacency matrices AG and AH:

ks(gij, hkl) = aG
ij.a

H
kl (4.4)

It gives 1 if aG
ij = 1 and aH

kl = 1, and 0 otherwise, meaning that the other base
kernels are only taken into account if gij and hkl are both actual edges. Our
kernel in fact compares each edge of a graph to all edges of the other graph.

4.2.3.2 Geometric kernel

Kernel kg acts on the geometric attributes, i.e. the location of the graph nodes
within the coordinate system ω. The goal of this kernel is to match edges across
graphs. To allow for inter-individual differences, we implement a soft matching
by using the following product of Gaussian kernels:

kg(gij, hkl) = e−‖ΩG
i

−ΩH
k

‖2/2σ2
g · e−‖ΩG

j
−ΩH

l
‖2/2σ2

g , (4.5)

where σg ∈ R∗
+, and ΩG

m (resp. ΩH
m) is the mth column of ΩG (resp. ΩH).

The contribution of the following base kernel is therefore be weighted by this
soft matching term, and quasi-zero if the considered edges are not close to each
other.

4.2.3.3 Activation kernel

Finally, base kernel ka is the heart of the functional pattern comparisons since
it handles the functional activation information which carries the discrimative
power for our classification task. This kernel measures the similarity of the acti-
vation levels recorded in parcels of gij and hkl. As with kg, we use a product of
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Gaussian kernels:

ka(gij, hkl) = e−‖ΦG
i

−ΦH
k

‖2/2σ2
a · e−‖ΦG

j
−ΦH

l
‖2/2σ2

a , (4.6)

where σa ∈ R∗
+ and ΦG

m (resp. ΦH
m) is the mth column of ΦG (resp. ΦH). Using

such kernel allows for variations in the activation attributes across subjects.

4.2.3.4 Resulting kernel.

With the definitions of ks, kg and ka, we may define the resulting kernel:

Ksga(G,H) =
qG
∑

i,j=1

qH
∑

k,l=1

ks(gij, hkl) · kg(gij, hkl) · ka(gij, hkl), (4.7)

This kernel includes two parameters σa and σg, that are the bandwidths of the
activation and geometrical base kernels. In standard learning problems working
with vectorial inputs, a classical heuristic to estimate the value of the bandwidth
of a Gaussian kernel consists in choosing the median euclidean distance between
all observations in the training dataset [Scholkopf et al. 2001]. Here, we use this
heuristic by choosing the median euclidean distance between activation and geo-
metric (respectively) attributes of all nodes and all observations (i.e. all graphs)
in the training set.

4.2.4 Datasets

4.2.4.1 Artificial data

The generative model described here creates artificial datasets that allows to
precisely evaluate G-SVC. Also not designed to simulate patterns with a spatial
organization as complex as in real data, the important point here is that these
patterns contain variations across subjects with respect to two dimensions, the
location of functional features and their activation levels, which makes these arti-
ficial datasets realistic for that matter and challenging for inter-subject learning
algorithms. By parametrically choosing the amounts of variability along these
two dimensions, we are able to study the robustness of G-SVC to such functional
variability.

As illustrated on Fig. 4.5, the artificial patterns are created on a rectangular
support (20 × 100 pixels) corresponding to a given ROI R in the brain. We
therefore use the trivial coordinate system ω = (ω1, ω2) ∈ [1 · · · 20] × [1 · · · 100].
For a subject s, we directly simulate an observation i of the function φ as φs

i (ω) =
ps

i (ω) + n(ω), ω ∈ R. The pixel noise n(ω) is added to make the patterns more
realistic; it is generated by drawing values from a normal distribution N (0, 1),
which are then smoothed by a 2D Gaussian filter, with FWHM of 2.35 pixels. The
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✹✳✺✿ ❆rt✐✜❝✐❛❧ ❞❛t❛s❡ts✿ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ♣❛tt❡r♥s✱ ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ tr✉❡ ✉♥❞❡r❧②✐♥❣ ♣❛r❝❡❧❧❛✲
t✐♦♥s ✉s❡❞ t♦ ❣❡♥❡r❛t❡ t❤❡ ❞❛t❛✳ ❚❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✲✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧ ✈❛r✐❛❜✐❧✐t② ✐s ❝♦♥✲
tr♦❧❧❡❞ ❜② t✇♦ ♣❛r❛♠❡t❡rs✿ ✐✮ t❤❡ ❧♦❝❛t✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡ ♠✐❞❞❧❡ ♣❛r❝❡❧s✱ ✇❤✐❝❤
✐♥❞✉❝❡s t❤❡✐r ♦✈❡r❧❛♣✱ ❤❡r❡ ✸✸✪ ✭✈❛r✐❛❜✐❧✐t② ✐♥ ❣❡♦♠❡tr✐❝ ❛ttr✐❜✉t❡s✮❀ ❛♥❞
✐✐✮ t❤❡ ✈❛❧✉❡ ♦❢ σǫ✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐♥❞✉❝❡s t❤❡ ❛♠♦✉♥t ♦❢ ✈❛r✐❛t✐♦♥ ✐♥ t❤❡ ♠❡❛♥
✐♥t❡♥s✐t✐❡s ♦❜s❡r✈❡❞ ✐♥ t❤❡ ♣❛r❝❡❧s ✭✈❛r✐❛❜✐❧✐t② ✐♥ ❛❝t✐✈❛t✐♦♥ ❛ttr✐❜✉t❡s✮✳
❆❧t❤♦✉❣❤ t❤❡ ♣❛r❝❡❧s ❛r❡ ♠❛t❝❤❡❞ ❛❝r♦ss s✉❜❥❡❝ts ❜② ❝♦♥str✉❝t✐♦♥✱ t❤❡
❝♦❧♦rs ♦❢ t❤❡ tr✉❡ ♣❛r❝❡❧s ❛r❡ ❝❤♦s❡♥ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ✐♥ t❤❡ t✇♦ s✉❜❥❡❝ts t♦
✐❧❧✉str❛t❡ t❤❛t ●✲❙❱❈ ❞♦❡s ♥♦t ♥❡❡❞ ❛♥ ❛ ♣r✐♦r✐ ♠❛t❝❤✳

true underlying pattern ps
i is a piecewise constant function given by

ps
i (ω) =

{

a(yi) + ǫ(s) if b(s) ≤ ω2 − 30 < b(s) + 30,
ǫ(s) otherwise,

(4.8)

These patterns are therefore composed of three rectangular parcels in a verti-
cal layout and cover the full region. The top and bottom parcels are not active

(activation level close to zero), while the middle one is active; for trial i, its level
of activation a(yi) depends on the experimental condition yi; two conditions
were simulated, with a(yi) = 1 or 2 respectively, producing two classes of pat-
terns. The variability between the two simulated subjects s1 and s2 is introduced
by i) changing the position of the middle parcel: we used b(s1) = 20 in all cases
and b(s2) ∈ {20, 30, 40, 50}, resulting in different amounts of overlap (100%,
67%, 33%, 0%) of this parcel across subjects; and ii) adding a Gaussian random
variable ǫ with distribution N (0, σǫ) to the activation levels of each parcel, us-
ing σǫ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. This respectively induced variability in the location
and intensity of the discriminant functional characteristics of these patterns, i.e.
the middle pattern. With four levels for each of these two types of variability,
we obtain sixteen quantified cases, hereafter called variability cases; for each of
these, we generate twenty datasets (each corresponding to a random draw of
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the values of ǫ in each parcel and each condition, for each subject) comprising
fourty trials (ten trials per condition per subject, each trial being the result of a
different realization of the pixel noise n(ω) on the full pattern).

4.2.4.2 Real data

In order to test our framework on real data, we need an fMRI dataset for which
it is known that functional patterns exhibit strong inter-individual differences at
fine spatial scale but present a consistent functional organization across subjects.
With that goal in mind we here study data recorded in an experiment designed
to study the functional organization of the human auditory cortex. The exper-
imental protocol was approved by the local ethics committee of Aix Marseille
Université (CCPPRB 01035), and written informed consent was obtained from
all participants before the experiment. While the tonotopic property of the au-
ditory cortex should result in a reproducible topographical organization of the
activation maps across subjects, it has been shown that these functional maps
suffer from a large variability across subjects [Humphries et al. 2010a; Formisano
et al. 2003a]. Such dataset therefore represents an adequate challenge for our
framework.

Data acquisition took place at the Centre d’IRM Fonctionnelle de Marseille. For
each of the ten subjects, a T1 image was acquired (1mm isotropic voxels). Each
stimulus consisted of a 8s sequence of 60 isochronous tones covering a narrow
bandwidth around a central frequency ν. There were five types of sequences
(i.e. five conditions y ∈ [1, 5] corresponding to five classes of patterns), each
one centered around a different frequency ν ∈ {300Hz, 500Hz, 1100Hz, 2200Hz,
4000Hz}, with no overlap between the bandwidths covered by any two types of
stimuli. Five functional sessions were acquired, each containing six sequences
per condition presented in a pseudo-random order. Echo-planar images (EPI)
were acquired with slices parallel to the sylvian fissure (repetition time=2.4s,
voxel size=2x2x3mm, matrix size 128x128).

The preprocessing of the functional data, carried on in SPM8 [Friston 2007],
consisted of slice timing correction and realignment. Then, a generalized lin-
ear model was performed (using nipy [Brett et al. 2009]) with one regressor of
interest per stimulus. The weights of these regressors (beta coefficients) were
used to compute the inputs of the classifiers because they provide a robust es-
timate of the response size for each stimulus [Mumford et al. 2012]. We then
used freesurfer [A. Dale 1999] to extract the cortical surface from the T1 image
and automatically delineate the primary auditory cortex (Heschl’s gyrus) as it is
defined in the Destrieux atlas [Destrieux et al. 2010], thus obtaining two cortical
ROIs R for each subject (one in each hemisphere). Note that this definition of R,
which implictly uses a spatial normalization, was chosen because it is fully auto-
matic; other strategies working in the subjects’ native spaces (manual drawing
on the anatomy, functional definition) could also have been used.
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In order to compute the graphical representations and apply our G-SVC frame-
work, one need to define the function φ and a coordinate system ω. For this, we
fully work in the subject’s native space, i.e. without having to perform spatial
normalization of the data into a common space. The function φ is the result of
two operations executed in freesurfer: first, the beta maps obtained above are
projected onto the subject’s individual cortical mesh, and second, a slight spatial
smoothing is performed along the cortical surface (equivalent FWHM of 3mm).
The values of φ are then linearly normalized to the [0,1] interval within the
ROI R. Several examples (for different observations) of the values of φ within
the region R are shown on Fig. 4.4. Furthermore, since Heschl’s gyrus has a
rectangular-like shape (with another region of the Destrieux atlas on each side),
we can define a 2D local coordinates system through a conformal mapping of
R onto a rectangle (with a local version of the method described in [Auzias,
Lefevre, et al. 2013]), defining (ω1(v), ω2(v), )v∈R ∈ [0, 1]2. It is illustrated as
a coordinate grid on Fig. 4.4. Note that forcing ω ∈ [0, 1]2 separately for each
subject allows dealing with the case where the size and shape of R is different
across subjects.

4.2.5 Evaluation framework

In this section, we briefly describe the experiments that we perform, the state
of the art methods chosen to benchmark our G-SVC framework, as well as the
methodology used to compare the performances of the different algorithms.

4.2.5.1 Experiments

The first set of experiments consists in testing G-SVC and state-of-the-art vector-
based methods on the artificial datasets. Since in these datasets, the amount
of inter-individual variability is parametrically controlled along two dimensions
(the location and activation levels of functional features in the pattern), study-
ing the differential performances of G-SVC and benchmark methods for each
variability case allows identifying the type(s) and amount(s) of functional vari-
ability for which G-SVC offers improved robustness. Then a series of experiments
conducted on the real fMRI dataset makes it possible to i) overall compare the
performances of G-SVC to those produced by state-of-the-art vector-based meth-
ods; ii) evaluate the influence of the number of graph nodes, compare the per-
formances of G-SVC to those produced by standard parcel-based methods and
examine the influence of working with individual vs. group parcellations; iii)
test the robustness of G-SVC when its inputs are graphs with different numbers
of nodes; iv) examine the usefulness of each of the three base kernels; and v)
assess the stability in the estimation of the values of the kernel hyper-parameters.
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4.2.5.2 State-of-the-art vector- and parcel-based methods

In order to benchmark our G-SVC framework, we compare its performances to
state-of-the-art inter-subject classification methods. The standard strategy to
solve such inter-subject problem is to obtain a point-to-point mapping across
individuals for the spatial domain of interest. This indeed allows flattening a pat-
tern into a feature vector that is used as input for the classification algorithms.
In our artificial datasets, the rectangular regions are matched across subjects by
construction. In the real experiment where the regions might be slightly dif-
ferent from subject to subject, such feature vector can be constructed using a
spatial normalization procedure, i.e. by bringing the data from all subjects into a
common standard space. We here used the surface-based normalization process
available in freesurfer, which provides a vertex-to-vertex correspondance across
all subjects in the common fsaverage space. The function φ that was defined in
each individual subject’s space (see section 4.2.4) is resampled into this common
space, and its values within the ROI (defined as the intersection of all the indi-
vidual regions projected in the common space) makes up the common feature
vector. Several classification algorithms, chosen because they have shown to be
efficient for MVPA, are then tested, each time with a large set of values for their
respective hyper-parameters: 1) linear SVC; 2) nonlinear SVC, with Gaussian
(with γ ∈ {2−n}n∈[0···25]) and polynomial (of order n ∈ {2, 3, 4}) kernels; 3) k-
nearest neigbors (with k ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9, 15, 20}); 4) logistic regression with l1 and
l2 regularization (with weight λ ∈ {2n}n∈[−5···10]). The parameter sets were em-
pirically selected to ensure capturing the optimal performances of each of these
algorithms for all the experiments described above.

Moreover, we also tested parcel-based methods as benchmarks for G-SVC.
Once the data is projected in the standard space described above, one can com-
pute a group parcellation for all subjects by using the anatomo-functional par-
cellation algorithm described previously, but with functional input features com-
ing from all available subjects at training time. The parcels are thus naturally
mapped to one another across subjects, and we can use a feature vector com-
posed of the mean activation within each parcel (equivalent to the graph activa-
tion attributes Φ) as input to any of the classification methods described above.
Furthermore, using this group-parcellation, one can also construct graphical rep-
resentations and use our kernel to perform inter-subject predictions; we denote
this method as G-SVCg, as opposed to G-SVC when using individual parcella-
tions. Comparing G-SVC with the results obtained with G-SVCg and the other
parcel-based benchmark methods was sued to clarify the role of using graphical
representations learnt from individual parcellations and the usefulness of our
graph metric itself.
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4.2.5.3 Performance evaluation and algorithms comparison

Amongst the wide range of metrics available for measuring the performances
of classification methods, we selected the global classification accuracy, i.e. the
fraction of correct predictions amongst all attempted predictions (one reflecting
a perfect prediction score). Indeed, the design of both the artificial and real
datasets used in this study yield balanced classes (identical number of obser-
vations in each class and each subject), and it has been shown that the global
classification accuracy is perfectly adapted to such case [Ferri et al. 2009]. For
G-SVC, we report the global classification accuracy for different values of its
hyper-parameters; for the benchmark methods, we report the highest accuracy
obtained across all values of their hyper-parameters, thus putting G-SVC in the
hardest possible case for performance comparison.

Since the different observations recorded in a given subject can be correlated,
it is crucial to use a testing dataset composed of observations from subjects that
were not part of the training dataset. We perform a leave-one-subject-out cross-
validation and look at the average classification accuracy across folds, which is
a natural strategy to measure the performance of an inter-subject classification
algorithm. Assessing the significance of such an average classification accuracy
and comparing different methods using the same scheme require a carefully elab-
orated evaluation method, that should for instance avoid employing Student’s t

test [Dietterich 1998]. A solution is to use non-parametric tests. Here, we focus
on comparing algorithms, and we apply two permutation tests that allow esti-
mating the distribution of the null hypothesis that the algorithms perform iden-
tically. The first test (hereafter called test1), described in [Menke et al. 2004],
allows to compare the performance scores of two algorithms by generating ran-
dom sign permutations of the paired performance differences. The second one
(hereafter called test2), described in [Piater et al. 1998], is a randomized ANOVA
that allows to compare curves describing the performance of several algorithms
in function of the value of one hyper-parameters shared by the different meth-
ods.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Results on artificial data: G-SVC vs. vector-based

methods

In the artificial datasets, the true number of parcels composing the patterns is
known by construction (three). Therefore we used the corresponding number
of nodes, q = 3, in the graph construction phase of our G-SVC framework. We
compared the results given by G-SVC with the performances of the different
vector-based benchmark methods. For each variability case, we used test1 to
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assess whether G-SVC performs at a different level than each of the vector-based
benchmark methods. The mean results (across the twenty datasets randomly
generated for each variability case) are presented in Fig. 4.6.

When no geometrical variability is present (100% overlap of the middle parcels,
lower plot on Fig. 4.6), all methods performed similarly. In these cases, the ac-
curacy decreases when the variability in the activation levels increases, for all
methods. This can be explained by the fact that when σǫ increases, the discrim-
inability of the patterns decreases; it is even possible that, depending on the
sample values drawn for ǫ, the characteristic contrast (the fact that the middle
parcel is more activated when y = 1 than when y = 2) becomes inverted in one
subject compared to the other one; in this case, patterns from the two condi-
tions in a given subject are not discriminable from what was learnt in the other
subject.

When the level of geometrical variability increases (i.e. when the percentage
of overlap of the middle parcels decreases), the accuracy levels of the vector-
based method decreases, whereas the performance of G-SVC is not affected.
Indeed, statistical differences (test1, p < 0.05) between G-SVC and all vector
based methods are observed for σǫ ∈ {0, 0.25} when the overlap is lower than
100%; for σǫ = 0.5, G-SVC also outperforms all methods for a 0% overlap, and
some of the vector based methods for intermediate overlap levels (33% and
67%).

Note that we also conducted experiments with q > 3 for G-SVC, which in some
cases produced slightly higher accuracy levels. But the mean differences with
the results obtained with q = 3 (black curves of Fig. 4.6) were not significant;
the equivalent curves were not distinguishable from the black ones, and are
therefore not displayed.

Overall, we can conclude that G-SVC is the only method that deals with ge-
ometrical variability in the functional features of the patterns (i.e. in this case,
when the middle parcels do not fully overlap), and that it handles variability in
the activation levels as well as the vector-based methods.

4.3.2 Results on real data: G-SVC vs. vector-based methods

Since in this case, we do not know the exact number of underlying parcels to
be used to model the patterns, we ran G-SVC with a fixed number of nodes q
for all subjects, and repeated the analysis for q ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40}.
We chose the smaller value of q to be five because according to the functional
architecture of the primary auditory cortex, the five stimuli used in our experi-
ment should result in at least five different activated regions [Humphries et al.
2010a; Formisano et al. 2003a]. Tab. 4.1 contains the performances of G-SVC vs.
the vector-based benchmark methods. For the benchmark methods, the reported
score is the highest accuracy obtained across all values of their hyper-parameters;
for G-SVC, we report the highest and lowest accuracy levels obtained across all
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✭t❤❡ ❢♦✉r ❜❧❛❝❦ ❝✉r✈❡s ❛r❡ ❛❧♠♦st ✐❞❡♥t✐❝❛❧✮✳

values of q. All vector-based methods performed fairly similarly, with accuracy
levels between 0.27 and 0.31, i.e. slightly higher than chance level (0.2). G-
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SVC yielded higher level of accuracies in all cases, with performances between
0.39 and 0.56, depending on q. In the right hemisphere, the performance differ-
ences between both the highest and lowest accuracies obtained with G-SVC and
any benchmark methods is statistically significant (test1, p < 0.05). In the left
hemisphere, the highest and lowest accuracies of G-SVC are significantly higher
(test1, p < 0.05) than the best accuracies produced by linear SVM, and the l1-
and l2-logistic regressions; the mean differences between the accuracy of G-SVC
and the ones of nonlinear SVM and k-nearest neighbors are large (the lowest
G-SVC score is 0.39, compared to 0.30 for nonlinear SVM and k-NN), but not
significant.

G-SVC lin. SVC n-lin. SVC k-NN log. reg.

right HG 0.56 / 0.44 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.28
left HG 0.47 / 0.39 0.27 0.30 0.30 0.28

❚❛❜❧❡ ✹✳✶✿ ❘❡❛❧ ❞❛t❛✿ ✐♥t❡r s✉❜❥❡❝t ♠❡❛♥ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ♦❢ ●✲❙❱❈ ✭❤✐❣❤❡st ✴ ❧♦✇❡st✱
❛❝r♦ss q✮ ✈s✳ ❜❡♥❝❤♠❛r❦ ✈❡❝t♦r✲❜❛s❡❞ ♠❡t❤♦❞s ✭❜❡st ❝❛s❡✮✳ ❈❤❛♥❝❡
❧❡✈❡❧ ✐s ✵✳✷✳

4.3.3 Results on real data: G-SVC vs parcel-based methods

In this experiment, we compared the results given by G-SVC, for which an indi-
vidual parcellation is computed on each subject to estimate our graphical repre-
sentations, to the ones obtained with methods where the parcellation is identical
in all subjects (G-SVCg when using graphical representations computed from the
group-parcellation, and other parcel-based benchmark methods). All methods
share a common parameter, the number q of parcels. Fig. 4.7 shows the accu-
racy curves obtained with the different methods in fonction of q (the maximum
and minimum values of the black G-SVC curves correspond to the values re-
ported in Tab. 4.1). We used test2 to assess whether the accuracy curve of G-SVC
is different from the ones given by the benchmark parcel-based methods.

As clearly visible in Fig. 4.7, the accuracy curves of both G-SVC and G-SVCg

are above the ones given by all other methods; using G-SVC as reference, this
difference is significant for all methods in the right hemisphere (p < 0.05); in
the left hemisphere, the difference with the accuracy of the logistic regression is
significant (p < 0.05), shows a non-significant trend with linear SVM (p = 0.07,
but is not significant with the other methods. These results clearly demonstrate
the added-value of using our graphical representations associated with our graph
kernel to handle inter-subject variability. Furthermore, the accuracy curves of G-
SVC are slightly above the ones of G-SVCg. Even though this difference is not sta-
tistically significant, this trend might suggest that using individual parcellations
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to construct our graphical representations yields more accurate representations
of the underlying activation patterns.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✹✳✼✿ ❘❡❛❧ ❞❛t❛✿ ♠❡❛♥ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ❧❡✈❡❧s ✭± st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❡rr♦r✮ ❛s ❛ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢
t❤❡ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ♣❛r❝❡❧s q✱ ❢♦r ●✲❙❱❈ ❛♥❞ ♦t❤❡r ♣❛r❝❡❧✲❜❛s❡❞ ❛♣♣r♦❛❝❤❡s✳
❈❤❛♥❝❡ ❧❡✈❡❧ ✐s ✵✳✷✳ ●✲❙❱❈ ❝❧❡❛r❧② ♦✉t♣❡r❢♦r♠s t❤❡ ♦t❤❡r ♠❡t❤♦❞s✱ ❛♥❞
❞✐s♣❧❛②s ❣♦♦❞ r♦❜✉st♥❡ss t♦ t❤❡ ❝❤♦✐❝❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ❣r❛♣❤ ♥♦❞❡s✳

4.3.4 Results on real data: G-SVC with variable number of

nodes

We performed another set of experiments in order to test the ability of our G-
SVC framework to learn from a set of graphs having different number of nodes.
For each experiment, we randomly draw the number of nodes for each subject,
in {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. Therefore, in each fold of the cross-validation, the train-
ing set contained graphs with different number of nodes, and the generalization
power was measured on graphs from the left-out subject, i.e. with yet a differ-
ent number of nodes. Twenty such experiments were conducted. The average
accuracies over these twenty experiments were 0.47 ± 0.02 for the right Heschl’s
gyrus, and 0.42±0.02 for the left Heschl’s gyrus. These numbers are between the
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highest and lowest accuracies obtained with fixed q for all subjects (see Tab. 4.1).
In only 6 of the 40 cases (20 for each hemispheres) was the accuracy significan-
tely lower than the highest one obtained with fixed q (test1, p < 0.05). This
set of experiment shows that G-SVC can handle graphs with different number of
nodes, and therefore is robust to some structural variation between the graphical
representations learnt from different observations / subjects.

4.3.5 Results on real data: influence of each graph attribute

The graphical representations G = (P ,A,Φ,Ω) used in our G-SVC framework
comprise information about the activation levels, the location and the spatial
structure of the functional features extracted from the patterns, respectively car-
ried by the nodes attributes Φ and Ω, and the adjacency matrix A. Here we
want to study whether these three types of features are necessary to achieve ac-
curate classification. Similarly to the definition of our full kernel Ksga given in
Eq. (5.4), one can define three kernels Ksg, Ksa and Kga for which one of the
three types of graph attributes is ignored by removing the corresponding base
kernel from Eq. (5.4). For instance, Ksg =

∑∑

kskg. Fig 4.8 shows the global
classification accurary of G-SVC when using all features (i.e. using kernel Ksga)
vs when using two out of the three types of features (i.e. using kernel Ksg, Ksa or
Kga). If one does not use the activation attributes (i.e. when using Ksg), keeping
only the geometric and structural features, the performances are systematically
at chance level, showing that, as expected, the activation attributes are necessary
to achieve classification. If one does not use geometric or structural information
(i.e. by using Ksa or Kga), the mean performance curve is lower than when us-
ing all three types of information; this difference is statistically significant (test2,
p < 0.05) in the right Heschl’s gyrus, but not in the left one.

The construction of our Ksga kernel, described in section 4.2.3, explains the
intuition behind the use of each of the three types of information. Here we have
demonstrated experimentally that indeed, if any of the three base kernel is re-
moved, the performances decrease. This shows that our full kernel Ksga indeed
provides the best generalization results, which means that it exploits the infor-
mation contained in all of the activation, geometric and structural attributes.
This result also confirms that our main assumption, namely that the spatial or-
ganization of the activation patterns is consistent across subjects, is indeed true,
and that our kernel allows exploiting this property efficiently to perform inter-
subject predictions.

4.3.6 Kernel parameters

The kernel that we designed includes two hyper-parameters, the bandwidths σa

and σg. We adapted a standard heuristic to estimate their value on the training
set, which was used on all experiments. This process implies having different
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❦❡r♥❡❧✳

values for σa and σg in each fold of the cross validation. We therefore computed
the mean and standard deviation of the estimated bandwidths across folds of the
cross validation, for all experiments performed on the real data with fixed q for
all subjects. This yielded σa = 0.391±0.003 and σg = 0.560±0.01 for the analyses
performed in the right hemisphere, and σa = 0.392 ± 0.002 and σg = 0.556 ±
0.01 in the left Heschl’s gyrus. We observe that on the one hand, the estimated
bandwidth values are very stable across folds, and on the other hand, they are
almost identical in the right vs. the left hemisphere. These results combined
with the overall positive results given by G-SVC validates the effectiveness of the
heuristic that we proposed to choose the values of the kernel parameters.
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4.4 Discussion

In this work, we have demonstrated that our G-SVC framework can be used to
learn an accurate predictor to perform inter-subject classification of fMRI activa-
tion patterns. Experiments conducted on artificial datasets (presented in 4.3.1)
showed that G-SVC is the only method that deals with varying locations of the
functional features of interest across subjects. Experiments on a real dataset
suffering from large inter-individual functional variability showed that G-SVC
performed better that all tested vector- and parcel-based methods (respectively
in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3); in particular, the latter proved the added-value of a graph-
based framework based on individual representations compared to using a com-
mon parcellation for all subjects. We also showed that G-SVC is robust to changes
in the number of graph nodes q, both if q is identical for all subjects (in 4.3.3)
or not (in 4.3.4), the latter demonstrating the robustness of our kernel to some
potential structural differences. Furthermore, we showed in 4.3.5 that G-SVC
performs best when it uses all the information available in the graph (i.e. the
activation, geometric and structural characteristics of the input functional pat-
terns), which demonstrates the soundness of our learning scheme to produce
group-invariant graphical representations and the ability of our graph kernel
to exploit the consistency of the spatial organization of the activation patterns
across subjects when this assumption is verified.

4.4.1 Hyper-parameters estimation

The G-SVC framework comprises three hyper-parameters: the bandwiths σa and
σg of the functional and geometric base kernels used to design the full Ksga ker-
nel, and the number of nodes q of the constructed graphs. For the former two, we
have proposed a heuristic that estimates the values of σa and σg on the training
dataset. This heuristic selects the median distance between the corresponding
attribute values of the observations of the training set. It is simple to implement
and the results shown in this paper demonstrate its effectiveness, thus providing
an easy way to automatically select the values of these two hyper-parameters.

Regarding the number of graph nodes q, we hereafter describe three poten-
tial strategies for choosing q that explore three different directions. First, we
have shown that when q is chosen identical for all subjects, G-SVC is robust
with regards to the selected value since it significantely outperforms benchmark
methods for almost all values of q (see Fig. 4.7). In order to choose the value of
q, one can therefore exploit prior knowledge about the functional properties of
the studied region, as we did in this study with the architecture of the primary
auditory cortex [Humphries et al. 2010a; Formisano et al. 2003a]. Second, in
paragraph 4.3.4, we also showed that G-SVC can handle input graphs with dif-
ferent number of nodes q. This suggests that one could attempt to work at the
individual level to optimize the graphical representation of such distributed pat-
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terns. One simple strategy to do so could be to apply a standard univariate
analysis on each subject of the training set, and use the number of significantly
activated clusters across all experimental conditions as a lower bound for q. Fi-
nally, if one need a fully automatic strategy, the value of q can be chosen in a
nested cross validation amongst a given list of values that can be constructed
using any of the aforementioned strategies.

4.4.2 Linear vs nonlinear classifiers

Since G-SVC uses a graph kernel to find a nonlinear decision boundary in the
original data space, it is in fact a nonlinear SVM classifier. The usefulness of
such nonlinear classifiers for neuroimaging applications is the subject of an on-
going debate in the litterature (see the introduction of [Rasmussen et al. 2011]
for a summary). The appeal of linear classifiers for fMRI applications is mainly
twofold: i) they facilitate the interpretation of the classification results, for in-
stance thanks to the ability to directly visualize weight maps when working with
linear SVM [LaConte et al. 2005]; and ii) despite their simplicity, their perfor-
mances always are amongst the highest [Misaki et al. 2010]. Regarding the first
point, [Rasmussen et al. 2011] offers a solution to ease the interpretation of
the results given by nonlinear classifiers by visualizing sensitivity maps. As for
the second point, our study is a new example where a nonlinear method clearly
outperforms linear classifiers.

While it is not the focus of this paper, note that our framework is directly
applicable to the equivalent within-subject learning task (see results in Tab. 4.2
in Appendix 4.6). In this easier task, G-SVC produces mean accuracy levels that
are not statistically higher than those of vector-based methods.

Therefore G-SVC allows reaching higher accuracy rates than benchmark meth-
ods for the inter-subject classification task, but not for the within-subject one. We
believe that it is the case because i) we have identified a factor that contributes
to the poor performances of standard, and in particular linear, methods (the
inter-individual variability) for the selected learning problem (inter-subject clas-
sification), ii) we use prior knowledge to model the influence of this factor and
exploit it into the design of a nonlinear classifier (here, to construct a graph ker-
nel), and iii) we allow the classifier to work in a fairly low-dimensional space
(our graph construction scheme uses a small number of parcels, and therefore
acts as a dimensionality reduction process), thus offering a reasonable ratio be-
tween the sample size (number of observations available) and the dimensionality
of the space in which the classification is performed. These three points could
constitute a set of rules that can help identify questions for which it might be
worth developing nonlinear classifiers in neuroimaging.

Moreover, this interpretation is consistent with another explanation for the
potential usefulness of nonlinear methods, that was for instance described in
[Pereira et al. 2009]. Building upon the example of the quadratic kernel, which
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is equivalent to adding features equal to the products (i.e. the interactions) be-
tween the original features, one could understand the added value of nonlinear
models when such interactions are related to the experimental variable y to be
predicted. In the case of our G-SVC framework, the graphical representation
explicitely encodes some these potential interactions by linking spatially adja-
cent parcels: therefore, instead of using all interactions terms between original
features (as with the quadratic kernel), only a subpart of these interactions are
considered, those for which there exist an edge between graph nodes. Our G-
SVC framework takes advantage of these interactions because the Ksga kernel
directly uses the information carried by the graph edges.

4.4.3 Examining assumptions and potential applications

The G-SVC framework in its most generic form comprises an unsupervised learn-
ing step that constructs attributed graphs built upon a parcellation and a super-
vised learning step using a carefully designed kernel. It is therefore applicable
as soon as it is possible to learn a meaningful parcellation for the problem of
interest (classification, regression, clustering etc.). If one wants to extend the
framework to other applications than the one described in the present paper,
one simply needs to determine what is the information of interest in the parcels
(in order to define the attributes of the graph nodes), what criterion to choose
to build the graph structure (spatial adjacency, connectivity) and then to define
one base kernel for each type of graph attributes.

As implemented in the present paper, our G-SVC framework relies on the main
assumption that the spatial organization of the activation patterns is consistent
across subjects. Indeed, our model of functional variability lets the intensity
levels and locations of functional features vary across subjects, but their relative
positions is supposed to be invariant across subjects, which we enforce by looking
for region adjacency graphs that have a common structure. The question is then
to know under what circumstances this assumption holds true. At the full brain
scale, it is well known that the macroscopic organization of the cerebral cortex is
reproducible across subjects, as for instance demonstrated by the reproductibility
of the respective positions of the Brodmann areas, together with their functional
specificity. We therefore believe that our G-SVC framework should be directly
applicable to study large scale activation patterns based on full brain individual
parcellations such as provided in freesurfer [Destrieux et al. 2010].

Studying neural representations at a finer scale is a crucial issue in modern
neuroscience [Haxby, Gobbini, et al. 2001; Shinkareva, Malave, et al. 2012;
Hanson et al. 2011; Haxby, Guntupalli, et al. 2011]. The topographical orga-
nization of primary sensory areas (see for instance [Formisano et al. 2003a;
Humphries et al. 2010a] for the auditory cortex) ensures the consistency of
the spatial organization of activation patterns across subjects. The successful
results provided by our framework show that G-SVC is able to overcome the
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large functional variability encountered at such fine spatial scale; furthermore,
it constitutes yet another confirmation that fMRI is able to capture the spatial
organization of the auditory cortex and it shows that its topography is indeed
reproducible across subjects. Furthermore, it is to be noted that G-SVC yields
higher classification performances in the right vs. the left Heschl’s gyrus. This
might reflect a lateralization in the functional specialization of the auditory cor-
tex, such as described in [Tervaniemi et al. 2003], but such a claim would need
further investigation.

In general, G-SVC is therefore a tool perfectly suited to study the consistency
of representations in all sensory areas, and also the influence of a pathology
on the organization of processing in these areas (see an example with macular
degeneration in [Baker et al. 2005]). The question whether our main assump-
tion is still valid in higher level cortical areas remains open, and the methods
that attempt to deal with functional variability at such fine spatial scale take
different routes with respect to this question. The so-called hyper-alignement
(hereafter HA, [Haxby, Guntupalli, et al. 2011]), maps the activation patterns of
different individuals to a common “high dimensional” space without enforcing
the preservation of the spatial organization of the input patterns. Even if HA has
proved successful in inter-subject decoding tasks, its success does not demon-
strate per se the existence of idiosyncrasies, i.e. subject-specific architectures
of the activation patterns at the scale offered by fMRI voxels. Indeed, finding
common representations across subjects is a learning task that is simply easier to
solve when relaxing the constraint on the spatial organization as in HA. Another
method, the function-based alignment (hereafter FBA, [Sabuncu, Singer, et al.
2010]) estimates an explicit set of anatomical correspondences between brain
voxels of different individuals by matching full-brain functional patterns. The
use of a diffeomorphic model to estimate this spatial transformation implicitly
requires the spatial organization of activation patterns to be consistent across
subjects over the whole cortex; the positive results obtained by FBA would tend to
validate this assumption, but it remains to be seen whether such method allows
to improve prediction accuracy in inter-subject MVPA.

The successful results of the G-SVC framework described in the present paper
indicate that it is possible to learn representations that have a common spatial
organization across subjects and use them to perform inter-subject MVPA. An
interesting feature of our framework is that it bypasses the need of explicit cor-
respondence between brain voxels, which are hard to establish due to the con-
junction of shape variability and variable functional organization of anatomical
areas. When the delineation of a cortical area is so variable across individuals
that it requires the use of functional paradigms known as localizers (see exam-
ples in [Pinel et al. 2007]), our G-SVC framework will allow studying fine scales
representations within these functionally defined regions, thanks to its ability to
work with regions that are not matched across subjects. Finally, contrarily to
FBA and HA that estimate their respective models on a dedicated experiment
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during which the subjects watched a movie, G-SVC does not require such dedi-
cated “calibration” experiment to perform inter-subject predictions. These three
methods are therefore somehow complementary, and we believe that comparing
their behaviors and results should prove useful to assess the consistency of the
spatial organization of brain patterns across individuals, but it is clearly beyond
the scope of this paper.

4.4.4 Which graph kernel for fMRI graphs?

In the last two years, the use of graph kernels has emerged as a new tool to
handle graphical representations estimated from fMRI data. We here try to sum-
marize the different routes taken in the few published studies and provide direc-
tions that could help shape future work. We start by making a clear distinction
between the different nature of the input data, namely whether the graphs have
been constructed from connectivity (resting state fMRI) or activation (task-based
fMRI) studies.

Indeed, connectivity graphs are most often constructed by thresholding a cor-
relation (or other similar criteria) matrix [Richiardi et al. 2013], which makes
them inherently unlabeled. In this context, one can expect that it is the topo-
logical properties of the graphs that carry most of the predictive power for the
learning task at hand. This is the case when trying to characterize populations of
patients for which the pathology has affected the connectivity of the brain, which
is a major issue in clinical neuroscience. Most existing graph kernels make use of
such properties, and when the effect of the pathology is global, one can therefore
rely on the vast graph kernels literature that deals with unlabeled graphs. Note
that the unifying framework described in [Vishwanathan et al. 2010] has al-
lowed to demonstrate that a large number of previously designed graph kernels
are actually instances of the R-convolution kernel family that we instanciated
in the present paper. Furthermore, those kernels are often tunable to handle
labeled nodes. If one need to add local information to better handle patholo-
gies which result in focal, rather than global, connectivity dysruptions, an easy
strategy consists in adding labels on the nodes, as done in [Jie et al. 2014]. In
such case, the efficiency of the Weisfeiler Lehman kernel has made it popular in
the emerging litterature of graph kernels applications for fMRI data [Jie et al.
2014; Vega-Pons and Avesani 2013; Vega-Pons, Avesani, et al. 2014; Gkirtzou
et al. 2013].

In contrast, when working with task-based fMRI data, the predictive power
is conveyed by the amplitude differences of the BOLD signal. The most natural
way to encode this information in graphical representations is to derive activa-
tion features from the BOLD signal (for instance contrast maps estimated with a
univariate GLM) and use them as real-valued attributes of the graph nodes. In
that case, because the activation differences of interest are often very small, it
is crucial to avoid any quantization or discretization of these nodes attributes.
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It therefore becomes necessary to use graph kernels that handle real-valued at-
tributes, for which the litterature is somewhat smaller. The most popular kernel
in this categorty is the shortest path kernel [Borgwardt et al. 2005], which was
successfully used in [Mokhtari et al. 2013]. In the present study, we took an-
other route by constructing a dedicated kernel as yet another instance of the
R-convolution kernel family, and demonstrated that such approach can yield ac-
curate inter-subject predictions.

In all cases, fMRI graphs usually have a relatively small number of nodes (at
most a few hundreds for graphs generated from full brain parcellations) com-
pared to the more classical applications of graph kernels (world wide web net-
works, chemo- and bio-informatics) for which graphs often have thousands and
sometimes millions of nodes. Even if this allowed us to focus our design scheme
on the expressivity of the kernel, rather than its computational efficiency, it re-
mains crucial to use kernels that scale up efficiently to a few hundreds of nodes.
The complexity of the classical shortest path kernel is in O(q4), where q is the
number of graph nodes. Our kernel scales up as O(q2n), where n is the size of
the considered subgraphs, which gives O(q4) for the implementation given in the
present study (with edges as subgraphs, i.e for n = 2). Since all kernels scale up
linearly with the number of examples, using such kernels in O(q4) might require
several (dozens of) hours, depending on the number of examples. Therefore
it remains important to improve the efficiency of the kernel computation. One
could envision using recently developed kernels that deal with real-valued at-
tributes and that are significantely more efficient than O(q4) [Kriege et al. 2012;
Feragen et al. 2013]. In the case of our intuitively designed Ksga kernel, which
compares all of the chosen types of subgraphs to all other subgraphs, one way
to gain in efficiency would be to use the location of the nodes to limit the num-
ber of comparisons (i.e by comparing a given subgraph only to the ones located
close-by). This should also improve its expressivity by avoiding meaningless
comparisons of edges that are far away from each other. This strategy could also
make it possible to use more complex subgraphs (triplets etc.) while maintain-
ing affordable run times, although it remains to be investigated whether it would
improve the prediction accuracy.

4.5 Conclusion

We described a new graph-based structured learning scheme designed to over-
come inter-individual variability present in functional MRI data. Our approach
constructs attributed graphs to represent distributed functional patterns and per-
forms inter-subject classification to predict an experimental variable from the
data. The graph construction scheme that we introduced starts with a parcella-
tion, and then encodes the relevant characteristics of the parcels (their locations,
activation levels and spatial organization) into the graph. The classification is
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performed with support vector machines using a custom-designed kernel that
exploits all the attributes of the graphs. Results on artificial datasets generated
to parametrically control the amount of inter-individual variability along two
dimensions (the location and intensity of functional features) showed that our
G-SVC framework is the only method able to yield satisfactory performances
when the locations of functional features vary across subjects. Results on real
data showed that G-SVC outperforms both vector- and parcel-based state of the
art classification methods, that it is robust to the number of graph nodes in the
observations, both if it is chosen constant for all observations in the different sub-
jects, or if it is different across subjects. As implemented in this paper for fMRI
data, this framework is a tool of choice to study local neural representations at
fine spatial scales in regions that are not well aligned across individuals, which
is a crucial problem in modern neuroscience. Moreover, it is easily adaptable to
other types of learning problems posed by different neuroimaging modalities.

4.6 Appendix - Within-subject G-SVC decoding

results

Even though our G-SVC framework is designed to deal with inter-individual vari-
ability, it is directly usable in a within-subject analysis. We here present the re-
sults of G-SVC in the within-subject classification task, i.e to predict the class of
stimulus that was presented to the subject for a given fMRI pattern. We used
the same graph representations as for the inter-subject learning task and re-
peated the analysis for different number of nodes q ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40}.
We used a leave-one-session-out cross-validation scheme and report the average
global classification accuracy obtained across folds. The results are reported in
Tab. 4.2, and compared to results given by the vector-based benchmark meth-
ods. The maximum accuracy levels obtained with G-SVC are slightly higher than
those given by standard vector-based methods in both hemispheres, but these
differences are not statistically significant.

G-SVC lin. SVC n-lin. SVC k-NN log. reg.

right HG 0.56 / 0.52 0.51 0.46 0.42 0.50
left HG 0.57 / 0.51 0.48 0.42 0.41 0.51

❚❛❜❧❡ ✹✳✷✿ ❘❡❛❧ ❞❛t❛✿ ✇✐t❤✐♥ s✉❜❥❡❝t ♠❡❛♥ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ♦❢ ●✲❙❱❈ ✭❤✐❣❤❡st ✴ ❧♦✇❡st
❛❝r♦ss q✮ ✈s✳ ❜❡♥❝❤♠❛r❦ ✈❡❝t♦r✲❜❛s❡❞ ♠❡t❤♦❞s ✭❜❡st ❝❛s❡✮✳ ❈❤❛♥❝❡
❧❡✈❡❧ ✐s ✵✳✷✳
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4.7 Appendix - Testing pattern symmetry using

G-SVC

The auditory cortex has been heavily studied in non human primates using a
variety of techniques (see for instance [Morel et al. 1993]). This has produced
a model of the spatial organization of the auditory cortex, mostly based on its
tonotopic properties, i.e the fact that neigborhing neurons respond preferentially
to neigborhing audio frequencies. This forms spatial gradients of low-to-high
frequency preference in the recorded neural responses. Using electrophysiology,
those gradients have been observed in the different parts of the auditory cortex,
both within the central core region – that includes the primary auditory cortex –
and its surrounding belt region.

The mapping of this spatial organization onto the human auditory cortex has
been a subject of study for many years now. Using neuroimaging, numerous
teams have studied the tonotopic organization of the human auditory cortex, as
[Formisano et al. 2003b; Humphries et al. 2010b; Talavage 2003] and more. The
outcome of these studies usually consists in a description of the observed low-
to-high frequency gradients, with their cardinality and their main axis. This has
produced results which might appear contradictory, with either one or several
gradients, alongside or perpendicularly to Heschl’s gyrus – the main anatomical
landmark of the human auditory cortex. Although these ambiguities have mostly
been raised through a finer description of this spatial organization using high
field MRI [Formisano et al. 2003b] and innovative tonotopic mapping paradigms
[Moerel et al. 2012], the question of the geometrical properties of the high-to-
low gradients can also be examined by studying the pattern symmetry. We here
propose a way to quantify the pattern symmetry using our G-SVC framework, by
exploiting the fact that G-SVC directly uses the spatial organization of the input
pattern.

If a pattern is symmetric along a given axis, then a classifier that would have
been trained onto the original patterns of a training set should be able to gen-
eralize equally well on the original test patterns or on test patterns transformed
by a flip along this axis. In practice, because the actual patterns will never been
perfectly symmetric, there will always be a loss in the classification performance
when testing on the flipped patterns, and we propose to use this loss as a quan-
tification index of the pattern symmetry, the higher the loss, the less symmetry.
By defining aorig and aflipped as the accuracy level obtained by the classifier on
the original test patterns and the flipped test patterns, and achance as the chance
level, we define the following symmetry index:

I =
aflipped − achance

aorig − achance

. If this index is 1, the patterns are perfectly symmetric along the chosen axis; if
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it is 0, the patterns do not present any symmetry along this axis.
In the table below, we present results of inter-subject predictions within Hes-

chl’s gyrus when the test patterns have been flipped around four different axes,
that we will designate by a symbolic angle:

• the axes that goes alongside the gyrus, which approximately follows the
crest of the gyrus (0°);

• the first diagonal (45°)

• the axes perpendicular to the crest (90°)

• the second diagonal (135°)

We provide the classification scores obtained with G-SVC using 15 nodes in the
graphs, and those (together with their symmetric index I in parenthesis) ob-
tained when the test patterns are flipped

true flip (0°) flip (45°) flip (90°) flip (135°)

right HG 0.464 0.372 (0.65) 0.328 (0.48) 0.324 (0.47) 0.252 (0.20)
left HG 0.424 0.324 (0.55) 0.316 (0.52) 0.324 (0.55) 0.252 (0.23)

❚❛❜❧❡ ✹✳✸✿ ■♥t❡r✲s✉❜❥❡❝t ♣r❡❞✐❝t✐♦♥ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ❢♦r ●✲❙❱❈ ✇✐t❤ ✶✺ ♣❛r❝❡❧s✱ ✇✐t❤ s②♠✲
♠❡tr② ✐♥❞❡① ✐♥ ♣❛r❡♥t❤❡s✐s ✇❤❡♥ t❤❡ t❡st ♣❛tt❡r♥s ❛r❡ ✢✐♣♣❡❞✳ ▲❡❢t ❝♦❧✲
✉♠♥✿ t❡st✐♥❣ ♦♥ t❤❡ tr✉❡ ♣❛tt❡r♥s✳ ❖t❤❡r ❝♦❧✉♠♥s✿ t❡st✐♥❣ ♦♥ ✢✐♣♣❡❞
♣❛tt❡r♥s✳ ❈❤❛♥❝❡ ❧❡✈❡❧ ✐s ✵✳✷✳

These results show that there is a certain degree of symmetry in the frequency
response patterns in Heschl’s gyrus, alongside several axes. This is consistent
with the low-to-high-to-low mirror-symmetric gradient reported in [Formisano
et al. 2003b] alongside an axe going closely to parallel of the gyrus, as well
as other interpretations given for instance in [Humphries et al. 2010b]. This
demonstrates the validity of this approach, without providing a clear cut answer
to the original question. A more detailed study would be needed, in particular
using different regions of interest or a searchlight approach.

4.8 Appendix - Inter-region decoding using G-SVC

It is also of the highest interest to be able to test whether the functional orga-
nization of a region – hereafter ROI1 – is homologous to the one of another
region – ROI2. We can address this question by training a classifier on pat-
terns recorded in ROI1 and testing whether the classifier is able to generalize
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to patterns recorded in ROI2. Unfortunately, this is difficult to achieve using
standard classifiers because the input spaces of the patterns of the two regions
are different. It would be possible by matching the two regions and performing
a re-sampling of ROI1 to ROI2 (or the opposite), which implicitely requires a
dense point-to-point matching of all the points of the two regions.

We here propose a solution that enables such analysis without having to re-
sample ROI1 to ROI2 and that uses our G-SVC framework. Because within our
framework, the regions are mapped onto a rectangular coordinate system, we
only have to map the four corners of ROI1 to the four corners of ROI2, for in-
stance using a priori knowledge on the anatomical organization of the cortex.
Once this is done, the graphical representations of patterns of ROI1 and ROI2 do
live in the same graph space and it is then totally straigthforward to train a clas-
sifier on patterns recorded in ROI1 and test its generalization ability on patterns
in ROI2.

We here test this approach by performing inter-hemispheric decoding within
the auditory cortex. We define ROI1 and ROI2 as being Heschl’s gyri in the
left and right hemispheres. We present in Tab 4.4 the results of such task in
the inter-subject case, i.e the classifier is trained on ROI1 patterns from a set of
subjects before being tested on ROI2 patterns of a different subject. Note that
adding the inter-subject aspect on top of the inter-hemispheric one makes this
task extremely challenging.

train test right HG left HG

right HG 0.464 0.292
left HG 0.352 0.424

❚❛❜❧❡ ✹✳✹✿ ■♥t❡r✲s✉❜❥❡❝t ♠❡❛♥ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ♦❢ ●✲❙❱❈ ✭✶✺ ♣❛r❝❡❧s✮✱ ✐♥❝❧✉❞✐♥❣ ✐♥t❡r✲
❤❡♠✐s♣❤❡r✐❝ ❝❧❛ss✐✜❝❛t✐♦♥ ♣❡r❢♦r♠❛♥❝❡s ✭♦✛✲❞✐❛❣♦♥❛❧ t❡r♠s✮✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❜♦t❤
❛r❡ ❛❜♦✈❡ ❝❤❛♥❝❡ ❧❡✈❡❧ ✭✵✳✷✮✳

The classification accuracy levels obtained in the inter-region cases (0.352 and
0.292) are both statistically above chance level, which validates G-SVC as being a
adequate tool to assess the consistency of the functional organization across sev-
eral regions. The loss of accuracy compared to the within-region performances
(0.464 and 0.424) – which is also significant, can be attributed to the well known
lateralization effect which has for consequence that the functional organization
of the auditory cortex is indeed overall similar in the left and right hemispheres,
but not strictly identical.
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Context

The second contribution of this thesis introduces a new method that enables to
identify local cortical shape differences between several populations of subjects.
The objects considered are local patterns of sulcal pits – the deepest points of
cortical sulci – modeled as graphs in order to deal with the inter-subject variabil-
ity. A kernel-based mapping to a reprucing kernel hilbert space yields an implicit
feature space that is common across subjects, where the classification of subjects
within populations can be easily addressed. A searchlight mapping technique –
a sliding window strategy that consists in repeating such classification analysis
around all cortical locations – followed by a non-parametric statistical inference
framework enables to perform the detection, i.e to localize the portions of the
cortex that exhibit differences across the considered groups. We show that this
framework makes it possible to detect cortical hemispheric asymmetries, as well
as gender differences, within a large population of control subjects.

The contributors to this project were Lucile Brun (anatomical data processing),
Guillaume Auzias (general methodological advice) as well as Olivier Coulon
(general methodological advice). This work was published in the following con-
ference paper:

S. Takerkart, G. Auzias, L. Brun, O. Coulon. “Mapping Cortical Shape Differ-
ences Using a Searchlight Approach Based On Classification of Sulcal Pit Graphs”.
Proceedings of IEEE ISBI Conference [2015]

On the day of the defense, a full length paper had been submitted two months
earlier to the Medical Image Analysis journal with the same authors, under the
title Structural Graph-Based Morphometry (SGBM). A multiscale searchlight frame-

work based on sulcal pits. At this time when this manuscript is being finalized,
this paper is now under revision.

5.1 Introduction

In the past few years, the topography of the cortical surface has raised a lot of
interest, in particular to find biomarkers of pathologies [Im, Pienaar, Paldino,
et al. 2012; Auzias, Viellard, et al. 2014] or to detect features associated with
functional specificities [Z. Y. Sun, Klöppel, Rivière, Perrot, R. S. J. Frackowiak,
et al. 2012]. Behind the large apparent variability of cortical folding patterns, a
specific attention has been brought to the deepest part of sulci, either to elabo-
rate theoretical models of cortical anatomy and development [Régis et al. 2005],
or to automatically extract robust cortical landmarks [Auzias, Brun, et al. 2015].
For the latter, the work of Im has been particularly important in defining the con-
cept of sulcal pits. Sulcal pits are defined as local maxima of depth within each
cortical fold [Im, Jo, et al. 2010]. They can be extracted, together with their
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associated sulcal basins, via a watershed algorithm performed on a sulcal depth
map defined on the mesh of the cortical surface [Im, Jo, et al. 2010; Auzias,
Brun, et al. 2015]. Sulcal pits have been linked with genetic factors [Im, Pien-
aar, Lee, et al. 2011] or developmental pathologies [Im, Pienaar, Paldino, et al.
2012; Im, Raschle, et al. 2015]

The challenge in using sulcal pits is to find stable patterns within a population,
despite the apparent inter-subject variability. To do so, it is essential to have a
good representation of folding patterns. Sulcal pits define sulcal basins that par-
cellate the surface of the neo-cortex (Fig. 5.1), and the adjacency of neighboring
sulcal basins can be used to define sulcal pit graphs. Such representations of
local anatomical patterns have been successfully analysed at the brain lobe level
using a spectral graph-matching technique [Im, Pienaar, Lee, et al. 2011; Im,
Pienaar, Paldino, et al. 2012].

In this work we introduce a multi-scale multivariate technique that enables
to precisely localize differences between populations based on local patterns of
sulcal pits. It relies on three main contributions: i) the design of graph kernel
that allows the group classification to be performed directly in graph space; this
kernel has very few parameters that can be efficientely inferred from the data;
ii) the definition of a structural searchlight scheme that yields information maps
estimated from patterns constructed at different spatial scales and iii) a non para-
metric multi-scale inference framework that enables the localization of spatially
contiguous clusters of patterns that present statistically significant differences
between populations. In what follows, we describe in details these three con-
tributions. We then demonstrate the power of our framework on two classical
brain mapping problems for which complex patterns of anatomical differences
have previously been reported in the literature: the mapping of asymmetries be-
tween the left and right brain hemispheres and the detection of cortical shape
differences between individuals of different gender.

What’s a searchlight?
In this section, we set up a searchlight scheme aimed at mapping the discrim-

inative power of local patterns formed by sulcal pits across populations. The
so-called searchlight method, introduced by [Kriegeskorte et al. 2006] and only
used so far for fMRI data analysis, consists in using a multivariate statistical
model (e.g a classifier) in a sliding window that defines a local neighborhood
and moves along the space of interest – the cortex. A summary statistic com-
puted from this model (for instance the accuracy of a classifier) is then assigned
to the center of the window, thus yielding a spatial map that allows the localiza-
tion of the informative patterns.

5.2 Methods
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5.2.1 Extracting sulcal pits

In order to localize the sulcal pits, we used a modified version of the procedure
initially proposed in [Im, Jo, et al. 2010], designed to yield reproducible sulcal
pits in every cortical region and not only in the deepest sulci [Auzias, Brun, et al.
2015], which is of major importance for the presently described method that
will examine pits pattern centered around all cortical locations. First, we esti-
mated the sulcal depth map for each subject using the depth potential function,
a measure that integrates both curvature and convexity information [Boucher et
al. 2009]. Then, we applied a watershed by flooding algorithm to extract depth
maxima and their corresponding sulcal basins on the mesh (Fig. 5.1). A merg-
ing of sulcal basins was performed during the flooding in order to filter spurious
extrema caused by noise in the depth map. Merging parameters were optimized
as described in [Auzias, Brun, et al. 2015].

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✶✿ ❆✳ ■❧❧✉str❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ s✉❧❝❛❧ ♣✐ts ❛♥❞ t❤❡✐r ❜❛s✐♥s ♦♥ ♦♥❡ s✉❜❥❡❝t✳ ❇✳
❊①❛♠♣❧❡s ♦❢ s✉❧❝❛❧ ♣✐t ❣r❛♣❤s ✐♥ t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ❢r♦♥t❛❧ ❧♦❜❡ ❢♦r ❢♦✉r s✉❜❥❡❝ts
✭t❤❡ ❝♦❧♦r ♦❢ t❤❡ ♥♦❞❡s ❡♥❝♦❞❡s t❤❡ r❡❧❛t✐✈❡ ❞❡♣t❤ ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣✐t✱ ❢r♦♠ r❡❞
✭❞❡❡♣✮ t♦ ❜❧✉❡ ✭s❤❛❧❧♦✇✮✳

For each subject s, we obtain a set of pits Πs = {πs
i }i=Ns

i=1 and their basins
{βs

i }i=Ns

i=1 (∀i, πs
i is the deepest point of βs

i ). This set of sulcal basins actually
forms a complete parcellation of the cortical surface. Also note that the number
of pits N s can vary across subjects.
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5.2.2 Representing patterns of sulcal pits as graphs

A natural way to formally represent a pattern formed by a set of pits, includ-
ing their spatial organization, is to construct a graph. We here use the method
proposed in [Im, Pienaar, Lee, et al. 2011], which consists in building a region
adjacency graph [Pavlidis 1977] using the set of basins associated with each pit.

For a given subset Π̄s ⊂ Πs of M pits (M ≤ N s), we define a node of the graph
for each pit πs

i ∈ Π̄s. The graph edges are then given by the spatial adjacency of
their associated basins: this defines a binary adjacency matrix A = (aij) ∈ R

M×M

(aij = 1 if Bi and Bj are adjacent, and 0 otherwise), that encodes the spatial or-
ganization of neighboring pits. In order to better characterize the pattern of pits,
we add two attributes to each graph node: i) its depth di, because it is an intrinsic
characteristic of the pit, and ii) the coordinates Xi of the corresponding vertex
on the sphere after surface based-alignment to a common template performed in
freesurfer, so that we can compare the locations of the graph nodes across sub-
jects. Let D = {di} ∈ R

M be the vector of depth values and X = {Xi} ∈ R
M×3

be the matrix of coordinates of all graph nodes.
Any pattern of sulcal pits can therefore be fully represented by an attributed

graph defined as G = (P̄ ,A,D,X ). Examples of sulcal pit graphs are shown on
Fig. 5.1.

5.2.3 Graph-based support vector classification

Our first contribution is to introduce a new graph kernel that measures the sim-
ilarity between two graphs G = (P̄G,AG,DG,X G) and H = (P̄H ,AH ,DH ,X H).
Equipped with such a kernel, one can use the kernel trick to perform classifi-
cation directly in graph space using a support vector machine (see for instance
[Scholkopf et al. 2001]). Similarly to previous work dedicated to inter-subject
multi-voxel pattern analysis of functional MRI [Takerkart, Auzias, Thirion, and
Ralaivola 2014], we designed a kernel that exploits all the features of the sulcal
pit graphs defined in 5.2.2.

Kernel definition. Our kernel compares all pairs of nodes (i.e potential
edges) gij and hkl, respectively in G and H, without trying to perform a one-
to-one pit-matching as in [Im, Pienaar, Lee, et al. 2011]. As such, it belongs to
the class of walk-based graph kernels [Gärtner et al. 2003] and uses the most
elementary walks, of length one. It combines (see eq. 5.4) the different features
of the graphs by using several sub-kernels within the convolution kernel frame-
work [Haussler 1999]. A first sub-kernel aims at ensuring that the comparisons
are performed only if gij and hkl are actual edges. This is done with the linear
kernel on the binary entries of the adjacency matrices:

ka(gij, hkl) = aG
ij.a

H
kl, (5.1)
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which takes the value 1 if aG
ij = aH

kl = 1 and 0 otherwise. A second sub-kernel
uses a product of gaussian kernels on the coordinates of the nodes of gij and hkl:

kx(gij, hkl) = e−‖XG
i

−XH
k

‖2/2σ2
x · e−‖XG

j
−XH

l
‖2/2σ2

x . (5.2)

In practice, kx acts as a spatial filter that weights the comparisons of edges with
their proximity, thus eliminating the comparisons of edges that are far away
from eachother and allowing for inter-subject variability (if edges are close, but
not perfectly matched across subjects). Finally, the last sub-kernel compares the
depth attributes using the same principle:

kd(gij, hkl) = e−‖dG
i

−dH
k

‖2/2σ2

d · e−‖dG
j

−dH
l

‖2/2σ2

d (5.3)

The full kernel is defined as the combination of the three sub-kernels applied
on all pairs of nodes of G and H:

K(G,H) =
MG
∑

i,j=1

MH
∑

k,l=1

ka(gij, hkl) · kx(gij, hkl) · kd(gij, hkl) (5.4)

Note that the number of nodes MG and MH in G and H can be different.
We then perform the following normalization procedure:

K̃(G,H) = K(G,H)/
√

K(G,G)K(H,H), (5.5)

This normalization ensures that for any graph G, K̃(G,G) = 1 (i.e that the
diagonal terms of the Gram matrix are equal to one), which will enable an easier
interpretation of the results by computing median graphs (see 5.2.6).

Estimating hyper-parameters. Our graph kernel has two hyper-parameters,
which are the two bandwidths σx and σd of the gaussian sub-kernels that respec-
tively act on the coordinates and the depth features. In order to choose the val-
ues of these parameters, we use heuristic which is an extension of the standard
practice used with vector inputs and that consists in selecting the median eu-
clidean distance between all observations in the training dataset. The extension
used for such graphical representations, that we proposed [Takerkart, Auzias,
Thirion, and Ralaivola 2014], consists in choosing for σx and σd the median eu-
clidean distance between the coordinates and depth attributes of the nodes in all
graphs available at training time. The values of these parameters are therefore
estimated directly and easily from the training dataset, using this heuristic which
was proved efficient [Takerkart, Auzias, Thirion, and Ralaivola 2014].
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5.2.4 Searchlight mapping

In this section, we set up a searchlight scheme aimed at mapping the discrim-
inative power of local patterns formed by sulcal pits across populations. The
so-called searchlight method, introduced by [Kriegeskorte et al. 2006] and only
used so far for fMRI data analysis, consists in using a multivariate statistical
model (e.g a classifier) in a sliding window that defines a local neighborhood
and moves along the space of interest – the cortex. A summary statistic com-
puted from this model (for instance the accuracy of a classifier) is then assigned
to the center of the window, thus yielding a spatial map that allows the local-
ization of the informative patterns. More specifically, in order to construct a
searchlight scheme for a given task, one needs to define the five following items

• the space of interest,

• the spatial sampling strategy of this space,

• how to define local patterns at each location,

• the statistical model that addresses the task itself,

• the summary statistic to be mapped onto the space of interest.

In what follows, we instantiate step by step each of these five items in order
to fully define our pit-based searchlight method. This constitutes the first struc-

tural searchlight scheme, which allows studying the morphology of the cortex by
finding differences in local folding patterns.

5.2.4.1 Searchlight space

Since sulcal pits are defined as local depth extrema on the cortex, it is natural to
perform our searchlight strategy along the cortical surface (similarly to what was
done in [Y. Chen et al. 2011] when analyzing fMRI patterns). Specifically, we
use the interface between the grey matter and the white matter, as identified by
freesurfer, as our space of interest. In order to obtain a match across subjects, we
use freesurfer’s cortical registration algorithm, which consists in aligning the cur-
vature information of the cortices of individual subjects onto a template subject
(fsaverage). This process uses an inflation of the cortex onto a sphere (because
the topology of the cortical surface of each hemisphere of the brain is homologi-
cal to the one of a sphere), projects the curvature of the cortex onto this sphere
before deforming the mesh (while keeping its sphericity) so that the curvature
information is matched across subjects. For each subject s, the triangulation of
the final sphere has been preserved throughout this process (inflation + spheri-
cal registration); each vertex vs of the sphere directly corresponds to the vertex
that has the same number on the original cortical mesh for this subject. We can
therefore use the unit sphere as a common space for all subjects.
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5.2.4.2 Spatial sampling

In the standard searchlight scheme applied to fMRI data [Kriegeskorte et al.
2006], the brain volume is sampled in a dense manner by examining patterns
center around ALL brain voxels. In our case, because the size of the sulcal pat-
terns of interest are far larger (by at least two or three orders of magnitude)
than the triangles composing the cortical mesh, it is not necessary to sample the
cortex using each vertex of the mesh. We therefore need a coarser set of points
that are evenly distributed on the cortex. Because we need those points to be
matched across subjects, a simple solution is to define them on the unit sphere
that serves as the common space. However, there is no perfect solution to define
evenly distributed points on the sphere. We therefore resort to a process that
yields pseudo-evenly distributed points on the sphere by regularly sampling the
golden spiral defined on the sphere [Niederreiter et al. 1994]; this provides a
set of Q points {(xq, yq, zq)}

q=Q
q=1 which is also called the spherical Fibonacci point

set. The choice of the value of Q is detailed later and the resulting sampling is
illustrated on Fig. 5.2.

5.2.4.3 Defining local patterns

For a given subject s and one of the searchlight locations q corresponding to the
vertex vs

q , our goal is here to describe the spatial organization of the sulcal pits
present in a surrounding neighborhood. Several options are available to define
such neighborhood around the vertex vs

q:

• finding the closest sulcal pit from vs
q and including its 1-neighbors (i.e the

pits whose basin are directly adjacent to the basin of the central pit), its
2-neighbors, ..., its n-neighbors;

• selecting the k nearest pits from vs
q;

• including the pits that are located within a given distance r from vs
q .

In all three cases, there is a parameter (n, k, or r) that directly controls the
size of the neighborhood, i.e the spatial scale of the pattern. In the two latter
options, a spatial distance is required to define this neighborhood. We can use
the geodesic distance on the original cortical mesh of the subject, or work directly
on the sphere and in this case using the euclidean distance is adequate. Using the
geodesic distance on the original cortical mesh is an appealing solution because
it takes into account the true geometry of the cortex; but it is fairly complex
to compute and it is influenced by the overall brain size, which is not desirable
when using it across subjects. The euclidean distance applied in spherical space
is more simple to compute, it is directly comparable across subjects, and even
if it is influenced by the distortions introduced by the spherical registration, it
still allows to respect the true cortical anatomy to a reasonable degree because
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the mapping to the sphere and the spherical deformations are estimated while
attempting to minimize the metric distortions [Fischl et al. 1999].

For simplicity reasons, and because it is a widely used strategy when defining
searchlight mapping frameworks, we will define the neiborhood of vertex vs

q as
all the points located within a radius r of the vertex vq of the sphere. In particular,
we are interested in the set of pits of subject s situated within a radius r of vq,
and we name this set P̄s

q,r. Given this set of pits, we can directly apply the graph
construction scheme described in 5.2.2 to obtain the attributed graph that, for
subject s, location q and radius r, we note Gs

q,r.

5.2.4.4 Statistical model

Equipped with our graph kernel defined in 5.2.3, we can use any kernel method
to address a wide range of problems including regression, clustering or classifi-
cation. In this study, we will address two supervised classification tasks to find
gender differences (males vs. females) and asymmetries (right vs. left hemi-
sphere). We will therefore estimate a non linear Support Vector Classifier using
our graph kernel and assess its generalization power by measuring the classifi-
cation accuracy on some data that had not been used to train the classifier. In
practice, for a given location q and a given value of r, we have a fully labeled
dataset {(Xs, ys)}

s=S
s=1 at our disposal, with Xs = Gs

q,r. In order to estimate the
average accuracy of the model ār

q, we resort to a 10-fold cross-validation because
it is known to offer a good estimate of the true accuracy [Kohavi 1995].

5.2.4.5 Mapping a point-wise summary statistic

We now need to define an appropriate summary statistic to define an information
map over the full cortex using this statistical model. We could directly use the
average classification accuracy ār

q – as done in [Y. Chen et al. 2011; Stelzer et
al. 2013] with searchlight applications to fMRI data, but it presents two major
drawbacks that we would like to circumvent: i) it is drawn from an unknown
distribution, which implies that it is difficult to perform direct inference (for
instance by thresholding), and ii) its value does not weight the classification
scores according to their rareness (i.e having ār

q = 0.97 might be five times more
rare than ār

q = 0.96, but the differences in the values of ār
q is very small). It will

become more clear in what follows (5.2.5) why we would like to avoid these two
undesirable properties.

We therefore adopt the following strategy to define an adequate point-wise
statistic:

• first, we resort to a permutation scheme, as advocated in neuroimaging in
general by [Bullmore et al. 1999; Nichols et al. 2002b] and more particu-
larly in statistical analysis of searchlight information maps by [Kriegeskorte
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et al. 2006; Stelzer et al. 2013], in order to estimate the cortex-wise distri-
bution of ār

q under the null hypothesis H0 of no differences between classes;

• then, knowing the p-value pr
q that corresponds to ār

q, we compute the normal
statistic that corresponds to the same p-value, which we note zr

q ; this trans-
formation is in fact given by the so-called Inverse Error Function erf−1 :
[0, 1] → R [Wikipedia 2015], i.e we have zr

q = erf−1(pr
q).

We therefore know the empirical distribution of z because it is – by construc-
tion – the same as the distribution of the accuracy score which was estimated
in the first step. And thanks to the non linear transformation performed in the
second step, this z statistic favors more strongly the high rare values than the
original average classification accuracy; therefore, the z map will show an en-
hanced contrast compare to the original accuracy map. These two properties
make it an adequate statistic to build our information map that is well suited for
the spatial inference framework described hereafter.

We describe below (Algorithm 1) the algorithm used to compute our z infor-
mation map (in which we can temporarilly drop the r index because its value
does not change throughout the course of the algorithm).

Algorithm 1: Computing searchlight information maps for a given r

Input : a labeled dataset {(Xs, ys)}
s=S
s=1

Input : a set of T permutations {Γt}
t=T
t=1 , Γ0 being the identity

foreach searchlight location q do
foreach permutation t do

compute āt(q) from the re-labeled dataset {(Xs, yΓt(s))}
s=S
s=1

The empirical null distribution is p(u) = 1
Q×T

card({(t, q) s.t. u ≤ āt(q))})

foreach searchlight location q do
foreach permutation t do

zt(q) = erf−1(p(āt(q))

Output: a set of T z-maps Zt

This yields the true information map Z = {z0(q)}q∈[1,··· ,Q] – because the first
permutation Γ0 is the identity, i.e the labels are the true labels – as well as a
set of T − 1 information maps Zt computed with permuted labels. Note that in
order to enable the use of the cluster-based inference techniques described here-
after, it is necessary to maintain the local spatial dependency in the information
maps computed with permuted labels. This is ensured by using the same set
of permutations for all cortical locations q (see 5.2.5), as done in the algorithm
above.
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5.2.4.6 Choosing the number Q of searchlight locations

In order to choose the size Q of this point set, we need to fullfill two criteri-
ons: on the one hand, Q needs to be as small as possible in order to minimize
the computational cost of the entire framework (which increases linearly with
Q); on the other hand, Q needs to be large enough to fully capture the spatial
processes at hand. In order to assess this second condition, let us consider the
following qualitative reasoning. Moving from a location q of the sphere to an-
other close by location q′ will result in a discrete change in the dataset: a certain
number of subjects will see their surrounding sulcal pattern change; others will
not. If the distance between q and q′ is small enough, the number of subjects for
which there will be a change will be very small compared to the total number
of subjects S. This should result in a very small change from āq to ā′

q, which
means that ā, and therefore z are continuous functions with respect to q. Con-
sequentely, one should choose Q so that the distance between two neighboring
locations is small enough to preserve this intrinsic continuity; this should be the
case if this distance is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the mean
distance between neighboring sulcal pits. In practice, since the number of pits
per hemisphere is in the order of 100, choosing Q = 2500 ensures this. This is
illustrated on Fig. 5.2.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✷✿ ■❧❧✉str❛t✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡ Q = 2500 s❡❛r❝❤❧✐❣❤t ❧♦❝❛t✐♦♥s ✉s❡❞ ✐♥ ♦✉r st✉❞② ♦♥
t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ❤❡♠✐s♣❤❡r❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❢s❛✈❡r❛❣❡ t❡♠♣❧❛t❡ s✉❜❥❡❝t✳ ❊❛❝❤ ❧♦❝❛t✐♦♥ ✐s
r❡♣r❡s❡♥t❡❞ ❜② ❛ s♣❤❡r❡✳ ■♥t❡r♥❛❧✿ s♠❛❧❧ r❡❞ s♣❤❡r❡s ♦✈❡r❧❛♣❡❞ ♦♥ t❤❡
❢♦❧❞❡❞ ♠❡s❤✳ ❊①t❡r♥❛❧✿ ❧❛r❣❡r s♣❤❡r❡s ❧♦❝❛❧✐③❡❞ ♦♥ t❤❡ ✐♥✢❛t❡❞ ❝♦rt❡①
✭t❤❡ ✉♥❞❡r❧②✐♥❣ ♠❡s❤ ♦❢ t❤❡ ✐♥✢❛t❡❞ ❝♦rt❡① ✐s ♥♦t ✈✐s✐❜❧❡✮✳

5.2.5 Multi-scale spatial inference

5.2.5.1 Preliminary

The searchlight framework described above depends on one hyper-parameter:
the radius r of the neighborhood in which we define the patterns of sulcal pits.
If fixed, this parameter is crucial both in terms of getting enough detection power
(if set to a wrong value, we might miss an effect) and also when it comes to the
interpretation of the results. However, we have very little a priori knowledge on
how to choose the value for r: the few published studies examined pits either
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over large portions of the cortex (such as brain lobes [Im, Jo, et al. 2010; Im,
Pienaar, Paldino, et al. 2012]) or within much smaller regions (single sulcal
basins [Auzias, Brun, et al. 2015]). Since both these approaches made it possible
to detect significant differences, it seems necessary to study the influence of the
radius r, which can be done by embedding our searchlight framework within a
multi-scale strategy.

We are therefore faced with two questions:

• at which location(s) of the cortex is there a significant difference between
populations?

• at which spatial scale(s) does such effect live?

Now, consider increasing the value of the radius by a small amount from r to
r + ∆r at a given location q. It is possible that for a small number of subjects, a
few extra sulcal pits might enter the neighborhood with r + ∆r on top of those
already present with r , but we expect the pit-graphs to stay identical for most
subjects. Consequentely, the average classification accuracy ā and its associated
z-score should change only by a small amount. We therefore expect a continuous
behavior of ā with respect to the value of r, which means that zr

q should be fairly
smooth along the scale dimension r. This also means that an observable effect
(i.e a location at which the classification score is high) at a given scale should
also be observable at closed by scales.

We therefore have to deal with a smooth behavior of zr
q with respect to both the

scale parameter r and the spatial location q. Assessing the statistical significance
of the measured statistic over the cortical surface across scales therefore requires
an adequate strategy to cope with the multiple comparisons problem that would
occur if independently testing at all q and r. An appealing way to deal with the
spatial correlation is to resort to cluster-based statistics [Poline et al. 1993]. In
that case, it is also possible to correct for the multiple comparisons problem in a
non-parametric fashion [Bullmore et al. 1999]. The schematic of such strategy
is the following:

• an arbitrary threshold is applied to a statistical map to form contiguous
clusters of supra-threshold locations;

• a cluster-wise statistic is defined for each cluster;

• corrected cluster-wise p-values can be obtained by estimating the distribu-
tion of the maximum cluster statistics across the full cortex, over a set of
maps obtained by permuting the labels of the observations.

In what follows, we introduce two such strategies based on these principles
and that deal with the multi-scale nature of the question we have at hand. Both
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start from a set of information maps {Zr}r∈R, where R = {r1, · · · , rρ} is a prede-
fined set of discrete scales of size ρ. The first one examines the information map
at each individual scale to form single-scale clusters and compute their p-value
with a correction for multiple comparisons across space and scales. The second
one first construct a multi-scale information map from the full set {Zr}r∈R, which
is then thresholded to obtain multi-scale clusters, for each of which we compute
the p-value with a correction for multiple comparisons across space.

Both strategies share the need to define a cluster-wise statistic. The most usual
cluster-wise statistic used in the literature is the cluster size, which simply consists
in counting the number of elements included in each cluster (see [Poline et al.
1993] for the original application in neuroimaging and [Stelzer et al. 2013] for
a more recent work using a searchlight framework). Using the cluster size would
naturally favor large clusters. Furthermore, it is empirically known that multi-
scale methods tend to favor coarser scales [Lindeberg 1993], where spatially
larger effects can be expected. In order to counter balance for this, we therefore
use the cluster mass ([Bullmore et al. 1999; H. Zhang et al. 2009]) – i.e the
sum of supra-threshold point-wise statistics, instead of the cluster size, as our
cluster-wise statistic. Thanks to the high-contrast information maps built with
our z statistic (see 5.2.4), a small cluster with high z-values should be associated
with a more significant p-value than if the cluster size had been chosen. Also
note that this is a reason why we built the point-wise z statistic; indeed, if we
had used the accuracy score instead, this benefitial effect of the cluster mass – as
compared to the cluster size – would have been strongly reduced because of the
lesser contrast of the accuracy maps.

5.2.5.2 Single-scale clusters with corrections for multiple comparisons
across space and scales

The first strategy consists in defining clusters independently at each scale (i.e
for each value of r) and perform a correction for multiple comparisons that take
into account the repetition of tests both in space and across scales to assess the
statistical significance of these clusters. The key here is to estimate the null dis-
tribution of the maximum – across clusters of all scales – cluster mass though
a permutation scheme. It is by taking the maximum statistic across clusters es-
timated at all scales for a given permutation of the labels that we are able to
correct for the multiple comparisons problem in the multi-scale context [Nichols
et al. 2002b]. Here are the details of the algorithm that we propose to compute
the corrected – in space and across scales – probabilities that the null hypothesis
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of no differences between the populations can be rejected.

Algorithm 2: Computing corrected p-values for single-scale clusters

Input : a set of T ×R spatial maps {zr
t (q)} computed from datasets

with permuted labels at all scales
Input : a threshold τ
foreach permutation t do

foreach scale r do
form cluster sets Cr

t = {ct,r
1 . . . ct,r

Lt,r} from thresholded map
zr

t (q) > τ (Lt,r is the number of clusters);
foreach cluster ct,r

l ∈ Cr
t do

compute cluster mass mt,r
l =

∑

q∈ct,r

l
zr

t (q);

M t,r = {mt,r
1 . . .mt,r

Lt,r};

compute maximum massMt = maxr(maxl(m
t,r
1 . . .mt,r

Lt,r))

foreach scale r do

foreach true cluster c0,r
l do

compute cluster mass mr
l =

∑

q∈c0,r

l
zt

0(q);

compute corrected p-value pr
l = 1

T
card({t s.t. Mt ≥ ml})

Output: a set of clusters {c0,r
l } with their corrected p-values {pr

l }

5.2.5.3 Multi-scale clusters with corrections for multiple comparisons
across space

Our second strategy consists in agglomerating the results obtained across scales
into a single statistic that summarizes the results obtained across all scales. To
construct such a statistic, we combine two observations. First, it seems intuitive
to look for the maximum statistic across scales at a given searchlight location,
which would provide both a statistic value and an estimate of the best scale.
Secondly, because of the expected smoothness across scales, it seems meaningful
to examine the average statistic across a given number of consecutive scales. We
therefore propose to use the following statistic:

ZR(q) = max
r∈R

(
1

R

∑

r′, |r−r′|≤R/2

zr′

(q)), (5.6)

where R is the number of consecutive scales considered.
For a given value of R – index that we temporarily drop in the algorithm

below, we describe the details of the method that makes it possible to compute
corrected p-values – in space – at the cluster level in the following algorithm. We
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note Zt(q) the map obtained with the t-th permutation Γt.

Algorithm 3: Computing corrected p-values for multi-scale clusters

Input : a set of T maps {Zt(q)}
t=T
t=1 computed from datasets with

permuted labels
Input : a threshold τ
foreach permutation t do

form clusters {ct
1 . . . c

t
Lt} from thresholded map Zt(q) > τ (Lt is

the number of clusters);
foreach cluster ct

l do
compute cluster mass mt

l =
∑

q∈ct
l
Zt(q);

compute maximum mass Mt = max(mt
1 . . .m

t
Lt)

foreach true cluster c0
l do

compute cluster mass ml =
∑

q∈c0

l
zq(0);

compute corrected p-value pl = 1
N
card({t s.t. Mt ≥ ml})

Output: a set of clusters {c0
l } with their corrected p-values {pl}

Furthermore, at any location q within a significant cluster, we can define the
best scale as the value of r that maximised 1

R

∑R−1
t=0 zr+t

q ) for the true labels:

r̄R(q) = arg max
r∈R

(
1

R

∑

r′, |r−r′|≤R/2

zr′

(q)), (5.7)

This quantity r̄ should be useful for the interpretation of the results as de-
scribed in the following.

5.2.6 Interpretation-aiding visualization tools

For a given cluster, we are interested in visualizing the features that might have
contributed to the effect detected by our spatial inference framework. This is a
difficult task because of the complex nature of the objects of interests: indeed,
the information that contributed to make this two sets of graphs significantely
different might be distributed in a non trivial manner along two dimensions:
first spatially (to what region correspond each graph?), and secondly cross-
sectionally among the population. In this section, we introduce visualization
tools to explore these two dimensions. First, we propose a method to estimate
the spatial extent of the region that contributed to this significant difference.
Second, we estimate the most representative subject as the geometric median in
order to visualize typical graphs associated with each class. The two tools should
give us some insights about the differences between classes.
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5.2.6.1 Probabilistic density maps of sulcal basins associated with a
cluster

In order to provide some interpretation on the nature of the sulcal patterns that
contributed to a significant cluster, it is important to know how far these pat-
terns extend over the cortex. The question is not trivial because the pit-graphs
were defined in each individual subject’s space from the subject’s sulcal basins.
Therefore, we first use the spherical registration to the template subject to bring

these individual locations into the common spherical space of the template sub-
ject fsaverage. Then, for a location q within a significant cluster – for instance
the center of mass of the cluster – we count at each cortical vertex v the number
of subjects s for which v is part of one of the sulcal basin βs

i for which the pit πs
i

is closer than the best scale radius ρ. The density map D(v) is then given by

D(v) = card({subect s s.t. ∃i s.t. v ∈ βs
i and ‖q − πs

i ‖2 < ρ}) (5.8)

This density map can then be projected on the folded mesh of the template
subject fsaverage in order to visualize and localize its extent, as shown on the set
of figures available in Section 5.3.3.

5.2.6.2 Kernel-based geometric median graph

In order to visualize the graphs that are the most representative of each class,
we propose to use the geometric median, which is a generalization of the simple
median that is only defined for one-dimensional data. The geometric median
provides a typical value (i.e a typical graph in our case) for a distribution sampled
by a finite set of points. Given a distance metric d, the general definition of the
geometric median x of a set of points X = {x1, · · · , xN} is the following:

x = arg min
x∈X

∑

x′ inX

d(x, x′) (5.9)

Given a kernel K that implements some similarity measure, a standard way to
define a distance is given in [Phillips et al. 2011]:

dK(x, y) = K(x, x) +K(y, y) − 2K(x, y) (5.10)

Assuming that the kernel is normalized, i.e that ∀x,K(x, x) = 1, this directly
transposes the definition of the geometric median into

x = arg max
x∈X

∑

x′ inX

K(x, x′) (5.11)

Following the notations defined in Section 5.2.4, Gs
q,r is the pit-graph of subject

s at location q for a searchlight radius r. For a given radius r at a location q, we
temporarily drop the indices q and r to only keep Gs. For a given class c, let us
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define Xc the set of subjects s of class c. We can then define the median graph
Gs

c for the class c using our normalized kernel K̃ (defined in Eqs. 5.4 and 5.5) by
looking for the subject s so that

s = arg max
s∈Xc

∑

s′∈Xc

K̃(Gs, Gs′

) (5.12)

We are then able to compute such representative graph for each class and visu-
alize them to facilitate the interpretation of the results offered by our framework
(see in Section 5.3.3 for examples of such median graphs).

5.3 Experiments

5.3.1 Mapping gender and hemispheric differences

The Open Access Series of Imaging Studiesa (OASIS) cross-sectional database
offers a collection of 416 subjects aged from 18 to 96. For each subject, three
to four individual T1-weighted MP-RAGE scans were obtained on a 1.5T Vision
system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with the following protocol: in-plane res-
olution = 256x256 (1 mm x 1 mm), slice thickness = 1.25 mm, TR = 9.7 ms, TE
= 4 ms, flip angle = 10°, TI = 20 ms, TD = 200 ms. Images were co-registered
and averaged to create a single image with a high contrast-to-noise ratio. From
this database, we selected two groups of 67 male and 67 female healthy right-
handed subjects, aged 18 to 34, matched in age, intra-cortical volume and total
cortical surface.

With this large dataset, we studied two different questions by examining lo-
cal patterns of sulcal pits to characterize cortical morphology. The first one
was to map gender differences and the second one to examine cortical asym-
metries, i.e differences between the right and left hemispheresb (in the males
subjects only). At each of the Q locations of the searchlight, a binary classi-
fication problem (males vs. females, or right vs. left) was solved using the
graph-based classifier defined previously. The average classification accuracy ā
was estimated using a 10-fold cross-validation that ensured class balance in both
the training and test datasets for each fold. As with any cluster-based anal-
yses – which represent the vast majority of spatial inference methods used in
neuroimaging, the initial cluster-forming thresholding has an influence on the
final results. With this in mind, we first repeated our analysis with different
threshold values and retained the one that offered clusters which a good com-
promise between sensitivity and specificity. The results shown hereafter have
been obtained with a cluster-forming threshold of τ = 3.090, applied on the z

awww.oasis-brains.org
bNote that for studying the cortical asymmetries, an extra pre-processing step was carried on

using a symmetric cortical template, following [Greve et al. 2013]
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information maps, which corresponds to a thresholding at p < 0.001 on the un-
corrected p-values of our the classification accuracy. Note that the same thresh-
old can be applied at all scales thanks to the properties of z statistic which
were induced by construction (see Section 5.2.4). We used the following set
of scales in order to study the multi-scale properties of local sulcal patterns:
R

.
= {30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90mm}. The values of the smallest

and largest scales were chosen to approximately yield patterns of the size of a
gyrus and of a brain lobe, respectively.

5.3.2 Results: methodological considerations

All the cortical maps shown in this section take the same format. Each of the
Q = 2500 searchlight locations used as the center of a neighborhood for the
searchlight procedure is represented by a small sphere. Even though these 2500
points are defined on the unit sphere, we display their locations on a partially
inflated cortex in order to maintain the possibility to localize them on the cor-
tex, as previously shown on Fig. 5.2. Each sphere receives a color that encodes
the information of interest (z-value, corrected cluster p-value, etc.). Note that
amongst the full range of scales used to perform spatial inference, we only dis-
play the maps for the subset {30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90mm} without any loss of
significant results (read below).

For the gender problem, each map is presented under four views, two per
hemisphere: the left hemisphere is shown on the left, and the right on the right,
with respectively their external and internal faces at the top and the bottom.
For the asymmetries, only the left hemisphere is presented, with respectively its
external and internal faces at the top and the bottom.

5.3.2.1 Qualitative assessment of single-scale results

In order to assess the results provided by our searchlight framework, one first
qualitatively observe the raw searchlight information maps obtained for differ-
ent values of the radius r. These z-maps are presented on Fig. 5.3 for the gender
problem and on Fig. 5.4 for the asymmetry problem. These point-wise statistical
maps show contrast, i.e they contain zones of high and low z-values, at all scales
and for both problems; furthermore, the regions of high z-values often reach val-
ues with z > 3 and sometimes reach z = 5, which corresponds to very significant
uncorrected point-wise p-values (p < 0.001 and sometimes p << 0.001). This
clearly indicates that our framework is able to extract some information about
the problems at hand. More specifically, this shows that i) looking at the spatial
organization of sulcal pits using a graphical representations is relevant (confirm-
ing this result shown by [Im, Pienaar, Lee, et al. 2011]), ii) our graph kernel is an
adequate similarity measure to look at such graph (thus offering an alternative to
the metric described by [Im, Pienaar, Lee, et al. 2011]), and iii) our z statistic is
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well suited to serve as an information measure in the aforementioned searchlight
procedure. Furthermore, the points showing high z-values are grouped together,
which is consistent with the expected smoothness of the searchlight maps (as ex-
plained in Section 5.2.4) and confirms that a value of Q = 2500 is large enough
to observe such clustered behavior. The spatial smoothness of the maps and the
sizes of the groups of searchlight locations with high z-values increase with the
value of r, which are also expected behaviors typically observed in searchlight
procedures.
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✸✿ ●❡♥❞❡r ❞✐✛❡r❡♥❝❡s✳ ▼❛♣s ♦❢ s✐♥❣❧❡✲s❝❛❧❡ z✲s❝♦r❡s zr(q) ❢♦r r ∈
{30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90mm}✳
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✹✿ ❆s②♠♠❡tr✐❡s✳ ▼❛♣s ♦❢ s✐♥❣❧❡✲s❝❛❧❡ z✲s❝♦r❡s zr(q) ❢♦r r ∈
{30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90mm}✳

We then examine the single-scale clusters. Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 present the clus-
ters which present a p-value lower than 0.05, after correction for multiple com-
parisons across space and scale with the method described in Section 5.2.5.2.
Each cluster is colored with its corrected p-value, with a color map ranging from
yellow to red (the more red the more significant). For both the gender and asym-
metry problems, our framework detects significant clusters at all scales with r at
least 40mm, demonstrating its detection power. Almost all clusters are persis-
tent across scales, i.e for a given cluster at scale r, there exist clusters at nearby
cortical locations for nearby scales. The clusters detected at finer scales seem
overall smaller than the ones at larger scales, but some small clusters do exist
at large scales. This demonstrates that our cluster-based spatial inference strat-
egy is effective; in particular, the use of the cluster mass associated with your z
statistic makes it possible to detect clusters at fine spatial scale and small clus-
ters at larger scales, which is known to be difficult in such multiscale schemes
[Lindeberg 1993].
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✺✿ ●❡♥❞❡r✳ ❙✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥t s✐♥❣❧❡✲s❝❛❧❡ ❝❧✉st❡rs ✭❝♦rr❡❝t❡❞ p < 0.05✮✱ ✇✐t❤
r ∈ {30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90mm}✳ ❋♦✉r ♠❛✐♥ ❝❧✉st❡rs✱ t❛❣❣❡❞ ❆✱ ❇✱ ❈
❛♥❞ ❉✱ ❛♣♣❡❛r t♦ ❜❡ ♣❡rs✐st❡♥t ❛❝r♦ss s❝❛❧❡s✱ s♦♠❡t✐♠❡s ❛❢t❡r ❤❛✈✐♥❣
♠❡r❣❡❞✳
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✻✿ ❆s②♠♠❡tr✐❡s✳ ❙✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥t s✐♥❣❧❡✲s❝❛❧❡ ❝❧✉st❡rs ✭❝♦rr❡❝t❡❞ p < 0.05✮✱
✇✐t❤ r ∈ {30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90mm}✳ ❚✇♦ ♠❛✐♥ ❝❧✉st❡rs✱ t❛❣❣❡❞ ❆
❛♥❞ ❇✱ ❛♣♣❡❛r t♦ ❜❡ ♣❡rs✐st❡♥t ❛❝r♦ss s❝❛❧❡s✱ s♦♠❡t✐♠❡s ❛❢t❡r ❤❛✈✐♥❣
♠❡r❣❡❞✳

5.3.2.2 Qualitative assessment of multi-scale results

Let us now examine the raw maps of the multi-scale statistic ZR defined in
Eq. 5.6. Because this statistic depends on the parameter R, the number of con-
secutive scales over which the original zr statistic is averaged, we will first study
the results for different values of R. The ZR-maps are presented on Figs. 5.7
and 5.8 for R ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}: for R = 1, ZR is the max of all zr across all
scales r; for R = 13 (13 being the total number of scales used), ZR is the average
of zr across all scales r. Overall, these maps are smoother than the single-scale
zr-maps, which is expected because the construction of the multi-scale statistic
ZR consists in a smoothing operation across scales. For the smaller values of R,
the contrast of the statistic map is weaker than the one offered by single-scale
maps: some very large portions of the cortex show high values of ZR, which
means that the specificity offered by such low values of R will be limited. This
was in fact expected because in that case, ZR carries the effects that exist at any
scale, and because we have seen with the single-scale maps that different effects
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that are localized across the cortex can exist at different scales. For larger values
of R, the maps regain contrast, but the high-ZR values seem to be weaker: this
is also expected because in that case, ZR reflects the effect that exist over a large
number of consecutive scales, which gets more difficult when R increases.
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✼✿ ●❡♥❞❡r ♣r♦❜❧❡♠✳ ▼❛♣s ♦❢ ♠✉❧✐✲s❝❛❧❡ z✲s❝♦r❡s ♠❛♣s ❢♦r ❛ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢
❛✈❡r❛❣❡❞ ❝♦♥s❡❝✉t✐✈❡ s❝❛❧❡s R ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}✳
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✽✿ ❆s②♠♠❡tr✐❡s✳ ▼❛♣s ♦❢ ♠✉❧✐✲s❝❛❧❡ z✲s❝♦r❡s ♠❛♣s ❢♦r ❛ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ❛✈❡r✲
❛❣❡❞ ❝♦♥s❡❝✉t✐✈❡ s❝❛❧❡s R ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}✳

Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 show the significant clusters (corrected p < 0.05) obtained
with the method described in 5.2.5.3, for the same values of R. The observa-
tions made previously on on the raw statistic map gets confirmed: some overly
large clusters are detected for the smaller values of R, while nothing is detected
for larger values (R ≥ 11). This suggests that an intermediary value of R might
offer a satisfactory compromise between specificity and sensitivity. This is con-
cordant with the intuition that an effect can live at several consecutive scales
(but probably not over a very large number of consecutive scales as sought after
with large R values).
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✾✿ ●❡♥❞❡r✳ ❙✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥t ♠✉❧t✐✲s❝❛❧❡ ❝❧✉st❡rs ✭❝♦rr❡❝t❡❞ p < 0.05✮✱ ❢♦r ❛
♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ❛✈❡r❛❣❡❞ ❝♦♥s❡❝✉t✐✈❡ s❝❛❧❡s R ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}✳ ❋♦r
R = 7✱ t❤❡ s❛♠❡ ❢♦✉r ❝❧✉st❡rs ❛s ✐♥ t❤❡ s✐♥❣❧❡✲s❝❛❧❡ ♦♥❡s ❛r❡ ❞❡t❡❝t❡❞✳
❚❤❡② ❛r❡ t❛❣❣❡❞ ❆✱ ❇✱ ❈ ❛♥❞ ❉ ❛s ♦♥ ❋✐❣✳ ✺✳✺✳
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✶✵✿ ❆s②♠♠❡tr✐❡s✳ ❙✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥t ♠✉❧t✐✲s❝❛❧❡ ❝❧✉st❡rs ✭❝♦rr❡❝t❡❞ p < 0.05✮✱ ❢♦r
❛ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ❛✈❡r❛❣❡❞ ❝♦♥s❡❝✉t✐✈❡ s❝❛❧❡s R ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}✳ ❋♦r
R = 7✱ t❤❡ s❛♠❡ t✇♦ ❝❧✉st❡rs ❛s ✐♥ t❤❡ s✐♥❣❧❡✲s❝❛❧❡ ♦♥❡s ❛r❡ ❞❡t❡❝t❡❞✳
❚❤❡② ❛r❡ t❛❣❣❡❞ ❆ ❛♥❞ ❇✱ ❛❝❝♦r❞✐♥❣❧② t♦ ❋✐❣✳ ✺✳✻✳

5.3.2.3 Comparing single-scale and multi-scale results

We will now compare the clusters detected by our single-scale and multi-scale
approaches. The single-scale analysis offers a description which is more detailed
because it is individualized for each scale, while the multi-scale analysis provides
a more condensed view on the problem. Our objective is therefore two-fold with
this comparison: i) to assess the consistency, or lack thereof, of the results ob-
tained by the two approaches, and ii) to facilitate the selection of the parameter
value R of our multi-scale approach based on the single scale results.

For the gender problem, we examine Fig. 5.5 (single-scale clusters) and Fig. 5.9
(multi-scale clusters). The single-scale approach detects clusters in four main lo-
cations (tagged A, B, C and D on Fig. 5.5), which are present across a large
number of scales. Their precise location and extent vary smoothly across scales.
For instance, the cluster at location B slightly moves forward when the scale r
increases; some merging phenomena also happen between clusters, as with the
clusters at locations C and D, which are separated at scales r ≤ 60mm and fused
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into one larger cluster at scales r ≥ 70mm. The multi-scale approach detects
clusters in similar locations for various values of the R parameter; however, the
results with R = 7 are the only ones for which there are four separated clusters
for the four locations A, B, C and D.

For the asymmetry problem, we examine Fig. 5.6 (single-scale clusters) and
Fig. 5.10 (multi-scale clusters). The single-scale approach detects clusters in two
main locations (tagged A and B on Fig. 5.6), which are present across almost
the full range of scales from r = 30mm to r = 90mm. The clusters present
around these locations also fuse together for r ≥ 80mm. Note that the cluster
located on the internal face (location B) is unique for r ≤ 40mm but splits into
smaller clusters for r ≥ 50mm (up to four clusters for r = 70mm). The multi-
scale approach detects clusters in similar locations for various values of the R
parameter; however, only the results obtained with R = 7 and R = 9 provide
two separated clusters for each location A and B.

Overall, the fact that the clusters detected with the single- and multi-scale
approaches occupy similar locations clearly demonstrates the consistency of the
two approaches, hence the relevance of our multi-scale statistic zR. We can also
observe that the multi-scale clusters are overall more compact, i.e with less holes,
than the single scale clusters; this is clearly a desirable property when it comes to
the interpretation of the results and it is a consequence of the smoothing effect
of our multi-scale statitic. On another point, as stated previously, the smaller val-
ues of R do not provide enough specificity and the larger values lack detection
power, and an intermediary value should provide a good compromise between
sensitivity and specificity; the results examined here suggest that R = 7 is a value
that allow finding well separated clusters with the multi-scale approach that fully
carry the finer description provided by the single-scale approach. We therefore
suggest that the multi-scale results obtained with R = 7 is a good choice, pro-
viding computational efficiency and a good compromise between sensitivity and
specificity.

5.3.3 Results: neuroscience considerations

In this section, we will examine in more details the results obtained by our
searchlight framework for the two problems of gender differences and cortical
asymmetries. Following the previous observations, we will base our interpreta-
tion on the clusters detected by our multi-scale approach with R = 7.

Figs. 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 each describe a significant cluster
using the same format, with six panels in each figure. The top left panel shows
the searchlight locations (small spheres) included in the cluster, projected on the
folded mesh of the fsaverage template subject; the slightly larger green sphere is
the center of mass of the cluster. The bottow left panel includes the probabilis-
tic density map of basins for the entire population. The top middle and right
panels show the local pit graphs for respectively the male and female median
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subject for the gender differences problem (Figs. 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14) and,
respectively, the left and right hemispheres for the cortical asymmetry problem
(Figs. 5.15 and 5.16). The bottom middle and right panels show the local basins
on the individual cortices of the male and female median subject for the gender
differences problem, and the left and right hemispheres for the cortical asymme-
try problem.

5.3.3.1 Gender differences

We found four clusters that showed significantly different sulcal patterns be-
tween males and female subjects. One is located in the left hemisphere, while
the three others are in the right hemisphere.

Cluster A is located in the collateral sulcus of the left hemisphere, as shown
on Fig. . It comprises 35 searchlight locations and its corrected p-value is 0.011.
Its center of mass is located in the left collateral sulcus. The basins density
map goes from the calcarine sulcus in the back, with a superior limit on the
parahippocampal gyrus and an inferior limit on the inferior temporal gyrus.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✶✶✿ ●❡♥❞❡r ❞✐✛❡r❡♥❝❡s✿ ❧❡❢t ❤❡♠✐s♣❤❡r❡✱ ❝❧✉st❡r ❆✳ ❚♦♣ ❧❡❢t✿ t❤❡ ♠✉❧t✐✲
s❝❛❧❡ ❝❧✉st❡r✳ ❇♦tt♦✇ ❧❡❢t✿ t❤❡ ♣r♦❜❛❜✐❧✐st✐❝ ♠❛♣ ♦❢ ❜❛s✐♥s✳ ❚♦♣ ♠✐❞❞❧❡
❛♥❞ r✐❣❤t✿ ❧♦❝❛❧ ♣✐t ❣r❛♣❤ ❢♦r t❤❡ ♠❛❧❡ ❛♥❞ ❢❡♠❛❧❡ ♠❡❞✐❛♥ s✉❜❥❡❝t✳
❇♦tt♦♠ ♠✐❞❞❧❡ ❛♥❞ r✐❣❤t✿ ❧♦❝❛❧ ❜❛s✐♥s ❢♦r t❤❡ ♠❛❧❡ ❛♥❞ ❢❡♠❛❧❡ ♠❡❞✐❛♥
s✉❜❥❡❝t✳

Cluster B is located in the right hemisphere, centered around the lateral oc-
cipital sulcus, as shown on Fig. 5.12. It comprises 29 of the 2500 searchlight
locations and its corrected p-value is 0.024. Its associated basins density map
covers the lateral occipital lobe.
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✶✷✿ ●❡♥❞❡r ❞✐✛❡r❡♥❝❡s✿ r✐❣❤t ❤❡♠✐s♣❤❡r❡✱ ❝❧✉st❡r ❇✳

Cluster C, located in the right hemisphere, has its center of mass in the cin-
gulate gyrus, as shown on Fig. 5.13. It is a large cluster with 98 searchlight
locations and its corrected p-value is 0.012. Its basins density map covers the
median prefrontal lobe, from the marginal ramus in the back, to the gyrus rectus
in the front, and from the corpus callosum to the superior frontal paramidline
sulcus.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✶✸✿ ●❡♥❞❡r ❞✐✛❡r❡♥❝❡s✿ r✐❣❤t ❤❡♠✐s♣❤❡r❡✱ ❝❧✉st❡r ❈✳

Cluster D is a large cluster centered in the middle frontal gyrus, as shown
on Fig. 5.14. This cluster includes 130 searchlight locations and its corrected
p-value is 0.012. Its basins density map covers the lateral frontal lobe, from the
precentral gyrus in the back to the lateral orbital gyrus.
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✶✹✿ ●❡♥❞❡r ❞✐✛❡r❡♥❝❡s✿ r✐❣❤t ❤❡♠✐s♣❤❡r❡✱ ❝❧✉st❡r ❉✳

5.3.3.2 Asymmetries

We found two clusters that showed significant differences between the left and
right hemispheres in male subjects.

The center of mass of cluster A is clocated in the planum temporale left hemi-
sphere, as shown on Fig. 5.15. It comprises 295 searchlight locations and its
corrected p-value is 0.012. The basins density map includes the superior tem-
poral sulcus, the superior temporal gyrus, the full lateral fissure (also known as
sylvian fissure) including Heschl’s gyrus the planum temporale and the planum
polare, and the supra marginal gyrus.
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❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✶✺✿ ❆s②♠♠❡tr✐❡s✿ ❝❧✉st❡r ❆✳ ❚♦♣ ❧❡❢t✿ t❤❡ ♠✉❧t✐✲s❝❛❧❡ ❝❧✉st❡r ♦♥ t❤❡ s②♠✲
♠❡tr✐③❡❞ t❡♠♣❧❛t❡✳ ❇♦tt♦✇ ❧❡❢t✿ t❤❡ ♣r♦❜❛❜✐❧✐st✐❝ ♠❛♣ ♦❢ ❜❛s✐♥s✳ ❚♦♣
♠✐❞❞❧❡ ❛♥❞ r✐❣❤t✿ ❧♦❝❛❧ ♣✐t ❣r❛♣❤ ❢♦r t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ❛♥❞ ❧❡❢t ♠❡❞✐❛♥ ❤❡♠✐✲
s♣❤❡r❡s✳ ❇♦tt♦♠ ♠✐❞❞❧❡ ❛♥❞ r✐❣❤t✿ ❧♦❝❛❧ ❜❛s✐♥s ❢♦r t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ❛♥❞ ❧❡❢t
♠❡❞✐❛♥ ❤❡♠✐s♣❤❡r❡s❁✳

Cluster B is centered around the frontal pole, as shown on Fig. 5.16. It com-
prises 205 searchlight locations and its corrected p-value is 0.012. Its basins
density maps includes the olfactory sulcus, the lateral orbital gyrus with its an-
terior, medial and posterior sections, and it extends until the gyrus rectus on the
medial side.

❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✳✶✻✿ ❆s②♠♠❡tr✐❡s✿ ❝❧✉st❡r ❇✳
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5.4 Discussion

We have introduced a multi-scale searchlight scheme that enables to detect dif-
ferences in graphs of sulcal pits between populations. This is the first time that
a searchlight approach is proposed for studying local patterns of cortical shape.
The main strengths of our framework are i) to capitalize on structural pattern
recognition tools in order to model and discriminate complex cortical folding
patterns, ii) to use non-parametric cluster-based inference in order to achieve
high detection power, iii) to embed a multi-scale strategy, thus making it pos-
sible to deal with patterns of different sizes, and iv) to overcome the intrinsic
limitations of approaches that focus on a pre-defined region thanks to the fine
sampling of the cortical surface that implies a strong overlap between patterns.

We start this discussion by examining the neuroscientific relevance of our re-
sults before a series of methodological considerations.

5.4.1 Exploring the relevance of our results

Asymmetries are crucial to understand because they are associated with strong
functional specialization of the human adult brain, the two most prominent be-
ing language lateralization and hand preference. Being able to detect structural
markers of these asymmetries is therefore a key point in order to study the pro-
cesses associated with these function-related lateralization effects, in particular
during development and in pathological conditions. Cortical asymmetries have
been studied using a large variety of methods, from Voxel-Based Morphome-
try (VBM, see [Good et al. 2001] for instance) and Surface-Based Morphometry
(in [Van Essen, Glasser, et al. 2012]) to sulcal morphometry (in [Duchesnay
et al. 2007]) and sulcal pits characterization (in [Im, Jo, et al. 2010; Auzias,
Brun, et al. 2015]). By studying the organization of local patterns of sulcal
pits, our searchlight framework was able to detect two main asymmetric regions
in right-handed males subjects. The first one (cluster A, examined in details in
Fig. 5.15) is a large cluster encompassing the posterior part of the sylvian fissure,
the supra-marginal gyrus, the superior temporal gyrus and sulcuswas centered in
the Planum Temporale. These regions are classical asymmetrical spots which are
consistentely reported in the literature ([Van Essen, Glasser, et al. 2012; Duch-
esnay et al. 2007; Im, Jo, et al. 2010; Auzias, Brun, et al. 2015]). This shows
that the multivariate nature of our analysis therefore allows to detect such lo-
cally distributed effects among a complex pattern of sulcal basins. Our second
cluster (cluster B, Fig. 5.16) is centered around the frontal pole, including part
of the lateral prefrontal cortex, until the middle part of the cingulate sulcus. This
is consistent with the VBM results of [Good et al. 2001]. This is also consistent
with the study of asymmetries in pits frequency obtained in [Auzias, Brun, et al.
2015] (which used the same pit extraction algorithm as ours), but not with [Im,
Jo, et al. 2010] which used a different pit extraction algorithm. The large ex-
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tent of this cluster might also be the result of the aggregation of several smaller
effects, separaterly in the medial and lateral parts of the cortex.

Exploring the cortical gender differences is also important because many neu-
rological diseases are expressed differentely between males and females, with
for instance different ages of onset, symptomes and prevalence levels. Being able
to identify and localize morphological gender differences is therefore critical to
understand their causes and eventually their consequences on neurological dis-
eases. Gender differences have mostly been studied using standard morphome-
try tools: VBM (with notably a meta-analysis presented in [Ruigrok et al. 2014])
and SBM ([Im, Jo, et al. 2010; Lv et al. 2010]). To our knowledge, the only
study that used sulcal morphometry is [Duchesnay et al. 2007]. Our searchlight
framework was able to detect four clusters presenting gender differences in their
patterns of sulcal pits: one in the left hemisphere and three in the right hemi-
sphere. The left hemisphere cluster (cluster A, Fig. 5.11), centered around the
parahyppocampal gyrus, is in a similar location as regions that were significant in
[Ruigrok et al. 2014; Im, Jo, et al. 2010; Lv et al. 2010]. Smaller regions located
within clusters C and D (right hemisphere, frontal lobe, respectively medial and
lateral, Figs. 5.13 and 5.14) were also found significant in these three studies.
The cluster centered around the right occipital pole (cluster B, Fig. 5.12) is con-
cordant with very small spots appearing in the surface based studies only ([Im,
Jo, et al. 2010; Lv et al. 2010]). The comparison with the results in [Duches-
nay et al. 2007] is also interesting because the level of agreement is fairly weak.
It means that the shape features which offered the most discriminative power
in their paper do not provide the same kind of information as the local pattern
encoded in our pit-graphs; even more interesting is the fact that they did use
descriptors attempting to capture the local spatial relationships between a sul-
cus and its neighbors; almost none of these descriptors contributed to their higly
discriminative model, probably because these descriptors only encoded very lo-
cal characteristics of the sulcus relative organization, while our pit-graphs look
a the organisation of sulcal patterns at a coarser scales.

Overall, we believe that our graph kernel is able to capture several types of
effects, or a combination thereof, that include: i) differences in sulcal depth,
distributed across a local folding patternn ii) differences in the local number of
pits (as suggested by the concordant results with [Auzias, Brun, et al. 2015],
iii) differences in pits localization (as suggested by the concordant results with
[Im, Jo, et al. 2010]; this is also consistent with what appears on the median
graphs between the two classes: sometimes, an extra pit appears on the outskirt
in one class but not in the other, as with the most posterior pit on Figs. 5.13; this
pit might actually exist, but it could be localized a bit further than in the first
class, thus excluding it from the graph); iv) local organization differences (which
might be induced by the two previous types of effects). This is consistent with
how this kernel was designed, with its three subkernels, examining respectively
the localization of the pits, their depth, and the graph structure. Further posthoc
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studies remain needed in order to decipher these effects.

5.4.2 Searchlight statistical analysis

Performing statistical inference on information maps resulting from searchlight-
based analysis is a matter that necessitates particular care. Indeed, three major
points have to be dealt with: i) the multiple comparison problem induced by
the large number of tests performed along the information maps, ii) the spatial
correlation of these maps which is naturally produced by the overlapping na-
ture of the sliding window, and ii) the fact that these maps are realizations of
unknown distributions. Before the present study, searchlight frameworks have
been used to analyse fMRI data. The study that introduced the searchlight con-
cept, [Kriegeskorte et al. 2006] used permutations-based non parametric statis-
tics to deal with the unknown character of the distribution of the statistical score
they used – the mahalanobis distance between samples of each class, with a
point-wise thresholding and a correction for multiple comparison based on the
false discovery rate (FDR). The study in [Y. Chen et al. 2011] was based on a
permutation-based framework directly applied on classification scores, with no
correction. Finally, [Stelzer et al. 2013] also used a permutation strategy, to-
gether with cluster-wise inference to deal with spatial correlations. Here, we
adopt a similar strategy, using cluster-based inference via permutation tests that
enables to correct for multiple comparisons. Our contribution compared with
the previously cited searchlight inference methods is to use the cluster mass as
cluster-wise statistic ([Bullmore et al. 1999]), associated with a carefully de-
signed point-wise statistic. This allows small clusters containing locations where
the classification accuracy is high to obtain a large cluster-wise statistic value,
which should make it possible for such small clusters to be significant.

In practice, our searchligh framework was able to detect significant clusters
after correction for multiple comparisons, despite the relatively low classification
accuracies achieved (maximum: 0.68, chance level: 0.5). This demonstrates the
power of our approach. (Note that, in comparison, the p-values given in Im’s
papers are uncorrected). Furthermore, some of the clusters were indeed small,
which show that the strategy that we employed was efficient in that regard.

5.4.3 On the necessity of the multi-scale approach

Our searchlight framework is the first one that directly embeds a multi-scale
approach. In several of the previously published studies that used searchlight
frameworks ([Kriegeskorte et al. 2006; Y. Chen et al. 2011]), the scale param-
eter (most often the radius of the spherical neighborhood defined in the brain
volume) was varied but none of these studies actually found a difference in the
nature of the extracted significant regions: in short, the larger the sphere, the
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larger the detected clusters. This argues for well localized effects where the
increased size of the neighborhood acts as a increased smoothing size.

However, these papers worked on fMRI data, and we believe there is a funda-
mental difference when dealing with cortical morphology: while focal structural
effects can be detected – such as changes in grey matter density or cortical thick-
ness that can be revealed with VBM or SBM – it seems more natural to study the
shape of the cortex at larger scales, corresponding to the size of cytoarchitectonic
regions. Therefore, studying sulcal morphometry and the organization of local
sulcal patterns is relevant when looking for biomarkers related to the behavior
or to a pathology. Such patterns can have very different sizes, with effects ob-
served in a sulcal basin [Auzias, Viellard, et al. 2014], in a large sulcus composed
of a small number of basins [Z. Y. Sun, Klöppel, Rivière, Perrot, R. Frackowiak,
et al. 2012] or in a full brain lobe [Im, Jo, et al. 2010]. It is therefore crucial
to study the multi-scale nature of these potential differences. In this study, we
have demonstrated the detection power of our framework through two multi-
scale spatial inference schemes which provide consistent results. Furthermore,
our method is able to detect significant effects even at small scales, which is usu-
ally difficult in multi-scale inference [Lindeberg 1993]; this has been achieved
thanks to i) a point-wise stats that heavily weights the rareness of high classifi-
cation scores and ii) the use of the cluster mass as our cluster-wise statistic. Our
results clearly confirm the importance of the multi-scale approach, with signifi-
cant clusters which do not only vary in size across scales: some clusters appear at
different scales, some others change location across scales, while others change
in shape.

Finally, it has been shown that the interpretation of the results offered by
searchlight methods can represent a real challenge [Etzel et al. 2013]. System-
atically changing the size of the neighborhood in a true multi-scale framework –
such as the one we have introduced – is an appealing way to disambiguate the
results – as proposed in [Etzel et al. 2013]. Our multi-scale framework therefore
represents a good way to avoid erroneous interpretations.

5.4.4 A kernel-based multivariate classification model

The multivariate statistical model that we used to map the information content
within our searchlight scheme is based on a support vector machine that at-
tempts to separate two classes in a high-dimensional space defined by the input
samples – the pit-graphs – and our graph kernel. The results obtained, which are
in line with the existing literature, validate this methodological choice and they
notably demonstrate that our graph kernel, which had already proved expressive
for dealing with inter-subject variability in fMRI data [Takerkart, Auzias, Thirion,
and Ralaivola 2014], is a valid similarity measure for comparing pit-graphs. Fur-
thermore, it provides an alternative to the similarity measure proposed in [Im,
Pienaar, Lee, et al. 2011] while being more simple to compute.
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While Im’s metric includes various attributes associated with the sulcal pits
(their depth, the basin area, the node degree in the graph), our kernel only needs
the depth of the sulcal pit, which is an intrinsic property of the pits, thought to
be related with the folding process that occurs in the early phases of cortical de-
velopment [Lefevre et al. 2009]. It is to be noted that the choice of the weights
that define Im’s metric required a lot of dedicated experiments (see [Im, Pienaar,
Lee, et al. 2011]) and the result of their follow-up work ([Im, Pienaar, Paldino,
et al. 2012; Im, Raschle, et al. 2015]) heavily depends on the values of these
seven hyper-parameters. In contrast, our kernel only has two hyper-parameters
that we directly estimate from the data, thus avoiding any potential bias linked
with the a priori selection of such parameters. The only available element of
comparison between the two metrics is their ability to detect gender differences.
In the work described in [Im, Pienaar, Paldino, et al. 2012], Im et al. reported
no gender differences in their control group (first sentence in Results, p.3011),
whereas our technique, which similarly attempts to find differences between
populations based on graphs of sulcal pits, was able to find fairly large regions
that did exhibit differences between males and females subjects. We believe
that our method was more sensitive thanks to a combination of the three fol-
lowing reasons: i) our dataset was much larger (134 vs. 26 subjects); ii) our
pit detection algorithm is slightly different, producing more pits and including
shallower ones; iii) their study focused on predetermined large regions (brain
lobes), whereas our framework automatically estimates the localization and the
extent of the region, including its size, using a multi-scale searchlight scheme. In
theory, it is also possible that our kernel provides a graph similarity measure that
might be sensitive to distinct properties of the graphs, but we have no element
to concur with this possibility. On the contrary, [Im, Jo, et al. 2010] showed
that all elements of the graph (its structure, the pits location and attributes) are
necessary to achieve a good performances, and, in another context using fMRI
data, we have demonstrated the same about our graph kernel [Takerkart, Auzias,
Thirion, and Ralaivola 2014]; we therefore believe that both similarity measures
are overall sensitive to the same pattern features. But this remains to be studied
empirically.

One of the advantages of using a kernel is that we can benefit from its theo-
retical properties ([Scholkopf et al. 2001]) that make it usable for a numerous
problems such as classification (with support vector machines as in the current
paper), regression (with kernel ridge regression), dimensionality reduction (us-
ing kernel PCA), ranking or clustering. This means that using two of the key
elements of our searchlight framework, the pit-graphs and our graph kernel, it
is straightforward to address a wide variety of questions, thus offering a large
versatility which is a strong asset for studying such complex objects as cortical
folding patterns.
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5.5 Conclusion

We have introduced a brain mapping technique dedicated to studying differences
in the local organization of cortical anatomy, by the mean of patterns constructed
from the deepest part of the cortical sulci – the sulcal pits. Our technique is
the first structural searchlight framework, and also the first searchlight scheme
that embeds a spatial inference framework that uses multi-scale information.
It relies on a graph-based support vector classification model, a kernel-based
method that has the advantage to be easily generalizable to questions such as
regression, ranking or dimensionality reduction. We have demonstrated that our
framework provides an interesting detection power on two problems that respec-
tively examined the anatomical gender differences and the cortical asymmetries.
This versatile and powerful pit-based searchlight approach should therefore find
numerous applications, in particular to study cortical development and clinical
populations, two fields where examining the organization of sulcal patterns at
different spatial scales is particularly relevant.
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Context

The third contribution of this thesis is a multi-source method to perform domain
adaptation when several sources of data are available. It builds upon the kernel
mean matching procedure, a transductive kernel-based distribution matching
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approach that attempts to adapt the distribution of the training dataset to the
one of the test dataset by reweighting the training instances. We here introduce
an extension of this procedure that is able to deal with the fact that the training
dataset is in fact composed of several sources of data. We present preliminary
results of our approach on a magneto-encephalography dataset analysed through
an inter-subject decoding problem.

This chapter presents the current state of this on-going project, with our first
attempt at producing a multi-source extension of the kernel mean matching. This
project has mostly involved Liva Ralaivola. The pre-processing of the magneto-
encephalography data was performed by Romain Trachel. I would also like to
acknowledge fruitful discussions with Hachem Kadri on this topic.

6.1 Introduction

In recent years, the use of machine learning approaches in neuroimaging has
gained in popularity. The most prominent applications of machine learning for
neuroimaging data analysis are the so-called multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA),
that consists in predicting a behavioral variable from functional MRI data, and
the design of brain computer interfaces (BCI), often using electro-encephalography
(EEG) data. In both cases, the goal is to decode the thoughts or the actions of
a subject from a recording of its brain activity. The appeal of these multivariate
methods relies on their increased sensitivity compared to standard univariate
models. However, their generalization power on data recorded in new subjects
suffers from the large variability that exists within a population.

We specifically focus on the so-called inter-subject decoding problem, which
consists in performing predictions on subjects for which only unlabelled data
where available at training time. This question is a multi-source learning problem
where each subject is a source of data. We propose a method that builds upon
the kernel mean matching procedure ([Gretton et al. 2009]) in order to estimate
weights for the training instances of each source, and use these weights with
the labels of theses instances in order to learn a relevant classifier. We call this
method the Multi-Source Kernel Mean Matching (MSKMM)

The standard decoding paradigm to address the inter-subject prediction task
consists in pooling together all samples from the subjects available at training
time. A single classifier is estimated in a supervised manner on this dataset to
be later tested on data from new subjects. This paradigm, which is used by
default in the literature, largely ignores the various sources of inter-subject vari-
ability, namely the differences in anatomy and functional organization across
subjects, and the fact that all samples are not drawn from the same probability
distribution. Therefore there is a crucial need for more elaborate models specif-
ically tuned for the inter-subject prediction task, like those recently proposed in
[Barachant et al. 2013; Marquand et al. 2014; Takerkart, Auzias, Thirion, and
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Ralaivola 2014] and the new model we introduce in this chapter.

6.2 A reminder on kernel mean matching

In this section, we recall the so-called Kernel Mean Matching procedure proce-
dure(KMM, [Gretton et al. 2009]) which makes it possible to account for the
differences in distributions between a single source domain (that we will des-
ignate by Ds) and a target domain Dt under the assumption of covariate shift.
We first provide a reminder about the instance weighting scheme for domain
adaptation, before describing in detail the KMM and how to solve it in practice

6.2.1 Instance weighting for domain adaptation

When learning on samples taken from one domain (called the source domain
s), obtaining a classifier that can generalize effectively on samples from another
domain (the target domain t) is a difficult problem which may be tackled with
techniques of domain adaptation. The goal of domain adaptation is to find a
transformation of the source domain so that the transformed distribution P ′

s(x, y)
is closer to the target distribution Pt(x, y) closer than the original source distri-
bution Ps(x, y). This can be for instance performed by finding importance weights

for the samples from the source domain, giving a higher weights to samples that
are closer to the target domain. Within the classical risk minimization frame-
work, this idea becomes:

R(Pt, θ, ℓ(., ., θ)) = E(x,y)~Pt
(ℓ(x, y, θ))

= E(x,y)~Pt
(
Ps(x, y)

Ps(x, y)
ℓ(x, y, θ))

= E(x,y)~Ps
(Ps(x, y)

Pt(x, y)

Ps(x, y)
ℓ(x, y, θ))

= E(x,y)~Ps
(Ps(x, y)β(x, y)ℓ(x, y, θ))

= R(Pt, θ, β(., .)ℓ(., ., θ)) (6.1)

The importance weights of the instances of the source domain are therefore

β(x, y) =
Pt(x, y)

Ps(x, y)
.

Under the assumption of covariate shift [Shimodaira 2000], which supposes
that the conditional probability distributions are identical in the source and tar-
get domains, i.e Pt(y | x) = Ps(y | x), the expression of the weights simplifies as
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follows:

β(x, y) =
Pt(x, y)

Ps(x, y)

=
Pt(y | x)Pt(x)

Ps(y | x)Ps(x)

=
P (y | x)Pt(x)

P (y | x)Ps(x)

=
Pt(x)

Ps(x)
(6.2)

The weights are therefore simply the ratio of the marginal distributions of the
target and the source domains. However, it is still challenging to estimate these
weights properly. A variety of methods have been proposed to do through the
estimatation of the marginal distributions, for instance with density estimation
techniques [Sugiyama et al. 2005] or by using the results of another learning
problem in which we attempt to classify the instances as belonging to the source
or the target domain [Zadrozny 2004]. The Kernel Mean Matching procedure
offers another method to estimate these weights, which has the advantage not
to require the estimation of the marginal distributions.

6.2.2 Kernel Mean Matching

In order to tackle the problem of dissimilar distributions, we may try to “align”
the marginal distribution Ps of the training domain Ds with the distribution Pt of
the target domain Dt. To do so, we may use the idea of Hilbert space embedding
of distributions proposed by [Smola et al. 2007]. Given a positive kernel k and
its associated feature map Φ, a distribution L acting on the same space X may be
mapped as µL to the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space associated with k through
the following embedding:

µL
.
= Ex∼L[Φ(x)]. (6.3)

Given a set of samples x1, . . . , xN drawn independent and identically distributed
according to L, the empirical embedding µ̂L of L defined by

µ̂L
.
=

1

N

N
∑

n=1

Φ(xn) (6.4)

is an estimate of µL.
Taking advantage of this idea, we can try to estimate the β weights so that the

weighted source distribution is as close as possible to the target distribution by
minimizing the objective function ‖β µs − µt‖

2. In practice, when working with a
finite number of samples N s and N t, respectively from the source and the target
domains, we define β̄ the vector with N s elements – its n-th element being βn.
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This gives rise to the following problem:

min
β̄

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

1
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n) −
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n)
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2

(6.5)

subject to


















∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N s}, 0 ≤ βn ≤ B

|
1

N s

Ns
∑

n=1

βn − 1| ≤ ǫ,

(6.6a)

(6.6b)

where B and ǫ are two constants.
The two constraints in Eq. (6.6) enables to find adequate solutions for the β

weights: the first constraint, given by Eq. (6.6a), bounds the values of the weights
in order to limit the discrepancy between the source and the target distributions,
while limiting the potential influence of single samples. The second constraint,
given by Eq. (6.6b), ensures that the re-weighted source distribution stays close
to an actual probability distribution.

The objective function ψKMM develops as:

ψKMM(β̄) =

∥
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∥

∥

∥

∥
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N s

Ns
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βnΦ(xs
n) −
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∑
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βi
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i , x

t
j) + const

(6.7)

Together with the constraints in Eq. (6.6), this forms a quadratic program that
can be solved with standard optimization librairies. The implementation details
are presented in Appendix 6.6.

6.2.3 A transductive domain adaptation classifier

In order to use an instance weighting scheme within a learning algorithm, several
options are available, as nicely summarized in [Gretton et al. 2009]. We will here
resort to the weighted version of the Support Vector Machine in order to maintain
some homogeneity with the other chapters of this thesis, which all make use of
SVM. The principles of weighted SVM (hereafter WSVM) consists in using the
importance weights of the training instances to locally modulate the amount of
regularization, i.e to scale the C parameter used in the optimization problem
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that needs to be solved. In practice, the βn weights are introduced as follows:

min
w

1

2
‖w‖2 + C

Ns
∑

n=1

βnℓ(w, xn, yn) (6.8)

The general description of how to solve such problem is given in [Tsochantaridis
et al. 2005] and an example of applications of WSVM can be found in [X. Yang
et al. 2007], with the goal of down-weighting the outliers in the training dataset.

The end result of the combination of using KMM to estimate importance weights
and WSVM to learn a classifier can be seen as a transductive learning algorithm.
This method finds a weighting scheme to modify the distribution of the source
domain so that it matches more closely the distribution of the target domain be-
fore using the importance weights to perform predictions on the instances of the
target domain.

6.3 Multi-source kernel mean matching

In this section, we introduce Multi-Source Kernel Mean Matching (MSKMM), an
extension of the KMM that is aimed at dealing with the case where the training
data is drawn from several distinct distributions, i.e when we have at our disposal
several sources of training data. First, we recall the multi-source setting which
was defined for the inter-subject decoding task in Chapter 2. Then we present
our MSKMM framework in details, before taking a closer look at some particular
cases which makes MSKMM equivalent to other models for certain values of its
main parameter.

6.3.1 Multi-source setting

We here define the multi-source setting that describes our inter-subject decoding
problem. First, we denote S = {1, · · · , S} the set of subjects, where S is the
number of available subjects.

Then, for each subject s ∈ S, we note Ds = {(xs
n, y

s
n)}n=Ns

n=1 the labeled training
data for subject s, where xs

n lives in a feature space X s, the target variables ys
n

are scalar values of R and N s designates the number of observations available
for this subject. The full training set, of total size N =

∑s=S
s=1 N

s, is then defined
as

D
.
= ∪S

s=1 D
s.

In addition to the training data, there exist a dataset Dt of the same nature for
a test subject t not in S

Dt = {(xt
n, y

t
n)}n=Nt

n=1 ,

except the labels {yt
n}n=Nt

n=1 are not observed. For simplicity reasons, we assume
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that the feature spaces of all subjects are identical, i.e that X 1 .
= · · ·

.
= X S .

=
X t .

= X . Furthermore, we now restrict ourselves to a binary classification prob-
lem, i.e the output space is {−1,+1}

Within this setting, the inter-subject decoding task is a multi-source learning

problem for which each training subject provides a source of data. Our goal is
to be able to perform realiable predictions on data from a source not available at
training time, i.e data recorded on the test subject.

6.3.2 Multi-source kernel mean matching

In this multi-source context, we have at our disposal S sources from each of
which a set of samples have been drawn from a different subject. The sub-
jects therefore provides some structure on the training dataset. We now aim
at exploiting this structure within the KMM framework, i.e in order to estimate
importance weights for each of the training instances.

We propose to to do so by adding an extra constraint in the optimization prob-
lem that allows estimating the weights. A natural constraint to add in this case
is to ask for all the weights acting on the samples from a given source to be
close to each other. In other words, we can attempt to find a mean weight for
all the samples of a given source, and to bound the deviations of the individual
sample weights from this mean. Let us first define β̄ the vector of N =

∑s=S
s=1 N

s

elements, composed of S blocks, with the s-th block containing the weights of
subject s, i.e βs

1, · · · , βs
Ns

. This then defines the following optimization problem:

min
β̄
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∥
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S
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N s

Ns
∑

n=1

βs
n = 1

∀(s, n), βs
n ≥ 0.

(6.10a)

(6.10b)

(6.10c)

The first constraint (Eq. (6.10a)) bounds the difference between the individ-
ual weights and the mean weight across samples, for each individual subject,
using a positive constant η. The second constraint (Eq. (6.10b)) ensures that
the weighted training samples actually follow a probability distribution, simi-
larly to the constraint used in KMM with the case of a single source of training
data, given in Eq. (6.6b). The last constraint (Eq. (6.10c)) simply ensures that all
weights are positive.

We now examine how to solve the MSKMM in practice. The objective function
to be minimize develops as:
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ψMSKMM(β̄) =
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∥
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t
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(6.11)

Together with the constraints of Eq. (6.10), this forms a quadratic optimization
program. The implementation details used for solving this optimization problem
are given in Appendix 6.7.

6.3.3 Limiting cases of the model

The only parameter of the MSKMM optimization problem is the η constant,
which determines how different the weights of the individual training samples
can be from the mean weight of all samples of a given subject. In other words,
the parameter η controls the amount of structure that is imposed on the weights.
We here examine the two extreme cases: η = 0 and η → ∞.

When η → ∞, Eq. (6.10a) does not enforce any constraint to take into account
the multi-source structure of the training dataset D, as if we did not dispose of
the knowledge that the different samples were recorded from different subjects.
The model is then almost equivalent to the standard Kernel Mean Matching for
which we have a single source of training data. We call it MSKMM∞.

When η = 0, Eq. (6.10a) in fact imposes that all the weights given to the
samples of a given subject are equal. Let us define βs the value of all the weights
for subject s. Our optimization problem is then reduced to

min
βs
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∥

∥
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(6.12)

subject to














S
∑

s=1

βs = 1

∀s, βs ≥ 0.

(6.13)

(6.14)

This in fact means that we model the distribution of the target subject as a
mixture of the distributions of the source subjects, through their embedding µ
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into the RKHS defined by the kernel k. We call this model MSKMM0.
In that sense, MSKMM0 is similar to the method introduced in [Chattopadhyay

et al. 2012], which also estimates one weight per source of data. The main dif-
ference is that their weighting scheme is driven by working on the conditional
probability distributions, which they have access to by using some labeled sam-
ples available in the target domain – such labeled samples being absent in our
setting. Our full model MSKMM can therefore be seen as close to [Q. Sun et al.
2011], which uses a two stages weighting scheme, with a first stage that yields
one weight per source and a second stage which adds a single-instance impor-
tance weight.

6.4 Simulations

6.4.1 Dataset and pre-processing

We perform experiments on the data recorded for a magneto-encephalography
(MEG) experiment. The data was made available to the community through the
DecMec2014 competition hosted by Kagglea. The full dataset was composed of
recordings from 23 subjects. Each sample corresponds to an experimental trial
during which the subject was looking either at faces (y = −1) or at scrambled
images (y = −1). The labels were available for 16 subjects, which composed
the training dataset of the competition; predictions had to be submitted for the
samples of the 7 other subjects for which the labels were hidden.

Each sample is composed of time-series lasting 1.5 seconds for each of the 306
MEG sensors covering the head of the subject. The data is sampled at 250Hz,
and had been high-pass filtered at 1Hz to remove the slow instrumental drifts.
The spatial layout of the MEG sensors are also provided; three sensors, two
orthogonal gradiometers and one magnetometer, were positionned at each of the
102 locations that covers fully the scalp. The magnetometers measure the radial
component of the magnetic field, while the gradiometers measure its tangential
derivative.

Some extra pre-processing steps were conducted using mneb. First, outlier tri-
als were removed from each subject’s dataset if their mean deviated too much
from the mean of all trials. Second, we kept only the signals from the gradiome-
ters and temporally down-sampled the time-series by a factor 16, in order to
reduce the dimensionality of the dataset. Finally, the resulting time-series from
all 102 locations were concatenated to form a single feature vector that was
normalized so that its mean was zero and its standard deviation was one. This
resulted in around 215 samples for each of the 15 subjects.

ahttps://www.kaggle.com/c/decoding-the-human-brain
bhttp://www.martinos.org/mne/stable/mne-python.html
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6.4.2 Experiments

We restricted ourselves to 15 subjects for which the labels are available. Using
a leave-one-subject-out cross-validation, we evaluated the generalization power
of different algorithms for the inter-subject prediction task: given a MEG trial
from a new subject – i.e the left-out subject in the cross validation, the task of
the algorithm was to predict the class of the stimulus that had been presented to
the subject, i.e a face or a scrambled image.

We can then compare the performances of our transductive classification al-
gorithm, composed of the weight estimation step using MSKMM and the pre-
diction step using WSVM, to other algorithms. In order to specifically assess
the added value of the importance weighting schem, we chose to use the same
prediction method applied without weighting as benchmark i.e the regular SVM
where the training data from the different subjects is pooled together without
any knowledge about the subject structure. For both the weight estimation and
the classification steps, we used a Gaussian kernel. In order to gain some insight
on the effectiveness of our weighting approach, we used oracles that selected
the optimal values for the hyper-parameters of each method among a large ar-
ray of values. For both classification methods, there were two parameters to be
chosen: the SVM regularization constant C and the bandwidth of the Gaussian
kernel used for classification γc; the C parameter was chosen in {10−n}n∈[−5···5]

and γc in {2−n}n∈[−15···5]. For our approach, there were two additional hyper-
parameters that came with the estimation of the weights with MSKMM, the η
parameter and the bandwidth γw of the Gaussian kernel; the η parameter was
chosen in [0., 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1., 2., 5., 10.] and γw in {2−n}n∈[−15···5]. Each
time, we report the maximum performance over the different values taken by
these parameters.

6.4.3 Results

6.4.3.1 Examining the weights

On Fig. 6.1, we present a typical example of the weight values attributed to all
the samples of the training set. Because we use a leave-one-subject out scheme
to evaluate the different algorithms, the training set is composed of samples from
14 subjects. The samples are listed on the x-axis; they are grouped by subjects
in order to make the subject structure on the training dataset clearly visible. If
η = 0, i.e for MSKMM0 (Fig. 6.1A), the weights of all samples of a given subject
take a constant value, as imposed by the constraint 6.10a when η = 0; because
the samples are grouped by subject on the x-axis, we therefore observe that the
weights follow a piecewise constant function. When η takes an intermediairy
value (Fig. 6.1B), the individual weights can take values that recede from the
mean value for each subject; this maintains some structure on the weights im-
posed by the different sources, while providing more flexibility than when η = 0.
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Finally, when η is large, i.e for MSKMM∞ (Fig. 6.1C), there is no such multi-
source constraint anymore; we experimentally verified that MSKMM∞ yields the
same weights than the standard KMM – where all training samples are provided
as a single source of data to KMM. In that case, as shown by the inset, the
weights are sparse, i.e a large number take the zero value, which is expected
from weights estimated using KMM [Gretton et al. 2009].
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Overall, our MSKMM model behaves as expected, showing the validity of our
procedure. When using an intermediairy value for η (in practice, between 0.01
and 0.2), the solution is adequate for capturing the multi-source nature of the
training dataset while maintaining some flexibility on the importance weights of
single instances.

6.4.3.2 Classification performances

We here detail the classification performances, measured by the average accu-
racy across the folds of the leave-one-subject-out cross-validation. As stated pre-
viously, we compare the performances of an oracle that uses the optimal values
of the hyper-parameters, in order to gage the maximal performance attainable
by each method. The results are presented in Tab. 6.1

SVM MSKMM + WSVM MSKMM∞ + WSVM MSKMM0 + WSVM

0.624 0.629 0.629 0.629

❚❛❜❧❡ ✻✳✶✿ ▼❡❛♥ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝✐❡s ❢♦r st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❙❱▼ ✭✇✐t❤♦✉t ♠✉❧t✐✲s♦✉r❝❡ ❛❞❛♣t❛t✐♦♥✮
✈❡rs✉s ✇❡✐❣❤t❡❞ ❙❱▼ ✉s✐♥❣ ▼❙❑▼▼ ✭❝❤❛♥❝❡ ❧❡✈❡❧ ❂ ✵✳✺✮

Overall, we see that there is a small gain in performance between using the
simple SVM without any adaptation strategy, and using MSKMM + WSVM. How-
ever, this gain is clearly not statistically significant. When it comes to choosing
the value of the η parameter used to estimate the weights in MSKMM, we see
that this parameter has no influence on the classification performances. This is
fairly surprising because we saw previously (see Fig. 6.1) that the values of the
individual weights are strongly influenced by the parameter η.

6.5 Discussion and conclusion

We have introduced a multi-source extension of the Kernel Mean Matching pro-
cedure. This MSKMM framework attempts to adapt the distribution of the train-
ing data to the target domain by reweighting the training samples according
to their level of matching with the target distribution. We have described the
model and its practical translation into a quadratic optimization problem, with
the details that makes it possible to solve it to estimate importance weights asso-
ciated with each instance of the training dataset. The main hyper-parameter of
the model, η, controls the amount of structure that is added by the multi-source
nature of the data available for training, on top of the standard KMM procedure.
We have shown that when η → ∞, our MSKMM is equivalent to the standard
KMM where all the training instances are supposed to be drawn from a unique
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distribution. When η = 0, our framework in facts models the target distribution
as a mixture of the different source distributions.

We have performed simulations on a real world dataset from a Magneto-
Encephalography (MEG) experiment. Each subject that participated in this ex-
periment is an independent source of data. The task, the so-called inter-subject

decoding problem, consisted in guessing the type of stimulus – amongst two cate-
gories – that was presented to a subject whose data was not used during training,
from his brain activation pattern recorded using MEG. The initial results of our
MSKMM framework on this MEG dataset are clearly disappointing. No signifi-
cant gain was observed from simply using a Support Vector Classifier that used
no information about the training subjects. In what follows, we discuss the po-
tential reasons for this and propose some directions from future work.

The first reason that might explain the non-improvement over the standard
SVC results might lie in the assumption that was implicitely made which implies
that the original feature spaces of all sources are identical. This translates into
the fact that the brain activity measured by MEG in all subjects share most of its
specificity with regard to the task, i.e that the features that discriminate a face

trial from a scrambled trial are the same for all subjects. This ignores the inter-
subject variability, which – for MEG data – might result in changes in spatial and
temporal features, i.e the topographies and the time-series of MEG recordings.
We had implicitely assumed that examining whole brain maps – instead of local-
ized patterns as in Chapters 4 and 5, and using a temporal down-sampling might
reduce this variability, but our results suggest that this might not be sufficient.
Therefore, an extra step of using a representation more robust to such variability
might be necessary before attempting to match the distributions with MSKMM.
A good example is given by the winner of the DecMeg competition [Barachant
et al. 2013]

A second possibility lies in the method itself. The instance weighting prin-
ciple has already proved effective in the past, but there is room for improve-
ment both in the way to estimage the weights and in the method that uses the
weights to perform the predictions. A first avenue might consist in a refinement
of MSKMM so that it attempts to match the conditional probability distributions
across sources instead of matching the marginals, as done in [Chattopadhyay
et al. 2012]. This calls for obtaining labels for instances of the target domain,
which can be done in two ways: i) acquiring truely labeled instances, for in-
stance through a calibration experiment, which is a usual practice in BCI experi-
ments and is implicetely done in fMRI experiments when using hyperalignment
[Lorbert et al. 2012]; ii) estimating labels of instances of the target domain, for
example by using the prediction of a classifier. A second avenue might attempt
to improve the use of the weights, for example by using a truely transductive
method in order to perform predictions on data of the target domain; this could
be done with the work described in [Joachims 2003].

In all cases, the choice of the hyper-parameters remains an important problem
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with such methods, which, in view of our results – we have not addressed in this
work. In simplistic simulations (not shown), we have encountered large difficul-
ties to reproduce the results presented in the original KMM article [Gretton et
al. 2009], largely because the results are heavily influenced by the values of the
hyper-parameters. For instance, the kernel used for the estimation of the weights
and for the prediction do not have to be identical, nor the values of their hyper-
parameters, and it is challenging to select them with a simple cross-validation
[Gretton et al. 2009]. The difficulty of obtaining real improvements on practical
problems with KMM is also reflected by the very small amount of studies that
used it since its introduction in 2007. We therefore believe that a large amount
of work remains to make KMM-like methods usable in practice.

6.6 Appendix - Solving the KMM optimization

problem using cvxopt

In order to solve the optimization problem defined for KMM, we used the qp

solver of the cvxopt Python module. The user’s guide of cvxopt provides the
following definitions of a quadratic program:

minimise(x) 1
2
xT P x+ qT x

subject to G x � h
A x = b

Note that all the variable names are underlined to differentiate them from the
rest of the variable names used throughout the manuscript while keeping the
definitions of the cvxopt user’s guide.

The unknown variables to be estimated are placed in the x vector, and we
therefore define x = β̄. P is a N s × N s matrix which is simply the Gram matrix
computed on the elements of the source domain, i.e P ij = k(xs

i , x
s
j). The vector

q is composed of N s elements equal to q
i

= Ns

Nt

∑Nt

j=1 k(xs
i , x

t
j).

The two constraints in Eq. (6.6) develop into:
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and

(6.6b) ⇔
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This leads to having (6.6a) & (6.6b) ⇔ G x � h by defining the matrix G and
the vector h as follows:
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Finally, A and b are unused.

6.7 Appendix - Solving the MSKMM optimization

problem using cvxopt

We will now detail the different components of this program using the cvxopt

definitions given in Appendix 1.

• x is the vector of size N containing the weights to be estimated, and it
is equal to β̄: it is composed of S blocks, and its s-th block contains the
weights of subjects s, i.e βs

1, · · · , βs
Ns

;

• P is a matrix of total size N × N , structured in S × S blocks; the block
(s1, s2) is composed of the kernel values between samples of subjects s1

and s2, weighted by the inverse product of the sample sizes for these two
subjects: on line i and column j, this block takes the following value:

1

N s1 ×N s2

k(xs1

i , x
s2

j ) (6.15)

• q is a vector with N elements organised in S blocks, one for each subject of
the training set; the i-th element of the s-th block corresponding to subject
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s is given by

−
1

N s ×N t

j=Nt
∑

j=1

k(xs
i , x

t
j) (6.16)

Let us now develop the different constraints. First, we have

(6.10c) ⇔ ∀(s, n),−βn ≤ 0 ⇔ G1 x � h1,

where h1 is the constant zero vector of size N , G1 = −IdNS

and, as a reminder,
x = β̄. Then we have

(6.10a) ⇔
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where h1 and h2 are vectors of size N with constant value η, and G2 = −G3 is a
matrix of size N ×N given by:
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With these definitions of G1, G2, G3, h1, h2 and h3, we get

(6.10a) & (6.10c) ⇔ G x � h
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by defining the block matrix G and the block vector h as follows:

G =
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Finally, we examine the last constraint, given by Eq. (??):

(6.10b) ⇔
S
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where b is the scalar value 1, and A is the following vector that contains S
constant blocks:
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We have now defined the full configuration that enables us to solve the MSKMM
optimization problem in cvxopt.
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7 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have introduced a unifying perspective on neuroimaging data
analysis when data from multiple subjects are available – which is the most com-
mon case (see Chapter 1). We simply stated that each subject is a source of data
and advocated the use of the multi-source learning setting. The term multi-source

has been used for a long time to characterize data analysis problems, sometimes
in different contexts with different meanings. Therefore, we started this thesis in
Chapter 2 by clearly recalling the multi-source setting defined in machine learn-
ing. In the rest of this Chapter, we argued that the multi-source framework is the
most natural one for dealing with multi-subject datasets such as those commonly
available in neuroscience. We therefore precisely instanciated this setting to the
inter-subject learning questions offered in neuroimaging. Inter-subject learning
is the generic problem that we face when attempting to perform predictions on
data from a subject that was not available at training time.

A multi-source problem should be tackled from two different angles. First, if
the input spaces are different across sources, a common space should be found.
Secondly, because the data from the different sources come from different sub-
jects, their probability distribution are instrinsically different and should some-
how be matched. We have presented different approaches that address these
different problems. First, addressing the inter-subject decoding problem for fMRI
data in Chapter 4, we have introduced a graphical representation and a graph
kernel that implicitly bring local functional patterns recorded in different sub-
jects into a common graph-space, which allows to succesfully overcome the fine
scale inter-subject variability. Secondly, we studied how to detect group dif-
ferences in local cortical shape in Chapter 5. Using graphical representations of
patterns of sulcal pits, we introduced a graph kernel to project such patterns into
a graph space common to all subjects. We then presented a searchlight scheme
and a spatial inference method in order to exploit the properties of this common
space, which proved effective to detect cortical asymmetries and sex differences.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we introduced a multi-source extension of the kernel mean
matching procedure in order to build a multi-source domain adaptation method.
However, when applied to an inter-subject decoding task on a MEG dataset, this
approach did not outperform standard classification methods.

In view of these results, it seems critical to address the problem of the repre-
sentation of the neuroimaging data by asking in which case it is valid to assume
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that the feature spaces of different subjects are the same. From a very broad
perspective, all these problems share a common object of study, the brain, and a
common single modality of observation (either anatomical MRI, functional MRI
or MEG). Therefore, it seems to make sense to assume that the original feature
spaces are identical for all subjects and to attempt to use multi-source domain
adaptation techniques. However, the lack of success of this approach (used in
Chapter 6) might lead us to accept that the inter-individual differences in the
anatomical and functional organization of the brain are too strong for this as-
sumption to hold – but further work is clearly necessary to confirm this claim.
In any case, it is clearly relevant to seek representations that are common across
subjects, as demonstrated by the success of the methods introduced in Chap-
ters 4 and 5. Provided enough data points are available, the use of multi-source
domain adaptation techniques could well be advocated as a second stage of anal-
ysis, working in such common space.

Finally, we would like to emphasize yet again that the inter-subject learn-
ing problems brought by neuroimaging datasets are natural applications of the
multi-source framework defined in machine learning. Actors of the two scien-
tific communities should naturally benefit from eachother through stronger in-
teractions and cross-fertilization. On the one hand, neuroscientists who attempt
to grasp the commonalities across subjects and the differences between groups
of subjects should gain a finer understanding from using advanced techniques
of multi-source learning. On the other hand, computer scientists working on
multi-source learning should find an opportunity to validate and improve their
methods in the challenging datasets provided by neuroscientists.
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